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Abstract
eGovernment solutions promise to deliver a number of benefits including increased citizen participation. To make sure that these services work as intended there is a need for better measurements. However, finding suitable approaches to distinguish the good eGovernment services from those which need
improvement is difficult. To elucidate, many surveys measuring the availability
and quality of eGovernment services are carried out today on local, national
and international level.
Because the majority of the methodologies and corresponding tests rely on
human judgement, eGovernment benchmarking is mostly carried out manually by expert testers. These tasks are error prone and time consuming, which
in practice means that most eGovernment surveys either focus on a specific
topic, small geographical area, or evaluate a small sample, such as few web
pages per country. Due to the substantial resources needed, large scale surveys
assessing government web sites are predominantly carried out by big organisations. Further, for most surveys neither the methodologies nor detailed result
are publicly available, which prevents efficient use of the surveys results for
practical improvements.
This thesis focuses on automatic and open approaches to measure government web sites.
The thesis uses the collaboratively developed eGovMon application as a
basis for testing, and presents corresponding methods and reference implementations for deterministic accessibility testing based on the unified web
evaluation methodology (UWEM). It addresses to what extent web sites are
accessible for people with special needs and disabilities. This enables large
scale web accessibility testing, on demand testing of single web sites and web
pages, as well as testing for accessibility barriers of PDF documents.
Further, this thesis extends the accessibility testing framework by introducing classification algorithms to detect accessibility barriers. This method
supplements and partly replaces tests that are typically carried out manually.
Based on training data from municipality web sites, the reference implemen-
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tation suggests whether alternative texts, which are intended to describe the
image content to people who are unable to see the images, are in-accessible.
The introduced classification algorithms reach an accuracy of 90%.
Most eGovernment surveys include whether governments have specific services and information available online. This thesis presents service location as
an information retrieval problem which can be addressed by automatic algorithms. It solves the problem by an innovative colony inspired classification
algorithm called the lost sheep. The lost sheep automatically locates services
on web sites, and indicates whether it can be found by a real user. The algorithm is both substantially tested in synthetic environments, and shown to
perform well with realistic tasks on locating services related to transparency.
It outperforms all comparable algorithms both with increased accuracy and
reduced number of downloaded pages.
The results from the automatic testing approaches part of this thesis could
either be used directly, or for more in-depth accessibility analysis, the automatic approaches can be used to prioritise which web sites and tests should
be part of a manual evaluation.
This thesis also analyses and compares results from automatic and manual accessibility evaluations. It shows that when the aim of the accessibility
benchmarking is to produce a representative accessibility score of a web site,
for example for comparing or ranking web sites, automatic testing is in most
cases sufficient.
The thesis further presents results gathered by the reference implementations and correlates the result to social factors. The results indicate that
web sites for national governments are much more accessible than regional and
local government web sites in Norway. It further shows that countries with
established accessibility laws and regulations, have much more accessible web
sites. In contrast, countries who have signed the UN Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities do not reach the same increased accessibility. The
results also indicate that even though countries with financial wealth have the
most accessible web sites, it is possible to make web sites accessible for all also
in countries with smaller financial resources.

Abstract in Danish/Dansk
Resumé
Eforvaltningsløsninger lover at levere en række fordele, heriblandt forøget
borgerdeltagelse. For at sikre at disse tjenester furngerer efter hensigten, er
der behov for bedre målinger. Det er imidlertid vanskeligt at finde passende
fremgangsmåder til at skælne velfungerende eforvaltningstjenster fra dem som
behøver forbedring. For at belyse dette udføres der adskillige undersøgelser
til måling af tilgængelighed og kvalitet af eforvaltningstjenester på lokalt, nationalt og internationalt niveau.
Fordi størstedelen af metoderne og de tilhørende tests afhænger af menneskelig bedømmelse, bliver eforvaltnings-benchmarking hovedsageligt udført
manuelt af ekspert-testere. Dette er fejltilbøjelige og tidskrævende opgaver
hvilket i praksis betyder at de fleste undersøgelser af eforvaltninger enten
fokuserer på et bestemt emne, et lille geografisk område eller evaluerer et lille
udvalg, som for eksempel få wedsider per land. På grund af det betydelige
ressourcekrav, bliver stor-skala undersøgelser til evaluering af forvalnings- websteder i overvejende grad udført af store organisationer. Endvidere, for de
fleste undersøgelser, er hverken metoderne eller detaljerede resultater offentligt
tilgængeligt, hvilket forhindrer avendelse undersøgelselsesresultaterne til praktiske forbedinger.
Denne afhandling fokuserer på automatiske og åbne tilgange til måling af
forvaltn- ings-websteder.
Afhandlingen anvender den kollaborativt udviklede eGovMon applikation
som et grundlag til test, og præsenterer tilsvarende metoder og referenceimplementeringer til deterministisk test af web-tilgængelighed baseret på the
unified web evaluation methodology (UWEM). Den tager højde for i hvilket
omfang websteder er tilgængelige for mennesker med særlige behov og handicap. De muliggør stor-skala web-tilgængeligheds-test, ”on demand” test af
websteder og websider og test af tilgængelighedsbarrierer i PDF dokumenter.
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Ydermere addresserer denne afhandling dedektering af tilgængelighedsbarrierer som et klassificeringsproblem. Dette er en metode til supplement og
delvis erstatning af tests, der typisk udføres manuelt. Baseret på træningsdata antyder reference-implementeringen hvilke alternative tekster der ikke er
tilgængelige. Den introducerede klassifikationsalgoritme opnår en nøjagtighed
på 90%.
De fleste undersøgelser af eforvaltninger omfatter hvorvidt forvaltningerne
har specifikke tjenester og information tilgængeligt online. Denne afhandling
præsenterer lokaliseringstjenester som et informationssøgningsproblem, hvilket
kan håndteres af automatiske algoritmer. Problemet løses med en koloniinspireret klassificeringsalgoritme ved navn “The Lost Sheep”. “The Lost
Sheep” lokaliserer automatisk tjenester på websteder og indikerer om disse
kan findes af en virkelig bruger. Algoritmen er både grundigt testet i kunstige
miljøer og viser sig velfungerende med realistiske opgaver til lokalisering af
tjenester i forbindelse med transparens i forvaltningen. Den udkonkurrerer
alle sammenlignelige algoritmer både med øget nøjagtighed og reduceret antal
af downloadede sider.
Denne afhandling analyserer og sammenligner også resultater fra automatiske og manuelle tilgængelighedsevalueringer. Den viser at når målet med
tilgængeligheds-benchmarking er at producere en representativ tilgængelighedsscore for et websted, f.eks. til sammenligning og rangering af websteder, så
er automatisk testing tilstrækkelig i de fleste tilfælde. Til mere dybdegående
tilgængelighedsanalyse kan automatiske fremgangsmetoder anvendes som en
mekanisme til prioritering af hvilke websteder og tests, der skal være inkluderes
i den manuelle test.
De automatiske fremgangsmetoder til måling af eforvaltning, som er en del
af denne afhandling, kan enten anvendes direkte som input til verificering af
eksperter eller som mekanisme til prioritering af hvilke tetst som må udføres
manuelt.
Denne afhandling analyserer også resultater samlet af reference- implementeringen og korrelerer resultatet med sociale faktorer. Resultaterne indikererer at websteder for nationale forvaltninger er langt mere tilgængelige end
regionale og lokale websteder. De viser endvidere at lande som har etablereret
love og regler for tilgængelighed, får langt mere tilgængelige websteder. Til
kontrast opnår lande, som underskriver FN’s Koventionen om rettigheder for
personer med handicap, ikke den samme øgede tilgængelighed. Resultaterne
viser også at selvom finansielt velstående lande har de bedste tilgængelige
websteder, er det muligt at gøre websteder tilgængelige for alle selv med begrænsede finansielle midler.
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Thesis Summary
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Introduction

Much interaction with government has been transformed from queue and desk
environments to online services, so-called eGovernment. The promises of this
transformation include better governance, reduced cost, increased citizen participation and so on. To understand to which degree the services deliver on
their promised potential, an array of eGovernment surveys illuminating characteristics of the eGovernment services are established. Most of these surveys
are carried out manually and do not reveal their complete methodologies nor
the detailed results, which is crucial to enable policy makers and web site owners to efficiently address the reported issues. Figure 2 presents the relationship
between eGovernment testers, web site owners, policy makers and citizens.
The main focus of this thesis is on automatic and open benchmarking of
government web sites. The work is part of the eGovMon project1 which develops open source software, methodologies for quality evaluation of eGovernment
services and policy design tools in a close collaboration with 20 Norwegian municipalities. The four areas of eGovernment research covered in the project
are accessibility, transparency, efficiency and impact.

1.1

Motivation for eGovernment

The main goals of introducing eGovernment include increased availability and
quality of information and services for the citizens, more efficient and effective
governments including back end integrations, more transparent and accountable governments and increased participation [9, 32, 33, 33, 52, 56, 58, 59, 70, 75,
105].
1

The eGovMon project http://www.egovmon.no is co-funded by the Norwegian Council of Research under the VERDIKT program. Project no.: Verdikt 183392/S10. See
appendix A for a project overview.
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Figure 2: An overview of eGovernment showing relationships among eGovernment testers, results, web site owners, policy makers and citizens.
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However, one of the largest motivations for introducing eGovernment is to
use information technology to achieve a better government both for citizens
and policy makers [70]. For example, eGovernment enables citizens to remotely
participate in political process using web technologies, to propose questions
and comments in the meeting, or watch live and past meetings and similar.
Without eGovernment this close interaction is only possible when the citizens
are physically present.
However, introducing information technology by itself is not sufficient to
achieve these goals [59]. There are many examples of eGovernment application
failures, because the implementation did not meet the specification, there is
a gap between implementation and the citizen demand or a lack of uptake by
citizens [39]. For example, government services for the citizens could be hard
to locate or introduced without usability in mind. If a service is available online but in practice cannot be found by the citizens, it is rendered useless and
will neither be used nor contribute to government improvements. Similarly,
government portals could be made available online without considering accessibility, causing web sites to exclude citizens with disabilities from efficient
participation.
The main aim of this thesis is to develop methods and tools for measuring
public governmental web sites. It should be noted that research on government web sites is only one of several areas within eGovernment. eGovernment
research is in no way limited to government web sites, and eGovernment efforts
on local or national neither are nor should be limited to public web sites. The
most common areas that come under the eGovernment umbrella are: Enabling
interaction between the public and the government electronically, typically
through web sites, online portals and mobile phones. Back-end integration
within the government to streamline services and reduce the needed manual
work. Build up of electronic infrastructure to make telephones, Internet and
computers available to the public. Reducing the digital illiteracy and closing
the digital divide. Electronic identification mechanisms for citizens through
electronic IDs, smart card systems and similar.

1.2

eGovernment Surveys

A significant part of eGovernment research is benchmarking to what extent
certain criteria claimed positive for eGovernment are reached. These criteria
varies between surveys, but are often based on laws, regulations and general
eGovernment goals. The features are predominantly collected from governmental web sites.
Surveys can provide useful input for improvements of eGovernment portals.
It enables policy makers and web site owners to be informed about accessibility
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and usability problems on their web sites, receive information about which laws
and regulations are not followed, what services they have available compared
to other governments, and so on. In many cases, what gets measured in the
surveys is what gets attention by web site owners even though it may not be
what needs most attention or improvement. Because of the influence of the
surveys and because it can result in wrong focus, it is sometimes argued that
surveys are bad for eGovernment [11, 23].
The published survey results are sometimes used directly by web site owners to improve their web site, and by politicians and policy makers as input
to regulations and laws related to eGovernment. Thus, eGovernment surveys can have a direct influence on development of eGovernment services, and
thereby have a significant effect on the citizens using the government web sites.
Therefore the surveys need to generate data of high quality, minimum bias,
cover essential eGovernment areas, reflect the users needs, and be carried out
frequently.2

1.3

Automatic Measurements

Many of the issues with most eGovernment surveys today can be solved by using tools and introducing automatic algorithms for measurements. In contrast
to tests which rely upon human judgement, tools and algorithms are objective, can effectively and frequently run with a minimum human interaction, on
more web pages and sites, and at a lower cost. The limitations of automation
lies in relatively high startup cost, and the fact that many tests require human
judgement and are therefore hard to automate.
All in all, there seems to be a great potential in increased use of automation
in eGovernment benchmarking to direct and encourage work in eGovernment
improvements.
Similarly to how information technology was introduced to improve governments, this thesis introduces automatic approaches for improving benchmarking of eGovernment. This is meant to increase the quality and efficiency
of eGovernment assessment, and enable more interactive on demand testing
to expand who can run eGovernment assessment.

1.4

Thesis Overview

The thesis summary is organised as follows. Section 2 presents an overview
of existing eGovernment surveys. Section 3 continues with web accessibility,
which is often part of eGovernment surveys. Section 4 introduces automatic
2
Note that not all surveys have a high impact on governments, there are examples of
results from eGovernment studies that are ignored [45].
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testing, both deterministic accessibility tests of web pages and PDF documents, more advanced testing of accessibility using classifiers, and tests for
automatically locating services and information online. Section 5 compares
results from automatic and manual accessibility measurements as a method to
understand when automatic testing is sufficient. Section 6 presents eGovernment findings which have been collected using the applications in section 4.
Section 7 presents the conclusion, and section 8 presents challenges and further
research directions. Finally, section 10 presents the summary of contributions
based on the papers part of the thesis.

2

eGovernment Surveys

Conducting eGovernment surveys is an approach used to examine various aspects of eGovernment, how governments use information technology and the
digital interaction of government with citizens, businesses, and other government institutions. Most surveys focus on measuring governmental web sites
against criteria or indicators representing an ideal web site. Examples of typical survey questions: Is the web site accessible for people with disabilities?
Does the web site have contact information? Is it possible to submit requests
online?

2.1

Existing eGovernment Surveys and Methods

Several eGovernment surveys exist, on global, regional, national and local levels. Paper A presents an overview and a comparison of the most important
existing global eGovernment surveys, and an evaluation of how the surveys
progress over time. The best known global surveys are carried out by Accenture, Brown University and United Nations (UN) Department of Economic
and Social Affairs.
Accenture focus their annual survey on European national web sites and
evaluate the sites up against two sets of indicators: service maturity and delivery maturity [1–7]. From 2000 to 2005, the main components of the survey
were the following. Service maturity was weighted 70% and represented the
number of services implemented and their level of completeness. Delivery maturity was weighted 30% and represented indicators related to service delivery,
such as single point of entry, portal capabilities and so on. In 2005, delivery
maturity was substituted with interviews with citizens and government officials, and the weight of each set of indicators was changed to 50%.
Brown University analyses a broad range of public web sites focusing on
information availability, service delivery and public access [100, 101, 103, 104,
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106–109]. In contrast to Accenture, the Brown survey only aims at measuring
the presence of features, not maturity. Brown University checks for the presence of 28 specific features in each web site. The survey has been published
annually since 2001.
The UN eGovernment survey (previously eGovernment readiness report)
is carried out bi-annually by UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs [82,90–94]. It examines the national governmental web sites most important for the citizens in each member state. It measures the web sites according
to a set of indicators based on service delivery in the following criteria: basic,
informational, interactive and transactional. The analysis is based on quantitative measurements related to presence of information and services, and the
maturity of the services. The survey has been running since 2002.
The survey “Benchmark Measurement of European eGovernment services”
has been carried out by Capgemini for the European Commission since 2001
[17–19]. Its focus was measurements of the public services in the 32 European countries (27 EU countries, Croatia, Iceland, Norway, Switzerland and
Turkey), more specifically by benchmarking twenty online services in more
than 10 000 web sites. The assessment is on basic services including tax filing,
enrolling in schools, obtaining permits and so on. The results include information on the availability of the twenty services (reached 82% in Europe), online
sophistication, user experience, full online availability, portal sophistication,
eProcurement visibility and eProcurement availability. In 2010, the indicators
were extended to also include analysis on sub-national level and eProcurement
availability for the post-award phase.

2.2

Limitations with Current Approaches

Today all major eGovernment surveys rely strongly on manual assessment
by expert testers and/or interviews. The tests carried out manually depend
completely on human judgement and are influenced by human factors. An
interpretation may differ from person to person and even vary from day to
day, which makes the test results challenging to reproduce and verify. As
an example, one of the tasks carried out in the UN eGovernment survey is
on whether statements encouraging citizen participation are present on the
evaluated web sites. A web site with such a statement will get a better score
than a web site without a statement. However, the testers need to decide
whether the statements are in fact encouraging citizens, and the testers may
have different opinions. This makes it hard to repeat the tests, which have a
negative impact on the reliability of the results. As a mitigation, the tests are
run by multiple assessors, and only unifiable agreeable results accepted. This
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increases the repeatability, but at the same time increases the efforts needed
to carry out a surveys.
Moreover, the details on the methodologies and the results are not publicly
available for any of the surveys. This makes it difficult to understand what is
measured, and prevents efficient quality improvements and efficient learning
from good examples.
Although most of the surveys are carried out annually, frequent and nontransparent changes of the sets of criteria makes it hard to monitor the progress
of one web site.
Automatic testing based on open methods can solve some of these issues.
Further, many of the tests carried out by manual assessment in the three
surveys can potentially be automated. Because of this, paper A proposes
to partially automate the surveys, and make the test methodology, results
and implementation publicly available. This frees up resources so that the
testers can focus on tests which cannot be run automatically, enables testing
on demand, as well as making methods, tests and implementation open for
inspection by anyone. Accordingly, the results in the survey will become more
reliable.
Section 4 presents a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of
automatic and manual testing, and section 5 a comparison of corresponding
results.

3

Web Accessibility

Even though the major eGovernment surveys have different focus and address different areas of eGovernment such as specific topics or geographical
or political areas, a common property for many is that they attempt to measure if the web sites are accessible for people with special needs or disabilities [19, 49, 93, 94].
This focus is not surprising as web accessibility has received a lot of international attention. In fact, equal rights to public information and services
are part of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights published in 1948.
Even though the Universal Declaration of Human Rights does not specifically
address the web, these rights apply when the information and services are
available online [61]. Equal rights to access public information on the Internet
was in 2007 strengthened by the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities signed by 143 UN member states [34,89]. It is also addressed
in the Riga ministerial declaration where the EU member states unanimously
agreed to “Enhance eAccessiblity by . . . Facilitating accessibility and usability
of ICT products and services for all . . . ” [30, 31].
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Paper F, paper G and paper H show that web accessibility barriers are
common in both local government and national web sites. This often leads
to significant problems for people with special needs and prevent some people
from getting access to the information available online and the public government services on the web. Paper H further shows that neither introducing
accessibility laws nor signing the UN convention on the rights of persons with
disabilities are by themselves sufficient to avoid accessibility barriers in public
web sites. Practical work is required to understand the level adherence to
the laws and convention, and how the regulations work in practice. For this,
knowledge on existing accessibility barriers, for which methods and tools for
examining web accessibility is advantageous.

3.1

Defining Web Accessibility

There exist several definitions of web accessibility. This thesis is built on the
definition offered by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C); “that people
with disabilities can use the Web. More specifically, Web accessibility means
that people with disabilities can perceive, understand, navigate, and interact
with the Web, and that they can contribute to the Web. Web accessibility also
benefits others, including older people with changing abilities due to aging.”
[117]. Following the W3C definition, if a person with a disability is unable to
use a web site, the web site is in-accessible. In contrast, if the person does not
encounter any problems, the web site is accessible for him/her.
Paper E and figure 3 present, based on [12, 73], accessibility as a subset
of usability. Usability problems are issues affecting many users independent
of whether the users have disabilities. On the contrary, accessibility barriers
cause problems only for people with disabilities. This means that if a web site
is not useful for anyone, it is not an accessibility issue but a usability problem.
Please note that figure 3 is a simplified model. Accessibility and usability
are strongly related. Even though accessibility barriers mainly cause problems
for people with disabilities, an accessible web site benefits all people. An
example is links which do not describe the corresponding web page. If several
of the links on a page are titled “read more” or similar, it poses a barrier
as the user will need the context to understand what to read more about.
Some tools, such as screen readers, will for quick navigation collect all links
on a page [53]. This list will be useless if several link texts are the same.
Even though this is a problem mainly for users with disabilities, and thus an
accessibility issue, the web site becomes more navigable for all when links are
descriptive. Further, figure 3 has a clear distinction between automatic tests as
a subset of manual tests. However, there are some accessibility issues which are
difficult to test without a tool such as colour contrast and (x)HTML validation.
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Additionally, it could be argued that certain accessibility barriers are not
usability issues, and that some accessibility barriers are hard to separate from
usability problems [81]. Problems such as too small images, too much text or
similar may cause challenges for many users, but the impact is much worse for
people with disabilities. This means that accessibility is not a proper subset
of usability. Nevertheless, figure 3 gives a general overview of how accessibility
is related to usability, and what is testable automatically and manually.
Furthermore, accessibility is strongly related with universal design. Several
descriptions of universal design exist [78], but a commonly accepted one is that
it “is an approach to design that incorporates products as well as buildings features which, to the greatest extent possible, can be used by anyone.” [44]. Thus,
the universal design concept does not separate between different groups in the
society, but rather treats the population as individuals of diverse characteristics. A universally designed web site is barrier free and therefore accessible
for all, including people with special needs and disabilities.

Usability
Accessibility
Testable Manually
Testable
Automatically

Figure 3: Relationship between Usability, Accessibility, Manual and Automatic testing.

3.2

Accessibility Testing

There are several approaches for testing the accessibility of web sites [74]. The
three most common test approaches are:
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• User testing. It is testing with representative users such as people
with special needs often by using assistive technologies. This approach
is typically done in a controlled experiment by letting the users carry
out certain tasks. The users and their behaviour are observed, and tasks
which could not be carried out for accessibility reasons are noted.
• Manual evaluation using expert testers. Manual testing, expert
testing and the “check list approach” depict the same process of testing. It relies upon a set of predefined tests which are known to detect
accessibility barriers. Such tests are typically carried out on a small
set of pages within each web site to be evaluated, often with focus on
web pages that are both important and representative for the web site.
Examples of such web pages include the home page, site map, various
templates used. This is the only approach that can be used for claiming
conformance.
• Automatic testing. Some tests developed to reveal accessibility barriers can be carried out automatically either on web page level or, utilising
crawlers on web site level. Since automatic crawlers cannot in general
select the important pages from a web site, the representativeness is typically achieved by randomly selecting a large sample of pages from each
web site.

It is debated whether to check accessibility with user testing or the check
list approach using expert testers. As argued in paper E, in general, a combination of both supplemented by automatic testing is seen as the most viable
approach [116]. Some tests are easier to be carried out automatically, such as
valid (x)HTML, while other tests, such as proper description of form elements,
need human judgement and can best be carried out by experts. Finally, to
make sure that all usability and accessibility issues in the web site have been
properly addressed, testing with real users are needed.

3.3

Accessibility Guidelines and Methodologies

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
In 1999 the W3C introduced the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG
1.0) [111] to guide on how to make the W3C technologies (x)HTML and CSS
accessible for people with disabilities. It relies upon common web site practices and knowledge on how people with disabilities use web sites and their
assistive technologies. The WCAG 1.0 quickly became the de facto standard
for web accessibility [84].
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Since 1999, the web technologies changed fundamentally. This includes
that web pages are no longer limited to (x)HTML and CSS, but relies upon
technologies not covered and not allowed in WCAG 1.0 such as client side
scripting and PDF documents. In addition, there have been significant improvements to the assistive technologies since the introduction of WCAG 1.0.
In 2008 WCAG 1.0 was superseded by the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (WCAG 2.0) [113]. The main differences between WCAG 1.0 and
WCAG 2.0 are technology independence, separate techniques which are continuously updated and introduction of sufficient techniques and common failures [118].
Paper H and table 1 describes tests according to WCAG 1.0 and maps
the test to WCAG 2.0. 3 Section 4 presents how these tests are used.
Unified Web Evaluation Methodology
WCAG 1.0 and WCAG 2.0 are guidelines for making web sites accessible, not
methodologies for measuring accessibility. Despite this, many surveys rely on
WCAG as a method of measurement. To carry out an eGovernment analysis
based on WCAG additional specifications are needed such as which pages
to test, how to present the results and so on. Because of lack of evaluation
methodologies in WCAG, independent methodologies are invented to carry
out accessibility surveys. This leads to subtle but important differences in
accessibility surveys. Therefore it is hard to compare results between such
surveys although they are based on the same guidelines.4
As a mitigation, the Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM 1.2)
was introduced by the European Commission [64,65,97]. It introduces a set of
tests based on WCAG 1.0. 80% of the tests can only be carried out manually
by expert testers, while 20% can also be implemented and run automatically.
In addition to formally defined tests, it provides a methodology for sampling
and presentation of the results. UWEM 1.2 could either be used by experts to
manually check the web sites, or as a basis of an automatic tool. The manual
approach aims at applying all tests to a few important pages from each web
site. In contrast, the automatic approach selects up to 600 web pages based on
a near uniform random sampling, and applies those 20% of the test which can
be run automatically. Paper B presents details about UWEM 1.2 with focus
3
Note that this is only a mapping from WCAG 1.0 to WCAG 2.0, which means that it
is not WCAG 2.0 compliant. WCAG 2.0 have guidelines which are not part of WCAG 1.0
and is therefore not part of this list.
4
To deal with this issue, W3C has proposed to create a WCAG 2.0 Evaluation Methodology Task Force [115] with a planned evaluation methodology finished in December 2013.
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Category
Alternative text

Valid technology

Latest technology

Non Descriptive
links
Mouse required
Blinking or moving content

Missing labels or
legends in form elements
Refresh and redirection
Numbered
simulated

list

UWEM
1.2
1.1.HTML.01

WCAG
1.0
1.1

WCAG
2.0
1.1.1

Short Description

1.1.HTML.06

1.1

1.1.1

12.1.HTML.01
3.2.HTML.02
3.2.CSS.01
3.2.HTML.01
11.2.HTML.01

12.1
3.2
3.2
3.2
11.2

4.1.2
4.1.1
4.1.1
4.1.1
-

11.2.HTML.02

11.2

-

11.1.HTML.01

11.2

-

13.1.HTML.01

13.1

2.4.9

6.4.HTML.01

6.4

2.1.1, 2.1.3

7.2.HTML.01

7.2

2.2.2

7.2.CSS.02
7.3.HTML.01
7.4.HTML.01
3.5.HTML.03

7.2
7.3
7.4
3.5

2.2.2
2.2.2
2.2.1, 2.2.4
2.4.10

Blink property used in CSS.
Marquee element used.
Page refreshing used.
Levels are skipped in the
heading hierarchy.

12.3.HTML.01
7.4.HTML.01

12.3
7.4

2.4.10
2.2.1, 2.2.4

Fieldset without legend.
Page refreshing used.

7.5.HTML.01
3.6.HTML.03

7.5
3.6

2.2.1, 3.2.5
1.3.1

Page redirection used.
Numbered list simulated.

Non-text content without text
equivalent.
Non-text elements embedded
using the embed element
(which does not support a textual alternative).
Frames without description.
Invalid (X)HTML.
Invalid CSS used.
No valid doctype found.
Deprecated (X)HTML elements.
Deprecated (X)HTML attributes.
Latest W3C technology is not
used.
Links with the same title but
different targets.
Mouse (or similar) required
for navigation.
Blink element used.

Table 1: List of automatic accessibility tests based on UWEM 1.2 and WCAG
1.0.
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on the automatic testing including practical implementation information such
as sample size, web pages to download and how to present the results.

4

Automatic Testing

Automatic testing of eGovernment web sites means applying software applications and algorithms to automatically retrieve quantitative information based
on the content and/or structure of the web pages and web sites. This could
for example mean to apply automatic tests for detection of web accessibility
barriers. For a comparison between automatic and manual evaluation results
of web accessibility see section 5.

4.1

Pros and Cons

As shown in paper G, there are pros and cons for using automatic testing
in eGovernment surveys versus manual assessment. The main disadvantages
with automatic testing of accessibility are:
• Many tests require human judgement. This means that relying on manual testing covers a much wider scope of what is testable compared to
automatic testing.
• Manual testing is (relatively) technology independent. As long as the
web browser used supports the technologies to be assessed, these technologies can be tested. This is not the case for automatic testing where
the technology to be assessed need to be parsable. For example, assuming that appropriate tests exist, expert testers can easily asses a web site
reliant on Flash technologies as long as they have a plugin installed. In
contrast, to test Flash automatically, how to interpret and interact with
the Flash application needs to be programmed.
• Because manual testing can run all available tests in a criteria set, e.g.
100% of the accessibility tests in UWEM 1.2, it can be used for conformance testing.
Advantages with automatic testing:
• Automatic testing is objective. Tests which use human judgement are
subjective as their results depend on the testers state of mind, which
could be different from tester to tester. 5
5

Note that it is well known that tests descriptions for experts can be worded in a way
that minimises subjectivity. Typically any automatable test can also be carried out by an
expert with high cross-evaluator repeatability.
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• Since automatic testing relies significantly less on human interaction, it
typically runs at a much lower cost.
• Automatic testing can be applied much faster compared to testing that
relies on human judgement. Thus, automatic testing can run on demand,
faster and be carried out more frequently.
• With automatic testing larger data sets can be evaluated. Hence, surveys
using automatic algorithms can include more web pages and web sites
compared to manual assessments.

As shown in paper D automatic web testing can further be divided into
two main groups: (1) deterministic tests and (2) heuristic tests, for example
built as learning algorithms. A deterministic test is based on formal rules and
gives an absolute result such as if an (x)HTML tag has a certain attribute.
In contrast, heuristic tests are based on algorithms utilizing training data
and features of web pages, and produce results often based on likelihood or
probability. Example of heuristic accessibility tests are testing for navigability
[10, 86], understandable page structures [85] and whether text on a web page
is easy to read for people with reading difficulties such as dyslexia [76].6

4.2

Deterministic Web Accessibility Testing

Deterministic tests produce absolute results as formal rules are applied. An
example of a deterministic test is checking for the presence of alt attribute in
<img> elements. If the alt attribute exists, it is a positive result, otherwise it
is a negative result indicating an accessibility barrier, which can cause problem
for people with disabilities. The deterministic accessibility tests are available
in paper H and table 1.

Large Scale Testing
Paper B presents an architecture and reference implementation for automatic
checking of accessibility for web sites using (x)HTML and CSS technologies.
Table 1 presents the tests used in the software.
The fully automatic tool evaluates web sites in line with UWEM 1.2 in
a statistically sound way. The architecture consist of a breadth first crawler
which identifies 6000 web pages from the link structure in each site and writes
the URLs to a URL repository. If the site consists of less than 6000 pages, it
is exhaustively scanned and all web pages downloaded. Subsequently, 600 web
6

Note that the well known readability index is a deterministic test [35].
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pages are randomly selected from the set of downloaded web pages. These
pages are sent to a Web Accessibility Metric (WAM) component for evaluation. The WAM returns the results as EARL/RDF [112] which are written to
custom made RDF databases. Thereafter an Extract Transform Load (ETL)
component reads the URL repository and the RDF databases and writes the
results to a data staging scheme of a Data Warehouse. When all evaluations
have been completed, the data is aggregated to make data quickly available
in a user interface. This approach enables large scale testing of accessibility
of a large number of web sites, for example comparing the accessibility of web
sites between municipalities, countries and continents.
Paper F updates and simplifies the initial architecture. Figure 4 includes
the updated architecture. Instead of using three databases with much overlapping data, a URL repository, RDF databases and a Data Warehouse, the
architecture relies only upon one database. In the process the use of RDF
from the WAM, ETL and data staging were dropped, resulting in significant
performance improvements [67, 68]. The updated architecture includes deterministic accessibility tests, a sampler, a breadth first crawler, a database and
a presentation layer.
The tool relies upon automatic deterministic tests of (x)HTML and CSS
content. A complete list of deterministic tests based on UWEM 1.2 and
WCAG 1.0 are described in paper H and table 1.
Paper B and paper G use the web site score calculation based on UWEM
1.2. UWEM 1.2 defines the score as the number of tests with fail results
(number of barriers) divided by the number of applied tests, formally as
• Number of tests applied to a web site: Ns =

X

Np .

p∈s

• Number of barriers found on a web site: Bs =

X

Bp .

p∈s

• Web site accessibility score: F (s) =

Bs
Ns .

where s is a web site, p a page within the web site, Ns number of tests applied
for page p and Bs number of detected barriers in page p. This means that
a lower value of F (s) represents a more accessible web site. The score can
be interpreted as an error rate. Paper H proposes a way to calculate an
aggregated score beyond web site level. It introduces statistically sound web
accessibility scores on regional, ministerial, country and international levels.
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UWEM 1.2 presents regional scores as arithmetic means of web site scores.
This approach does not take into account that different sub-regions have different number of web sites, and gives equal weight to all web sites independent
of size and importance. It is theoretically possible to significantly improve the
UWEM 1.2 score for a region by introducing a very accessible web site without
any content. In contrast, since the regional scoring system in paper H uses
the number of tests and barriers at all levels, all evaluated web sites need to
have actual content to have implications on the score.7
On a country level, the score introduced in paper H is as follows:
• Number of tests applied for a country: NC =

X

Ns .

s∈C

• Number of barriers found on a country: BC =

X

Bs .

s∈C

• Country accessibility score: F (M ) =

BC
NC .

where C is a country, s a web site in that country, Np number of tests applied
in site s and Bs number of barriers detected in site s. The score calculations
follows the same pattern for other groups of web sites, such as all web sites
from a ministry, a continent, or any other political or geographical region.
Web Pages
Paper B addresses large scale accessibility assessment targeting policy makers, not web site maintainers and owners. Web sites are oftentimes not maintained by software developers, and running the tool introduced in paper B
requires detailed technical insights beyond what is common among web site
maintainers. Thus, with the approach in paper B web site maintainers who
want to investigate and improve their accessibility need to rely on some expert to run the software. Further, to deal with web accessibility barriers in
practice, it is useful to address the problems on web page level. This allows
users to input a URL to a web page, and get detailed information about which
problems exists including code extraction and example of how to remove the
barrier.
7

Also with the scoring system in paper H it is still theoretically possible to manipulate the score. This could for example be done by introducing an accessible web site with
accessible dummy content. In general, it is hard to address manipulation of automatic
measurements without manual assessment [21].
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To address this need, paper F introduces a single page checker allowing
users an interactive approach to remove accessibility barriers, shown in figure 4
as “checks on pages”, available online at http://accessibility.egovmon.no.
PDF Documents
The web does not only consist of pages using (x)HTML and CSS technologies,
but also a significant amount of static documents. Portable Document Format
(PDF) has become de facto standard for static documents both in governments
and in the private sector.
An example of this is the use of PDF documents in local Norwegian governments. Norway has a law requiring that documents published online should
be in an open format, which in its definition includes PDF documents [60].
Further the Norwegian Freedom of information legislation (Offentlighetsloven)
states that interaction between citizens and local government of public interest should be made public [110]. Common practice is therefore that a many
important governmental documents are published online, and the documents
are often in PDF format. Thus, PDF documents are of critical importance for
citizens, and should be made accessible for all users.
Paper C extends the architecture in figure 4 with testing of PDF documents. It uses the same crawling and sampling strategy as shown in paper B
and paper F, and includes both testing of single PDF documents and web
sites containing PDF files. Testing of single PDF files is available online at
http://accessibility.egovmon.no/en/pdfcheck/
The paper introduces four main tests based on [43, 62]:
• Structured elements: Similar to what is possible with (x)HTML documents, PDF documents can be structured semantically. Without structures the document is only available as large disorganised text. When
only the text is available it is for example not possible for a screen reader
to distinguish header elements from the body text. Thus, if a PDF document is unstructured, it is in-accessible.
• Access to content: In PDF documents it is possible to restrict third
party applications from accessing the content. For most users, the practical implications are restrictions on copying the texts from the document.
Additionally, it means that documents cannot be accessed by assistive
technologies such as screen readers and the PDF documents are thus
rendered in-accessible.
• Specification Language specific: For a screen reader to know how
to pronounce words, it is essential to know which language the text is
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written in. If this is not available, screen readers in most cases fall back
on the default language, which often means that the text is read in an
incomprehensible way. Accessible PDF documents should therefore have
the language specified in the document.8
• Scanned: Many PDF documents originate from offline documents which
have been scanned to be made available online. The text is then rendered as an image that assistive technologies cannot effectively interpret.
Such scanned PDF documents are not accessible for many users.9
Note that paper C was published prior to the PDF techniques of WCAG
2.0. In May 2011 W3C published a draft version of WCAG 2.0 techniques on
PDF. Further note that the PDF checking software has been extended with
additional tests beyond what is presented in paper C. A complete list of the
current tests is available at: http://accessibility.egovmon.no/en/tests/
PDF/.

4.3

Testing Based on Learning Algorithms

Testing based on learning algorithms is not common for web accessibility.
Discrete classifiers are functions of learning algorithms that perform a classification task based on some supervised training data, often manually classified.
An example is classification of web pages as either accessible or not accessible [10]. Such an approach uses the features and terms in the training data,
and calculates the likelihood of a new page belonging to either class. The classification result will be the class the new document has the highest probability
of belonging to.
Accessibility Testing
To improve the web accessibility of a web site, the individual barriers to be
fixed need to be addressed. Manual tests can locate additional types of barriers
compared to automatic assessment, but is much more resource intensive and
costly. It is therefore interesting to broaden the scope of what is automatically
testable.
Automatic accessibility testing is mostly based on deterministic tests, which
has its limitations.10 For example UWEM 1.2 defines an automatic test on
8

In PDF documents it is possible to have languages specified on each paragraph. This
test only addresses language specified on the document levels.
9
It is possible to use OCR technologies to get text from scanned PDF documents. However, there are currently no assistive technology solution in common use utilizing OCR
sufficiently well [28].
10
Some heuristic accessibility testing is available in the literature such as [10, 98].
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whether an <img> element has an alt attribute, but no automatic test for
judging whether the alternative text describes the corresponding image. Accordingly, any alternative text is sufficient to satisfy some automatic web accessibility tests, such as automatic UWEM 1.2 tests. Some tools will generate
an alternative text unless the user specifies one, and these texts may give little
information for a person who is unable to see the image, such as
• <img ... alt= “image1.jpg”/ >
• <img ... alt= “insert alternative text here”/ >
• <img ... alt= “359x213px”/ >
• <img ... alt= “for CAPTCHA, type the words in the image”/ >
Paper D shows that the above and similar examples occur frequently.
These in-accessible alternative texts cause significant challenges for people
who are not able to see images such as blind people relying on screen reader
technologies. Additionally, it causes problems for software that categorises
images, such as the Google crawler [22].
The paper also introduces a new form of accessibility testing using classifiers, shown in architecture figure 4 as “classification (x)HTML tests”. In contrast to deterministic tests, the algorithms presented in paper D are able to
judge the validity of alternative texts. This is done by calculating a likelihood
of an alternative text being accessible or in-accessible based on pre-collected
training material.
Two approaches for judging alternative texts are presented:
1. The first approach uses predefined features collected from state-of-theart known to represent in-accessible alternative texts [15, 24, 83]. These
features include length of the texts, the use of known in-accessible phrases
such as “insert alternative text here”, use of file type abbreviations, and
so on. The occurrences of features are put into a Euclidean space and
the classification is done with a nearest neighbour algorithm.
2. The second approach uses a bag of words with the frequency of individual words in the alternative texts. The words in the bag are ordered
according to the frequency of the occurrences and the classification is
done with a Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm.
Table 2 presents the classification results for both approaches. The classifiers reach a similar accuracy close to 90% (approach 1: 90.0%, approach 2
at 89.1%). The second approach is less dependant on language specific terms
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such as known in-accessible phrases. It is therefore easier to adopt to other
languages by simply adding appropriate training data. Hence, the second approach requires less practical work. By showing that alternative texts can
Actual →
Predicted ↓
Approach
Accessible
In-accessible
Over all accuracy

Accessible

In-accessible

Over all accuracy

1
93.9%
27.2%

1
6.1%
72.8%

1

2

90.0%

89.1%

2
92.6%
10.9%

2
7.4%
89.1%

Table 2: Confusion Matrix with classification accuracy with approach 1, using
state-of-the-art features, and 2, using a bag of words.
be accurately judged automatically with classification techniques, paper D
demonstrates that classification and learning algorithms have the potential to
work well for accessibility tests which in general require human knowledge.
This has the potential to significantly increase what can be tested automatically.
Note that the approach in paper D judges the alternative texts, but not
the corresponding image. This has some limitations: For example a picture
of a dog could have the wrong alternative texts “cat”, and is therefore inaccessible. In contrast, another picture of a cat may correctly have the alternative text “cat”. Further, the alternative text “cat” may be appropriate in a
web page with simple presentations of barnyard animals. However, it could be
inadequate in a web page on pedigree cats which presents cats at a different
level of detail. Since there is no image processing nor any processing of the
web page other than the alternative text, the algorithms in paper D are not
able to judge if alternative text “cat” accurately describes the image.
Locating Services
In addition to checking for web accessibility, it is common that eGovernment
surveys include quantitative data on the services and information provided by
the evaluated government web sites. To collect this data, testers are often
requested to systematically locate information online. This kind of testing
will generally need a verification process involving multiple users, due to the
human factors involved.
There are two main methods for collecting quantitative data on the availability of services. The most common method is testing for the existence of
material on a governmental web site independent of whether the information
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could be located by users. Some surveys take this a step further and include
whether the sought after material could be found by actual users. A typical
scenario to test for the latter is to let representative users try to locate material within a given time frame. Only the material actually found by the users
within that time frame contribute to positive results [87]. Paper J formally
defines these types of tests as existence tests and findability tests.
The human resources needed to carry out these tests result in two essential
limitations:
1. It limits the scope of the majority of eGovernment surveys to only focus
on a small set of web sites, either a representative selection of web sites
[7,19,94,109], a subset of web sites from e.g. one political or geographical
area [66, 87] or focusing on only one specific topic [75].
2. It limits who can carry out large scale web assessment to big organisations such as UN or Capgemini. [14, 19, 38, 94] (see paper A)
As a mitigation, paper I and paper J outlines how to automate the process of locating services. Paper I presents detecting material in a web site
as an information retrieval problem. It formally defines it as an information
retrieval problem in a directed labelled graph as locating a single web page
within a web site when the web page to be located is unobservable. An unobservable web page means that the algorithm does not know without supervision
whether the correct web page has been found. This is similar to classification
problems where the classifier can not know without supervision whether it has
done a correct classification.
Many have shown and used the correlations between the content of a web
page and the pages it links to [20, 57]. Similarly, paper I utilizes that anchor
texts, parts of web page links, can be accurately used to predict the content
of corresponding web pages [26], and introduces a new innovative algorithm
to locate web pages, called the lost sheep. In order to minimise the number of
web pages downloaded it uses the link text as a pre-classifier to decide if the
corresponding web page should be downloaded and classified. The goal of the
algorithm is therefore twofold: locate the sought web page with a high degree
of accuracy and minimise the number of downloads.
Figure 5 and 6 present the accuracy and the number of downloaded pages
for the lost sheep (LS 2F S=100) and comparable algorithms in a synthetic
environment [50]. The data in figure 5 show that the lost sheep is able to
reach a higher accuracy than all other compared algorithms [8, 27, 29, 42, 47]
and that the lost sheep is less sensitive to web site size, while the performance
of other algorithms decrease rapidly as the size of the web site increases.
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The algorithms evaluated in this experiment, shown in figure 5 and 6, are
the upper bound optimal, the lower bound random walk (RW), a probabilistic
focused crawler (FOCUSED) [54], similarity search (SIM) [47], similarity and
degree based search (SIMDEG) [47], A* with a similarity search heuristic
estimate, a hidden Markov model based classifier with 100 internal states
(HMM S=100) [119], HMM classifier where the transitions are in a non-linear
space (HMM 2F S=100), the lost sheep with a HMM classifier (LS S=100)
and the lost sheep with as non-linear HMM classifier (LS 2F S=100)
Additionally, figure 6 shows that the lost sheep downloads fewer web pages
than many of the comparable algorithms. Some algorithms download fewer
web pages than the lost sheep (SIM, SIMDEG and OPTIMAL). However, SIM
and SIMDEG both have less accuracy than the lost sheep. Thus, lost sheep
is the algorithm of the evaluated algorithms that is best able to combine the
two goals.
Note that the two goals, increasing accuracy and downloading fewer pages,
are connected. In general an algorithm that downloads fewer web pages should,
as long as the target page is among the downloaded pages, have an increased
accuracy. This is because fewer pages mean that the classification problem
becomes easier. This is observable in the lost sheep, but not for SIM and
SIMDEG which indicates that SIM and SIMDEG download irrelevant pages.
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Figure 5: Accuracy of the lost sheep and comparable algorithms in synthetic
environments.
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Figure 6: The number of downloaded pages of the lost sheep and comparable
algorithms in synthetic environments.

Paper J takes the lost sheep one step further and applies the algorithm in
real web site environments to locate information and services. This is shown
in the architecture in figure 4 as “lost sheep”.
The paper uses the lost sheep to automatically provide results for existence
with an accuracy of 85%. By defining an acceptable number of clicks, paper J
provides information on whether the page is reachable within this number of
clicks and in this way provides findability results.11
Another challenge with eGovernment measurements is that many governmental web sites are in the deep web [37]. Web pages in the deep web cannot
be indexed by search engine crawlers since they are located behind password
protection or require some other user interaction to be located such as filling
out a form. In addition, some web pages are not available in search engines
11
Note that the lost sheep is not guaranteed to find the shortest path. This means that it
is theoretically possible for a page to be within three clicks, but that the lost sheep reports
otherwise.
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because they update so frequently that when search engines index the pages
they are already outdated [80].
Paper J presents the idea of live automatic eGovernment testing. Prior
to the testing, training data for the services to be found should be provided.
When a live test is carried out, a tester enters the URL to the web site to be
evaluated. Subsequently, the algorithm is carried out live on the web site and
the results presented accordingly. For this to be possible, the algorithms need
to run fast so that the report can be returned shortly after the request.
This means that for eGovernment testing, live search has two main advantages. Firstly, it is able to produce results on demand. Secondly, since live
searching is initiated by a user in an interactive environment, it can be used
for crawling of the deep web. It enables the algorithm to prompt for passwords, forms to be filled out, and so on, which could give access to pages in
the deep web. Paper J shows that the lost sheep is able to run much quicker,
and therefore works better for live searching than the comparable algorithms.
The main contributions of the lost sheep algorithm are:
• Use of link text as a pre-classifier of the page it links to. This way
it only downloads pages that are expected to be relevant, which significantly reduces the content to be classified and simplifies the classification
problem.
• Ability to use any classifier able to evaluate web pages and web sites for
classification. This means that it can use the classifier that best fits the
data to be classified in line with the no free lunch theorem [36].
• Ability to work with web sites without preceding manual scoping. Most
government web sites are relatively complex connected web sites often
consisting of several domains. Most other crawlers and algorithms interacting with web sites require that the web sites are limited by the
domain name or formally scoped in some other way. Formal scoping is a
time consuming manual process which is not required in the lost sheep.
• Only positive examples in the training data are needed. Most other
classifiers rely upon positive and negative examples. Using only positive
examples is a very sought after property in classification as it significantly
reduces the time needed for collection of training data.
• The lost sheep is able to locate the target material both with a higher
accuracy and by downloading fewer web pages than comparable algorithms.
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Prior to using the lost sheep, training data for each category need to be
provided. To use the algorithm, the testers therefore only need to provide
the web sites to be evaluated. The results from the lost sheep could either be
used directly, as input to expert testers or as priorities to indicate which tests
should be carried out manually.
To examine how the lost sheep works in practice, paper J defines 13 realistic tasks on locating services and information on the 427 Norwegian municipality web sites.12 These tasks are based on commonly assessed government
transparency material in the literature [9, 13, 46, 75].
The tasks are defined so that there is at most one page within the web site
that matches the criteria, for example locating the local government budget
for the current year.13 The aim for the algorithms is therefore to locate the
sought after page, or report that the page cannot be found if it does not exist.
To verify the results, the tasks are also carried out manually. Of the 13
tasks, two tasks are assessed completely manually. To verify the remaining
11 tasks a random selection of 10% of the sites (43) are assessed manually.
If the output from the algorithm matches manual assessment, it is a correct
classification, otherwise it is false. The accuracy is defined as the number of
correct assessments over total number of assessments.
Figure 7 presents the accuracy of the lost sheep and comparable algorithms
as box plots. This includes the lost sheep with a hidden Marvov model based
classifier (LS LA), the lost sheep with a hidden Markov model based classifier
where the transitions are in a non-linear space (LS NLLA), the lost sheep
using co-sine similarity similarity search (LS SIM), the random walk (RW),
similarity based search (SIM) and the focused crawler shark search (SS). The
black line depicts the median value of the 13 tasks, and the box is drawn
between the quartiles (from the 75th percentile to the 25th percentile). The
dashed line extend to the minimum and maximum values except outliers.
The lost sheep is designed to minimize the number of web pages downloaded. Figure 8 presents the number of downloaded pages per algorithm.
The median size of the web sites in number of web pages is 26 000 pages.
Note that some algorithms are not adaptive and have a fixed number of pages
downloaded per site, and are not part of figure 8.

12

There are 430 Norwegian municipality web sites, but only 427 web sites were available
during the experiments.
13
In the situations where more than one page matching the criteria existed, the starting
page were chosen. This could e.g. be the page which links to the different sections of a
budget. Without exceptions, there was at most one web page manually selected as the
correct target page.
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While figure 5 and 6 show that the lost sheep outperforms comparable
algorithms in a synthetic environment, figure 7 and 8 show that the same is
true in a realistic setting with real web sites performing realistic tasks part of
eGovernment surveys.
Accessibility testing with the lost sheep
Paper J uses the lost sheep as a technique to check the availability of online
services and information. Similarly, the lost sheep can similarly be used to
test issues related to accessibility for people with special needs, including:
• The lost sheep can be used to check for the availability of special versions
of the web site, such as locating whether part of the site is in sign
language or if there exists a page to switch the site into high contrast.
• The lost sheep can also be used to verify the availability of certain types
of information useful for people with special needs. This could for example be verification that a page with information on where to apply for
assistive technologies exist, or a page with information about the public
accessible bathrooms in a municipality.
• For a person with special needs to be able to use a web page, the accessibility necessities are not limited to that specific page. It is also
important that the page is reachable in an accessible way. Typically,
a page can be reached in many ways, such as by using search engines,
or through several potential link paths in the web site. The lost sheep
chooses one path users can potentially click through. By checking the
accessibility of the path chosen by the lost sheep, it is possible to verify
that there exists at least one accessible path to a specific page.

5

Automatic versus Manual Accessibility Testing

Due to the low percentage of accessibility tests which can be assessed automatically, critics claim that automatic accessibility evaluation are not able to
produce results representing the experienced level of accessibility on the web
site [40].
As argued in paper E, for testing whether a web site is accessible, or for
conformance testing, all conceivable accessibility tests need to be applied. This
is not possible with only using automatic tests. Hence, the 20% of the tests
which can be run automatically is not sufficient for conformance testing [65].
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Using Automatic Results to Predict the Manual Results

Despite the claims that automatic accessibility testing has limited practical
usefulness, paper E shows that it is sufficient to use automatic tests to reliably calculate an accessibility score for a web site. This is done by using
the UWEM 1.2 web site accessibility score as following. First, let T be all
accessibility tests in UWEM 1.2, and let t be the 20% of T tests which can
run automatically. Further let F (S) be the accessibility score for site S based
on T and f (S) be the accessibility score for web site S using only t. The calculations of F (S) and f (s) are otherwise identical as defined in section 4. By
utilizing that there is a correlation between F (S) and f (S), paper E presents
an approach using cubic regression with a confidence interval based on the
estimated standard error. With this approach, in 73% of the cases, the F (S)
could be automatically calculated within the confidence interval based only on
the f (s). This eliminates all tests in T not in t for calculating an accessibility
score on web site level.
Thus, if the aim is only to calculate a score for a web site based on the
complete set of accessibility tests, automatic testing is in 73% of the cases
sufficient.
It should be noted that only 30 pages from two sites and 5 different templates are used in this study. This small data set is not enough to provide
proof that automatic testing is enough, but it gives a strong implication. Applying the same study with additional and different web pages, web sites and
templates could yield different results.

5.2

Comparison at Web Site Level

The Norwegian agency for Public Management and eGovernment (Difi) carries
out an annual measurement of public web sites. This includes assessment of
web sites from all 430 Norwegian municipalities [66]. The results are based on
three distinct categories: accessibility, user adaptation and useful content.
Paper F and figure 9 compare the accessibility results from manual assessment by Norge.no retrieved in the end of 2008 with automatically retrieved
results from 414 of 430 Norwegian municipalities retrieved in January 2008.
Even though the two data sets are retrieved with completely different methods, using expert testers and automatic tools, there is a strong correlation.
The data shows that the fewer barriers detected automatically in a web site,
the better score the site gets by Norge.no. The only exception is web sites
that are categorised as exceptionally good by Norge.no and received six out
of six stars in the Norge.no scoring system.
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A conclusion based on this data is that automatic testing alone can strongly
suggest which web sites are in-accessible, but cannot detect the most accessible
sites.

Norge.no Stars (Accessibility)

Figure 9: Comparison of manually retrieved results by Norge.no and automatically calculated accessibility results of 414 municipality web sites. (Norge.no
results were collected in the second half of 2008, the automatically calculated
results were retrieved January 2009.)

5.3

Comparison Over Large Regions

Paper G presents measurement results from an evaluation of more than 2300
European web sites and compares the data to other European web accessibility
studies. The high level comparison is done by categorising the results as pass,
limited pass, marginal fail and fail. The categorisation is based on percentage
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of barriers over applied tests (see section 4). Limited pass means passing all
automatic tests. If a site passes both manual and automatic accessibility tests
the web site gets a pass score. The data shows that the distributions are
very similar between the automatically retrieved results using the eGovMon
framework and data from the other studies MeAC 2007 [25] and Cabinet Office
2005 [16].14
Note that the evaluations are not done on the same web sites. The automatic checking evaluates web sites are part of European surveys carried out
by Capgemini titled “Online Availability of Public Services: How Is Europe
Progressing?” [17]. Even so, the web sites in all studies are intended to be
representative.
The number of sites that fail either marginally or completely are roughly
the same in all studies. In contrast, the number of web sites which are categorised as limited pass are substantially less in eGovMon. A limited pass
means passing all automatic accessibility tests, but not necessarily the tests
run manually by experts.
There are several factors which contribute to this result:
• The sample size is bigger (more web pages are part of the evaluation)
in the eGovMon evaluations compared to MeAC. The MeAC study includes 25 web pages per site, while eGovMon includes 600. Because the
probability of detecting an existing barrier in a web site grows as the
number of web page evaluated increases, eGovMon will more likely detect barriers. Hence, since a limited pass requires no detected barriers,
eGovMon will give fewer pass results, which is observable in the results.
• The automatic tests in eGovMon include WCAG 1.0 priority level 1 and
2 (WAI A and AA). The cabinet office and MeAC include only WCAG
priority level A. This means that eGovMon testing includes an additional
priority level of WCAG, which increases the likelihood of detecting a
barrier and similarly decreases the likelihood of producing a pass result.

6

eGovernment Findings

A substantial part of eGovernment benchmarking is presenting the results.
In addition to methods for measuring web accessibility and locating services,
paper C, paper F, paper G, paper H and paper J present results from
measurements of government web sites.
14

Paper G refers to the implementation as European Internet Accessibility Observatory
(EIAO). The implementation in EIAO was continued as eGovernment Monitoring (eGovMon).
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Norway
Paper F and figure 10 present accessibility results of Norwegian municipality
web sites aggregated into county scores. It shows that there are significant
differences in the level of web accessibility in the municipalities, giving considerable differences in the web accessibility between counties. It varies from
an average of 10% of the tests detecting barriers in county Oslo up to 37% in
county Aust-Agder.
Paper C and figure 11 further show that there is a significant difference
between the accessibility of the web sites in the different sector to which the
organisation belongs. A conclusion based on the results in paper C and
paper F is that the most accessible web sites can be found at the national
level such as ministry, department and parliament. These sites are followed
by web sites on education and health such as universities and hospitals which
are located at regional and national levels, and then web sites on county level.
The study shows that the most in-accessible web sites can be found at the
municipal level.15
As argued in paper D and paper F, the differences in the results could
be because there is more focus and more available resources to use on web accessibility on national level compared to regional, county and municipal level.
Another explanation of this is that there are differences in how municipalities
prioritise web accessibility. In small municipalities, there are often only one
or a few people working with web sites. Most of the time, web site maintenance is only part of their work [63]. This means that web accessibility is less
prioritised, specially in small municipalities with limited resources [79].
Paper F further presents what are the most frequent barriers in the various web sites and how these are related to actual problems people experience.
The most common automatically detected barriers in local Norwegian government web sites are:
• Invalid or deprecated (X)HTML and/or CSS (99% of the pages):
The most recent version of these technologies have built in accessibility
support. Not using the most recent version or using it wrong means that
the accessibility support could be lost.
• Links with the same title but different target (31% of the pages):
An example is link texts with “read more”. For people who rely on links
to be read out loud for navigation, link texts such as “read more” are
not descriptive.
15

Capgemini later reached the same conclusion on the maturity level of the web sites
based on data from Europe [19].
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Figure 10: Map of Norway based on the accessibility scores (error rate as explained in section 4) of 414 municipality web sites. (Results retrieved January
2009.)
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Figure 11: Comparison of score and regions. The number of web sites is in
parenthesis. (Results retrieved November 2008.)
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• Graphical elements without textual alternatives (24% of the pages):
This includes images without alternative texts. People who cannot see
images rely on textual alternatives. When textual alternatives are missing the information in the images is lost.
• Form elements without labels (24% of the pages): An example of
misuse would be not to correctly mark a search button as “search”.
The fact that the web site is searchable, is sometimes understood by
the context around the search field, such as a magnifying glass nearby.
People who rely on text to be read out loud, may not be able to see the
corresponding magnifying glass, and therefore may not understand the
forms intention if it is not marked correctly.
• Mouse required (11% of the pages): When mouse or similar pointing
devices are required it causes problems for people who are not able to
use a mouse. This includes people with motor impairments, and people
who surf web sites from their mobile phones.

Global Evaluation
Paper H and figure 12 present web accessibility results of all UN member
states. The web accessibility score is aggregated based on web accessibility
evaluation results from the most important government web sites in each country. The same sites are also part of the UN eGovernment report 2010 [94].
Similarly, paper G presents an accessibility results from Europe as a whole
(not on country level).
The results show that there are significant differences between web sites in
the evaluated countries. The countries with the most accessible web sites are
Germany, closely followed by Portugal, Spain and the Netherlands.

6.1

Social Influences

Making web sites accessible is a complex task including several levels in the political and administrative hierarchy, from signing declarations and laws down
to the technical implementations and individual training of editors.
Paper H analyses the influence of social factors on web accessibility. The
paper includes an analysis of the most important public web sites for all
UN member states. The paper presents hypotheses based on unproven assumptions related to web accessibility available in the literature, and provides evidence on the assumptions using correlation analysis between public
data [41, 69, 71, 88, 95, 96, 99, 114] and the retrieved web accessibility results.
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Figure 12: Map of the world based on the accessibility scores (error rate as
explained in section 4) of public government web sites. (Results retrieved
May-June 2010.)
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Web Accessibility Versus Financial Situation
Paper H shows, not surprisingly, that countries with a good financial situation have more accessible web sites than countries with limited financial funds.
This is in line with the popular claim that web accessibility is prioritised down
when resources are limited [79]. In spite of this, the paper gives examples of
the opposite. Thus, it gives evidence that it is possible to achieve accessible
web sites without financial wealth. As an example, by ranking the countries
according to the achieved accessibility score in paper H, Hungary is ranked
as number 6 while Austria is ranked as 30. In contrast, by ranking countries
according the GNI Per capita, Hungary is ranked as 43 while Austria is ranked
as 13.
Web Accessibility Versus Anti-disability Discrimination Laws
Paper H further shows that well established anti-disability discrimination
laws is the analysed factor which influences the web accessibility of public web
sites the most. This is in line with assumptions in the literature [41,51,99,114].
However, signing the UN convention on Rights and Dignity of Persons with
Disabilities has had no such effect yet.16
Hence, the data suggests that to improve the accessibility for the governmental web sites in a country, introducing laws on accessibility helps, while
signing the UN convention by itself does not.
Claimed Accessibility Versus Web Accessibility Score
To claim that a web site is accessible, common practice is to use W3C Web
Accessibility Initiative (WAI) logos on the site. These logos are intended to
represent the level of accessibility of a web site. The logos which exists are,
in the order from less to more accessible, A, AA or AAA corresponding to
following priority level 1,2 and 3 of WCAG 1.0. The correct use of the logos
is neither verified by W3C nor any other third party organization. Thus,
the users need to trust that the logos are truthfully representing the level of
accessibility of the web site. It is assumed in the literature that the promise
of the sites carrying these logos are exaggerated [72], but little empirical data
is available to support this assumption.
Paper H investigates the correlation between achieved web accessibility
scores and the level of accessibility claimed by the using WAI logos. The
results show that not a single one of the evaluated web sites conform to the
16
Note that the common practice is that a country ratifies a signed convention into a law.
Therefore the correlations may change when more countries ratify the convention.
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claimed level of accessibility. However, web sites with WAI logos are in general
more accessible then web sites without. Furthermore, web sites with the WAI
logo AA achieve better accessibility scores than web sites with the logo A.17
The same conclusion was done on a later similar study on conformance on web
accessibility [48].
Web Accessibility Versus Web Site Quality
It is commonly claimed that making web sites accessible is equivalent to introducing simplified versions of the original web site [55]. To check this, the
accessibility scores can be compared with quality measurements. There exists
several surveys which aim at measuring the quality of national web sites. An
example is the UN global eGovernment Survey based on a questionnaire on
the presence of information, interactive services, online transactions and networked presence. The results are incorporated in a compound metric for each
country intended to represent the quality of eGovernment in the country [94].
Paper H shows, despite popular claim, there is a strong correlation between quality measured by the UN global eGovernment survey and the accessibility measured in paper H. This conclusively shows that accessible web
sites are in general of higher quality in other eGovernment areas as well than
in-accessible web sites, and rejects the claim that in-accessible web sites are
simplified versions of the original web site.

6.2

Governmental Transparency Results

Paper J uses the lost sheep to locate transparency services and information.
These are services which promote openness in governments. Table 3 presents
these results. In the lost sheep algorithm, reachable is defined as within a
pre-defined number of click from the starting page. In this experiment it is
set to three [77].
The data shows significant differences between the services and information
to be located. Some information is available on almost all web sites, such as
contact information, while other services are more sparsely available such as
online local government plan meetings.
Table 3 further shows that some information is very easily reachable. For
example contact information and mail records are reachable within three clicks
for 354 and 311 of the evaluated web sites respectively.
Further, in general, there is a connection between whether a service or
information is reachable, and how many municipalities have the service. This
connection, as expected, shows that the most important services are both
17

Only two web sites had the WAI AAA, so no sound correlation analysis could be made.
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present and easily reachable for citizens on most municipal web sites. Services
that do not follow this pattern are presence of chat with local government
officials and video of local government meetings. Even though it is very infrequent (20 and 27 of 427 web sites), it is reachable within three clicks in 14
(45%) and 13 (52%) respectively of the web sites where it was found.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Type
Information
Information
Information
Information
Information
Information
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service

Description
Contact information
Recent information section
Budget
Local government calendar
Local government plan
Zoning information and plans
Mail record
Search functionality (on a single page)
Online local government council meetings
Online local government executive council
Chat with administrative or political officials
Video of local government council meetings
Online local government plan meeting

# of municipalities
416
350
199
238
216
155
379
364
332
292
20
27
39

# reachable
345
168
60
105
65
33
311
179
143
102
9
14
13

Table 3: Results from 13 transparency tasks evaluating 427 local government
web sites. (Results retrieved April 2011.)

7

Conclusion

This thesis introduces innovative ways to automatically measure quality aspects of eGovernment web sites. Automatic measurements have a tremendous
potential as they can reduce the need for human interaction, increase the frequency and scope of measurements and even support evaluation on demand.
Automation can also reduce cost and the effect of bias in the results introduced
by human judgement.
The thesis covers automatic testing in two areas which are often part of
eGovernment surveys.
For benchmarking web accessibility, the proposed tools use a combination
of deterministic tests and learning algorithms to evaluate web sites, web pages
and PDF documents.
In addition, the thesis introduces an algorithm for automatically locating
services and information online.
Both approaches are shown to work well in practice and yield high accuracy
when comparing with manual evaluations. The produced results could either
be used directly, or as input to expert testers for verification, or as a mechanism
to prioritise which parts should be tested with experts or real users.
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The thesis also indicates which social and political aspects influences the
test results, indicating that the most viable method to improve web accessibility of government web sites is by introducing laws and regulations.
The main contributions in this thesis are:
• Open methods and tools for automatic evaluation of web accessibility
based on the collaboratively developed eGovMon application. This enables on demand evaluation on different levels: single web pages, web
sites and set of sites representing a geographical region.
• Deterministic web accessibility tests based on UWEM 1.2, including
sound and efficient web crawling, sampling, storage and aggregation.
• Tests for detecting accessibility barriers in PDF documents.
• Classification based web accessibility tests for detecting in-accessible alternative texts.
• Supervised learning based approach for automatically locating services
and information on eGovernment web sites.
• Web accessibility results and analysis on national, European and international level. This includes an analysis of which social and political
factors influence the results, and comparisons between automatic and
manual testing.
• Transparency results of Norwegian local government web sites.

8

Challenges and Further Research Directions

There are several remaining challenges not addressed in this thesis when it
comes to automatic benchmarking of eGovernment.

8.1

Accessibility

For measuring accessibility, there are several aspects not part of the presented
tools of the eGovMon project, which could be integrated to improve the quality
of the measurements. An example of this is measuring the use of WAI-ARIA
which is a W3C application suite which helps users with disabilities to interact,
typically in dynamic web sites.
The current tool tests accessibility according to WCAG 1.0, where each
test is mapped to WCAG 2.0. Developing deterministic tests for WCAG 2.0
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is currently ongoing. This work also includes development of tests for client
side scripting.
Further, the W3C WCAG 2.0 Evaluation Methodology Task Force (Eval
TF) are developing methods for WCAG 2.0 web sites conformance — including
sampling, testing and reporting. There are apparent similarities with the thesis
work and the aim of the task force. Because of this, there are plans to provide
input to the task force through the eGovMon project. It should however be
noted that the focus of this thesis is on automatic measurements, while the
Eval TF does not limit itself to automatic measurements. Further, since the
task force aims at developing methods for conformance, heuristic tests, such
as learning algorithms, can not be used alone. For conformance, the results of
heuristic methods need to be verified by expert testers.
The tool presented assesses web pages with the technologies (x)HTML,
CSS and PDF documents. However, additional technologies are part of the
web sites which could also be measured such as, Flash, other document formats, and the scheduled HTML5. For Flash, there already exists WCAG 2.0
guidelines. In addition, the PDF tests could be updated to match WCAG 2.0.
This thesis also presents accessibility testing using classifiers for judging
alternative texts of images. To increase what is testable automatically an approaches using similar classification techniques can be applied to check whether
link texts are descriptive, the web site is navigable, the text is readable, and
so on.

8.2

Locating Services

Further work is needed to make the lost sheep operate with multiple languages,
or making the algorithm language independent, which is required to make the
algorithms usable in large scale international web assessment.
Further work is also needed to enable the lost sheep to address areas other
than transparency. An example of this is collecting online forms which are
related to efficiency and citizen participation.
An additional challenge with internationalisation of tests on transparency
is that, as opposed to the adopted accessibility guidelines from W3C, there
are no widely recognised transparency guidelines.

8.3

Potential broader monitoring approach

The tools presented in this thesis are so that the results can be used to support
a broader monitoring approach in several ways:
• Any produced results could be used in a broader survey by merging the
automatic measurement so that it contributes to a defined percentage
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of the overall score. This is similar to how multiple topics are combined
into one score in the UN eGovernment surveys [94].
• The produced results could also be used as guidelines for whether additional testing is needed, such as testing with live users or asking additional survey questions. This could be done by defining a threshold for
when further testing is needed. For example, if a given percentage of automatic tests detect barriers, it is known that the web site is in-accessible
without the need to perform manual testing. However, if less than the
defined percentage of the tests report barriers, additional manual testing is needed. This is similar to how automatic and manual testing was
combined in the MeAC studies [49].
• The heuristic tests, the classification algorithms and the lost sheep, could
be used as input directly to the expert testers. For example, the classification algorithm in paper D could list which images are believed to
have in-accessible texts for expert verification. Similarly, expert testers
could verify the outcome of the lost sheep, and perform additional manual tests such as if the information is easy to read.
• Both the deterministic and heuristic test suite can be extended to support other types of tests, including tests related to accessibility, general usability, unintended dissemination of information on web sites and
search engine optimisation.

9

Reproducibility

To ensure reproducibility and enable external examination, all tools and corresponding results in this thesis are publicly available in an open licence.
All tools in this project is developed in an open licence and can be downloaded from http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon. The deterministic accessibility tests (web page, web site, large scale and PDF) are also available
through an online interface at: http://accessibility.egovmon.no/.
More specifically, the specific tools can be retrieved from the following
URLs:
• eGovMon tool installation (web site and large scale testing):
http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon/trunk/INSTALL/
• The web accessibility metrics (single page checker):
http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon/trunk/WAMs/
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• PDF accessibility checker: http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon/trunk/
WAMs/pdf-wam/
• Checker for alternative texts using classification algorithms:
http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon/experimental/
SuspiciousDescription/
• Lost sheep and comparable algorithms:
http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon/experimental/
Transparency/

All results are also publicly available. Note that many of these results
are presented in publications, while others are collected from other external
sources including the UN, the World Bank and Difi/Norge.no. Restriction on
the usage of this data may apply.
• Norwegian municipalities results:
http://accessibility.egovmon.no/en/benchmarking/
• Classification algorithm results:
http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon/experimental/
SuspiciousDescription/
• Global accessibility analysis results:
http://mortengoodwin.net/GlobalWebAccessibility
• The lost sheep results:
http://loft2492.serverloft.com/transparency/
algorithms.php?testrunid=20
• Automatic and manual comparison:
http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon/experimental/
ManyPagesResults/
• DIFI/Norge.no (in Norwegian):
http://kvalitet.difi.no/resultat/
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Summary of Contributions

Paper A outlines existing international eGovernment studies and their corresponding methodologies. These state-of-the-art methodologies focus on manually collecting data from web sites and conducting interviews. Such methodologies make comparison both between studies and analysis over time challenging. To solve this, the paper suggests to introducing automatic unbiased
benchmarking.
Paper B introduces a prototype tool for large scale automatic web accessibility measurements. The prototype includes a distributed web crawler and a
uniform random sampler. It evaluates web sites using deterministic accessibility tests, stores the results in RDF databases and further aggregates the data
into a data warehouse.
Paper C introduces a measurement methodology and reference implementation for accessibility of PDF documents. The paper shows that (x)HTML
web pages and PDF documents in Norwegian municipalities are significantly
less accessible than web sites in the Norwegian regional and national governments. Further, the paper presents an overview of the different levels of
eGovernment where accessibility needs to be considered.
Paper D expands the accessibility testing suite with a learning algorithm
based test for alternative image texts. Alternate texts are often automatically generated by web publishing software or not properly provided by the
content editor, which impose significant web accessibility barriers. The introduced classification algorithms can expose in-accessible alternative texts with
an accuracy of more than 90%.
Paper E shows a comparison of automatic and manual accessibility results.
Critics claim that results from automatic and manual accessibility benchmarking are not related and thus automatic assessment cannot reliably be used to
measure accessibility. This paper disproves that claim by showing that in 73%
of the cases, results from automatic accessibility measurements can through
regression be accurately used to predict the manual results.
Paper F presents accessibility results of web sites from Norwegian municipalities and counties. It further shows a solid dependency between automatic
collected results and manual evaluations carried out by DIFI/Norge.no, even
though the two evaluations assess accessibility differently. The data further
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indicates that good accessibility cannot be detected by automatic evaluations
alone, but needs to be supported by manual assessment.
Paper G presents high level accessibility measurement results of more than
2300 public web sites in Europe. The paper shows that in-accessible web sites
are very common in the public European web. The paper further introduces
severity levels of the web site score and shows that the distribution of scores
is similar to the state-of-the-art European measurements “the UK Cabinet
Office” and “Measuring Progress of eAccessibility in Europe”.
Paper H presents accessibility evaluation results for the public web sites in
all UN member states. The paper also extends the existing methodologies with
an approach for aggregating results on ministerial, national and continental
level. Additionally, the paper shows which social factors are related to reaching
a good accessibility score. It shows that countries with good economy and
strong accessibility laws have more accessible web sites. In contrast, signing
the UN Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities Convention does not
influence the web accessibility.
Paper I extends the accessibility measurements with a methodology and
algorithm for detecting the presence of material in large web sites by introducing a colony inspired classification algorithm called the lost sheep. The
paper shows that the lost sheep in a synthetic environment can accurately
find the target page with a higher accuracy and by downloading fewer pages
than comparable algorithms.
Paper J extends the lost sheep to be applied in locating services and information in real eGovernment web sites. A reference implementation of the lost
sheep is applied to detect targeted transparency components and report both
if the material exists and an indication of whether the service can be found by
real users. The results show that the lost sheep outperforms all comparable
algorithms with higher accuracy and fewer downloaded pages.
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Abstract
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Introduction

Electronic government is the use of technology to provide electronic services
to citizens, businesses and organizations. Through such services, users can
interact with government independent of time or physical location. For the
government, provision of electronic services is effective, since most users serve
themselves.
As electronic government has developed, benchmarking studies have been
initiated to show how different countries compare to each other.
Benchmarking is a technique for comparing e-government performance,
and is normally based on a set of indicators. Such indicators are used to
calculate some kind of performance index. The performance index can be
used to rank different governments or government agencies against each other.
A framework is a set of assumptions, concepts, values, and practices that
constitutes a way of viewing reality. A framework may be used to derive a
set of indicators suitable for assessment and evaluation. Figure 1 shows one
popular framework for e-government service maturity [13].
The vertical axis represents complexity, while the horizontal axis represents level of integration. The boxes represent different levels of maturity:
catalogue level, transaction level, vertical integration level and horizontal integration level. This framework can be used to assess the maturity of different
e-government services.
Furthermore, benchmarking can help e-government development, by drawing attention to best practice elsewhere. The results of such benchmarking are
often used in e-government strategy and planning processes.

2

Research scope and related research

The scope of this research is to compare three wellknown, widely referenced,
international e-government surveys and identify strengths and weaknesses of
their respective methodologies. All three surveys have been repeated several
times. As e-government services have matured, the methodologies have been
expanded and refined.
First, this paper examines the evolution of the three benchmarking studies
with respect to methodologies. Next, we compare the methodologies used,
and discuss some problems with the current benchmarking efforts. Finally
we introduce an ongoing research project aiming to overcome some of the
challenges identified.
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Figure A.1: Example of e-government maturity framework.

2.1

Related research

Other researchers have studied e-government benchmarking from other perspectives. Janssen et al. [12] analyzed 18 e-government benchmarking studies.
Most of these were one-time, local studies. The research team grouped indicators into five different categories:
• Input indicators, the resources countries have invested in e-government.
• Output indicators, the amount of e-government applications realized.
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• Usage/Intensity indicators, the actual use of eGovernment applications
by citizens.
• Impact/Effect indicators, the impact e-government has had on e.g., processing time or waiting time.
• Environmental/readiness indicators, how ready a country is to implement e-government.

The authors concluded that output and environmental indicators were
most common in these benchmarking studies. These observations are also valid
for the three benchmarking studies analyzed in this paper. Ojo et al. [14] examined the same three international benchmarking studies used in this paper, and
identified a set of core indicators for assessing e-government readiness. Their
research focused on e-readiness, the capability to implement e-government
solutions, and proposed a modified set of indicators for this particular purpose. Other researchers like Germanakos et al. [11] studied benchmarking of
e-government services provided by cities.

3

Major Benchmarking Studies

There are currently three widely published international benchmarking studies:
• Accenture, a global management consulting, technology and outsourcing
company, has done yearly assessments of e-government efforts in 20+
countries since 2000 [1–7].
• Brown University (Prof. West and his research team), has done annual
e-government assessments since 2001 [20–27].
• The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs have
assessed e-government readiness among its member nations since 2002
[15–19].

3.1

Accenture

Accenture has published its e-government surveys every year since 2000. Data
collection is done by local Accenture employees in the countries surveyed. Although the majority are European, the survey also includes non-European
countries. As shown in table A.1, the survey reports have changed title every
year, to indicate the current state of e-government development and implementation in the surveyed countries.

3 Major Benchmarking Studies
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Accenture has consistently included a description of methodology used,
either as a separate chapter or anappendix. The last report, however, provides
fewer details than earlier reports.
In 2001 [1] the ranking of countries was based on two indicator sets: service maturity and delivery maturity. Service maturity was calculated from
the number of services implemented and their level of completeness using a
framework not very different from the one described in the introduction. The
maturity levels used were: publish, interact and transact. The first level, publish, signifies that information is available online. The next level, interact,
signifies that citizens are able to submit information online, e.g., application
forms. The government does not need to respond electronically. The third
level, transact, signifies that the government responds electronically to information submitted.
Delivery maturity covers selected delivery aspects, such as single point of
entry, design by customer intentions, CRM techniques, portal capabilities etc.
In the overall e-government maturity index, service maturity was weighted
70%, while delivery maturity was weighted 30%. The resulting index was
used to group countries into innovative leaders, visionary followers, steady
achievers and platform builders.
Table A.1 shows how the Accenture surveys targeted more services and
more sectors each year until 2006. In 2002 [2], delivery maturity was substituted by customer relationship management (CRM). Customer relationship management covers five aspects: Insight, interaction, organization performance, customer offerings and networks.
Service maturity was still weighted 70%, while CRM was weighted 30%.
The resulting index was used to group countries into innovative leaders, visionary challengers, emerging performers and platform builders.
In 2004 [4] a new indicator, support, was included in the CRM to measure
integration with other channels (e.g., call center) to assist citizens in finding
information and complete transactions.
Table A.1: Accenture Surveys
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Title
Implementing e-government: Rhetoric or Reality
E-government leadership: Rhetoric vs. Reality
e-government Leadership: Realizing the Vision
e-government Leadership: Engaging the Customer
e-government Leadership: High Performance, Maximum Value
Leadership in Customer Service: New Expectations, New Experiences
Leadership in Customer Service: Building Trust
Leadership in Customer Service: Delivering on the Promise

Countries
N/A
22
23
22
22
22
22

Services
N/A
165
169
201
206
177
N/A

Sectors
N/A
9
9
11
12
12
N/A
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The 2005 survey [5] introduced some major changes in methodology and
measurements, by including more facets of service delivery. The index was
built from two components, each weighted 50%. The first component, service
maturity, was the same as in earlier surveys. The second component, customer
service maturity, measured how well governments addressed the four dimensions of customer service: citizen-centered, multichannel, cross-government
service delivery and proactive communication about the services towards users.
For the first time, citizens were asked their opinions as part of the data collection process. 400 citizens in each country (600 in U.S.A) were asked a series
of 15 questions about their attitudes toward their countries’ service delivery
program, their use of different service channels and their interests in particular
services. This practice has been continued in later surveys as shown in table
A.2.
In 2006 Accenture decided to temporarily drop the ranking of individual
countries [6]. Instead the study focused on those countries that have performed
consistently well during the previous surveys, in order to give examples of best
practice.
In addition, in-depth interviews were conducted with 46 high-ranking government executives. The research was also extended by a survey of 8600
citizens as explained above. The 2007 survey [3] introduced a new indicator
set, citizen voice, weighted 40%, to incorporate results from citizen interviews
in the ranking. The weighting of the service maturity component was reduced
to 10%. The reason for this reduction was explained in the following way [7]:
“This element of our rankings has decreased in importance over the years as
e-government has become increasingly ubiquitous and less of a differentiator
among countries”. The service maturity component included the same aspects
as in 2005, and was weighted 50%. Interviews with high-ranking government
executives were continued and used as input to the general discussion about
eGovernment maturity.
Table A.2: Data Collection Through Interviews (Accenture)
Year Countries Interviews
2004 12
5000
2005 22
9000
2006 21
8600
2007 2008 22
N/A
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Brown University

Brown University has published a series of eGovernment surveys [20–27] since
2001. In 2001 the survey examined 2288 web sites in 198 countries. The Brown
University surveys examine a broad range of public web sites.
Among the sites analyzed are those of executive offices (such as a president, prime minister, ruler, party leader, or royalty), legislative offices (such as
Congress, Parliament, or People’s Assemblies), judicial offices (such as major
national courts), Cabinet offices, and major agencies serving crucial functions
of government, such as health, human services, taxation, education, interior,
economic development, administration, natural resources, foreign affairs, foreign investment, transportation, military, tourism, and business regulation.
Each web site has been evaluated for the presence of 28 specific features dealing with information availability, service delivery, and public access. Features
assessed included type of site, name of nation, region of the world, office
phone number, office address, online publications, online database, external
links to non-governmental sites, audio clips, video clips, non-native languages
or foreign language translation, commercial advertising, user payments or fees,
subject index, handicap access, privacy policy, security features, presence of
online services, number of different services, links to a government services portal, digital signatures, credit card payments, email address, search capability,
comment form or chat-room, broadcast of events, automatic email updates,
and having an English version of the web site.
The survey only examined presence of features, with no efforts to measure
maturity or depth of individual services. Observations were done by native
speaking researchers and in some cases by automatic translation tools. Since
2001 the survey has been repeated, using the same research methodologies.
Table A.3 shows the number of services and countries assessed each year.

Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Table A.3: Brown University Surveys
No. of countries Total no. of web sites
198
2288
198
1197
198
2166
198
1935
198
1796
198
1782
198
1687
198
N/A
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In 2002, a simple e-mail responsiveness test wasperformed. After 2002,
there have been some changes of features checked, like PDA accessibility.

3.3

UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs

The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA)
published its first e-government survey in 2002. From 2004 the title was
changed to e-government readiness report. In 2008 the title has reverted back
to eGovernment survey. All reports give a detailed description of research
methodology used.
The 2002 benchmarking study [15] was done as a collaborative effort between the UN Division of Public Economy and Public Affairs (UNPEPA)
of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) and The
American Society for Public Administration (ASPA). The study examined
government web sites of all 190 UN member states. At that time 169 member state governments showed web presence, while 84 member states had a
national government web site. Two methodologies were used. First, web sites
were checked for content and services likely to be used by citizens. The results
were then used to derive an index showing the sophistication of government
web sites. Second, statistical information was collected on infrastructure and
human capital. The resulting eGovernment index was used to rank the member states. The study was primarily based on observation, but background
information was also collected through on-site visits, interviews and questionnaires.
Countries were assessed using the following criteria:
• An official government web presence must exist.
• The type of service delivery available: basic, informational, interactive,
or transactional.
• The presence of services in five critical sectors: education, health, labor/employment, welfare/social services and financial services.
• Use of single entry portals; and de facto portals (official national government web sites).
• To a lesser degree, fidelity to strategic plans, use of eGovernment teams.
The research is well documented, including the actual assessment form for
government web sites and formulas for deriving the different indicators.
The 2003 e-government survey [16] assessed the 191 UN member states
based on the same methodologies as in 2002. The Web Measure Index was
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revised and enhanced, and used a five stage model to assess sophistication of
services. The five stages used were: emerging presence, enhanced presence,
interactive presence, transactional presence and networked presence.
The web measure assessments are purely quantitative, and were based on a
questionnaire that required researchers to assign a binary value to the indicator
based on presence/absence of specific electronic facilities/services available.
The 2003 survey, however, also included a qualitative assessment of eparticipation. A total of 21 public and participatory services and facilities
were investigated across the 191 member states. A scale of 0-4 was used to
assess the individual service. The 2004 e-government survey [17] was based on
the same methodology used in 2003. The 2005 e-government survey [18] was
based on the same methodologies as in 2004 with some enhancements.
The study included supplemental research on disability access of national
web sites, using the tool WebXACT to measure compliance with current accessibility standards. The 2008 e-government survey [19] was based on the
same methodology as the 2003 and 2004 surveys. Some modifications were
made to enhance the rigorousness of the methodology.

4
4.1

Comparison and Discussion
Reproducibility

Reproducibility is one of the cornerstones of the scientific method, and refers
to the ability of a test to be accurately reproduced, or replicated, by someone
else working independently Prerequisites for reproducibility are proper documentation of methodology and access to primary data used in deriving the
results.
All three benchmarking studies include description of methodology used,
but descriptions show variations in quality. Accenture provides no detailed
list of services investigated and their maturity scores. Therefore, the calculation of the indexes is not reproducible. The lack of detailed breakdown and
assessment of services causes at least two problems. It is impossible to evaluate the relevance of the services selected, and it is also impossible to submit
corrections. While the methodology has been described in detail in earlier
reports, the last report does not include number of services examined, number
of sectors included and number of citizens interviewed.
The Brown University survey describes categories of web sites searched for,
and features examined. The list of web sites visited is not available. Again,
it is not possible to reproduce results based on information published. Since
this data is not available, it is not possible to submit corrections.
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Recently, the UN launched a knowledge database (http://www.unpan.
org/egovkb) to enable researchers and government officials to access the background information for the survey. UN also publishes a detailed description of
their research methodology. By combining the methodology with data from
the knowledge database, it is possible to reproduce results.

4.2

Observation

All three studies are based on observations. Accenture is using local employees.
The Brown University survey examines almost 200 different countries, with a
large variety of languages. At least, in recent years the research team claims to
have employed foreign language readers to evaluate foreign language web sites.
No description is given of how the research team maintains consistency when a
large number of evaluators examine rather small samples. The UN reports lists
research team and translators used, which makes the data collection process
more trustworthy.

4.3

Qualitative assessments

As a supplement to quantitative indicators, Accenture is also doing qualitative assessments based on knowledge of the individual countries, and such
information is given in individual country sub-reports. Accenture also started
interviewing citizens in 2005. However, these results were not incorporated
as an indicator set until 2007. Some of the qualitative remarks attack the
problem of web content (what users see) vs. back office solutions (what users
do not see).

4.4

National scope

All three surveys target national services only, excluding services provided by
lower levels of government. Accenture specifically mentions that they do not
penalize services delivered on lower levels.

4.5

Other issues

In contrast to the two other benchmarking studies, the UN surveys focus on
additional aspects such as infrastructure and human capital, and also include
indicators for assessment of citizen participation.

5 Challenges related to current indicators

5
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Challenges related to current indicators

One problem with the benchmarking studies described above is that they are
supply oriented. All surveys count services, and assess their sophistication.
The services are not evaluated based on their usage or impact, as seen from
the citizen point of view. Only Accenture have used interviews to find out
what citizens think of services.
These results have only recently influenced the final index. Another problem is that all three studies target electronic services at national level. In
practice, many services are the responsibility of lower levels of government.
Even if such services are removed from the analysis, this introduces a considerable source of error in the assessments. The later Accenture reports have
discussed this as a problem. All studies are primarily based on observation.
Observation does not reveal what is behind the facade. A service may be
poorly integrated with back-office systems, and still get a high score. Another
system with less functionality may be well integrated with back-office systems
and get a low score. Assessment of e-government should certainly also take
into consideration the level of integration. As earlier stated, Accenture does
a qualitative assessment including such aspects in their descriptions of the
individual countries.
Observation requires fluency in the languages used. A large number of
observers may also cause problems, since observers may have different conceptions of what they observe. In countries with more than one language,
observations should include all languages. Accenture have solved this by using
local staff in each country being studied. UN has at least some transparency
regarding use of experts for local assessments.
A relevant question is what services to include. All three benchmarking
studies use a checklist approach to look for existence of certain e-government
services, but such checklists need to be transparent in order to evaluate relevance. A survey based on a checklist of possible services does not take into
consideration the relevance of each service in relation to local circumstances,
so a detailed breakdown of results should therefore be given. UN is providing
such breakdown through their recently launched knowledge base. Observers
may be unable to uncover “hidden” services. One example is when the government sends the webaddress together with a user name and a password to
its citizens to enable access to an application requiring some kind of authentication.
Another problem emerges from changes in research methodology. When
services are added or removed from examination, the results are no longer
consistent with earlier years. The UN studies assess e-participation, but their
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assessment raises some important questions of what should be measured. From
the description of the research methodology, the UN examines the government
web site for evidence of participatory applications, but is this the right place
to look for participation? For countries based on indirect democracy, it would
be more natural to see how citizens participate towards the parliament, not
the government itself.
None of the three studies provide designated feedback channels to report
on incorrect information.

6

The future: Automated Assessment

Governments are introducing new e-government services every day and benchmarking is an important mechanism for keeping track of developments and
a source for identifying best practices, but as the number of e-government
services increases, data collection becomes more challenging. We have earlier discussed the problem of benchmarking studies only targeting national
e-government services, but an expansion of benchmarking studies to include
services provided at lower organizational levels, e.g., municipalities, using the
traditional approach of observation, would be a very challenging and resource
intensive task.
An ongoing project, eGovMon [8], co-funded by the Research Council of
Norway, aims to partially automate assessment of e-government services. Performing parts of the evaluation automatically frees up resources and allows
for a much wider range of web sites to be part of the evaluation. In practice,
this approach allows web sites at all levels to be part of the evaluation, and
additionally, it facilitates the presentation of results at more frequent intervals
compared to traditional studies.
However, automated tests cannot evaluate with the same level of detail as
manual evaluations. Therefore, automated assessment will be supplemented
by expert evaluations using a specialized tool for manual verification of collected information. The project will also include a feedback channel giving
service provides the possibility to submit The eGovMon project builds on
experiences from a recently completed EU project to develop an online observatory for automatically collecting information on accessibility [9, 10]

7

Conclusion

This paper has discussed major e-government benchmarking studies. The
three studies use different methodologies and indicators. The methodologies
used have evolved over time. All benchmarking studies have become more
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complex, by collecting information from multiple sources and by expanding
the number of indicators being used for assessment.
Still, there are several problems related to the use of indicators, and some
important issues are not covered by these benchmarking studies, e.g., accessibility, transparency, efficiency and impact. Automated assessment may be
one strategy to improve future assessments.
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Abstract
The European Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO) project has developed an observatory for performing large scale automatic web accessibility
evaluations of public sector web sites in Europe. The architecture includes
a distributed web crawler that crawls web sites for links until either a given
budget of web pages have been identified or the web site has been crawled exThe paper has been published in the Proceedings from Norsk Informatikkonferanse
(NIK) 2008.
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haustively. Subsequently, a uniform random subset of the crawled web pages
is sampled and sent for accessibility evaluation. The evaluation results are
stored in a Resource Description Format (RDF) database that later is loaded
into the EIAO data warehouse using an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) tool.
The aggregated indicator results in the data warehouse are finally presented
in a Plone based online reporting tool. This paper describes the final version
of the EIAO architecture and outlines some of the technical and architectural
challenges that the project faced, and the solutions developed towards building
a system capable of regular large-scale accessibility evaluations with sufficient
capacity and stability. It also outlines some possible future architectural improvements.

1

Introduction

The European Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO) project [24] is an
IST/STREP project1 , that has developed an online web accessibility observatory as a tool for large scale automatic web accessibility evaluations of public
sector web sites in Europe2 .
The EIAO Observatory has a flexible architecture that has the opportunity
to play a significant role for large scale automatic benchmarking comparing
some elements of web accessibility across countries in Europe. This can give
the stakeholders an indication of the current status and trends between individual countries or other geographical locations, which means that the evaluation
results from the EIAO Observatory may be used as part of a framework to
get feedback on how well the anti-discriminatory laws [25] [2] and proposed
procurement accessibility requirements [6] within EU/EFTA work.
The web sites evaluated have been selected by Capgemini in the 20 Services
Web Sites Evaluation [8], and are representative of each evaluated country.
The URLs include public web sites for job search, building permission, police,
public libraries, education and public procurement.
The architecture has been designed to meet a set of requirements concerning both performance and statistical properties of the evaluation results. The
requirements with largest impact on the software architecture are:
• Evaluate at least 2500 sites monthly.
1

The EIAO project is an Information Society Technology (IST) Specific Targeted Research Project (STREP) co-funded by the European Commission DG Information Society
and Media under the contract IST-004526.
2
The EIAO Observatory can be used to perform automatic web evaluations for any web
site, however the EIAO project has focused on a set of web sites covering common public
services used throughout Europe.
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• Sample uniformly from a set of URLs from each web site.
• Handle non-validating HTML.
• Quick response time for queries to the data warehouse.
This paper describes the final version of the EIAO architecture and outlines some of the technical and architectural challenges that the project has
dealt with. It also describes the chosen solutions towards building a system
architecture capable of regular automatic large-scale web accessibility evaluations meeting the statistical requirements and the requirements for scalability,
capacity, and stability.

2

Related Work

Several commercial web accessibility evaluation toolkits that provide automatic web crawling functionality exist, e.g. HiSofts AccVerify [12], UsableNet
LIFT [28] and Imergo [31]. Most of these tools are built to support web quality management in the enterprise, and therefore focus primarily on providing
detailed information about accessibility deviations that can be used for improving web accessibility. These tools can also be used for more thorough web
accessibility assessments for individual web sites including both automatic and
manual testing by experts.
EIAO has a slightly different objective, since it focuses on performing largescale automatic web crawling over geographic areas, to calculate an accessibility indicator that makes it possible to compare accessibility results among
web sites, countries or regions and also present accessibility indicator trends
over time.
Most existing accessibility surveys have been carried out on a national level
- for example the annual quality survey of public web sites in Norway done
by norge.no [19], while a few surveys exist on European level [8]. Existing
surveys are to a large extent based on manual evaluation of web sites, which
is labour intensive. Also the methodologies for evaluating public web sites
are not harmonised, which means that it is difficult to compare accessibility
surveys from different European countries [15]. EIAO aims at filling this gap
by providing frequent and relatively inexpensive automatic web accessibility
measurements based on the Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM
1.2) [30]. Even though the amount of accessibility problems that can be tested
automatically is limited3 , it is believed that frequent measurements showing
3

UWEM 1.2 has for instance only declared less than 20% of the total number of tests as
automatable.
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aggregated results and trends for an accessibility barrier indicator in a region
is useful for the stakeholders.

3

Outline of large scale accessibility evaluation

In this section, we briefly describe the Observatory’s components. The complete description can be found in the EIAO source code documentation [27].
The pipeline of operations when evaluating web pages are indicated by the
arrows in the Observatory architecture shown in B.1.
To start an evaluation, the set of sites to crawl is loaded into the Site URL
server. A set of web crawlers, monitored by a crawler server, fetches URLs
for web sites to crawl and then crawls the web site in a breadth-first manner4
until 6000 URLs have been identified or the entire set of visible web pages has
been scanned, whichever comes first.
When a sufficiently large set of URLs have been identified and stored in the
URL repository, the crawler tells the sampling server that it can start sampling
the web site. The sampling servers starts the sampler process, which extracts
a uniform random sample of 600 pages (selection without replacement) from
the set of web pages in the URL repository. Note that the architecture allows
running multiple samplers in parallel. This sample is then sent to the Web
Accessibility Metrics (WAM) server for accessibility evaluation, and the resulting Evaluation And Reporting Language (EARL) [32] report is stored in
an RDF [11] database. When the sampling is finished, the RDF database is
sent to the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) server, which starts a process that
loads the evaluation results into the data warehouse that is optimised for fast
read access.
After all web sites have been crawled, sampled and loaded into the data
warehouse, final tasks like building indexes and filling materialised views in
the data warehouse are done. The data warehouse is now ready to be accessed
by the online reporting tool.

4

Discussion of current achitecture

The EIAO architecture has improved in several iterations over the last three
years. The Observatory is now mature, stable and can run large crawls repeatedly with little maintenance. The current architecture for large-scale evaluation of web accessibility aims primarily at providing good quality statistics
4

A breadth-first search is a graph search that begins at the seed URL and explores all
the neighbouring nodes, before it then explores the next level of the graph. This in contrast
to a depth-first search that traverses the web graph recursively.
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Figure B.1: EIAO version 2.2 Architecture

about the evaluated web sites. Good quality statistics ideally require that
the web sites are scanned exhaustively to identify all web pages and that a
sufficiently large uniform random sample from all web pages is being evaluated. For practical reasons, which will be discussed in subsequent sections, we
have had to loosen the requirement of scanning entire web sites for URLs by
introducing a stop criterion.

4.1

Distributed Web Crawler

The EIAO crawler is based on the open source web crawler HarvestMan [22],
which is a Python based multi-threaded web crawler. The EIAO project has
written a crawler server that maintains a set of HarvestMan crawler processes,
where each process samples one web site. Each crawler process runs with 10
parallel threads fetching data from the web site being crawled and 10 parallel
threads crawling the fetched web pages using a breadth-first strategy. The
web crawler uses memcached [7] to store information about the web pages
that have been visited within a web site. In addition, internal crawler queues
are stored on disk when they exceed a given size to crawl large web sites
without using too much memory. The complete EIAO machinery is able to
load on average 0.7 pages per second, using 2 crawler machines and 6 WAM
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servers for accessibility evaluation5 . This means the EIAO has got capacity
to crawl and evaluate 100 web sites daily using the current crawling strategy
on the current hardware.

Figure B.2: Distribution of web site size of selected public web sites.

To evaluate whether an exhaustive scan based sampling would be viable or
not, we carried out an experiment to determine the distribution of web sites
sizes in the set of public URLs we were testing. This estimate was based on
a uniform random sample of 609 sites from the set of URLs used [8]. We first
determined their size via a set of Google queries for a specific site or domain6 .
We assumed that Google would be able to give a reasonable estimate of the
visible part of these web sites. The visible parts of the web are the web pages
that are not password protected or otherwise hidden behind forms or other
protection mechanisms. 563 of the sampled web sites were indexed by Google,
and are part of the calculations shown in B.1 and B.1.
Google is currently able to index most common file formats [9], and it is
also able to crawl Flash based web sites [10]. It is however not yet able to
fully crawl JavaScript and other technologies apart from Flash and (X)HTML.
The latest crawl of 568 sites from Germany, Norway and EU-level shows that
5

The hardware used for the large crawls was mostly 4 CPU Intel Xeon based servers
with 2.3 and 3 GHz CPUs. One of the WAM servers and one of the crawlers was only a 2
CPU 3 Ghz machine. All servers were running Fedora Core 5. The data warehouse server
was a 4 CPU Intel Xeon server with 3GHz CPU and two fast SCSI disks with in total 3Tb
disk space in RAID5 configuration. Each disk had 160 Mb/s transfer speed.
6
Google supports querying for a specific site by using the site: selector. E.g: site:.eiao.net
The search results will then show the number of URLs that matches this site.
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Largest number of pages indexed by Google
Average number of pages indexed by Google
Median number of pages indexed by Google
Number of sites with less than 6000 pages

83
4260000
22857
1160
423 (75%)

Table B.1: Results from experiment to analyse web site size.
JavaScript is used extensively, with on average 9.8 occurrences per HTML
page [5]. This means that the visible part of the web can be expected to be
somewhat larger than the Google based estimate indicates. During the test
phase of the EIAO observatory, we found that 3.6% (114 out of 3208) of the
sites from the Capgemini 20 services set of URLs were impossible to crawl by
the EIAO Observatory due to extensive use of unsupported technologies on
the home page. The Google estimate should therefore give a useful indication
of the distribution of web site sizes the EIAO Observatory can expect to find.
B.2 shows the distribution of web sites across size classes. The number of
sites in each size class is shown on the y-axis. The size classes are denoted
by their upper limit in a logarithmic scale. For example, the size class 1000
contains all sites having between 101 and 1000 pages. The distribution seems
to be log-normal with the largest size class for web sites between 1001 and
10000 pages. The median, as shown in table 1 is 1160 pages, which also is
within the largest size class.
Our test report [20] shows that one crawler machine has a speed of 2.75
pages/second on our hardware. Note that this is significantly more than the
evaluation speed of the entire EIAO Observator7 . This section describes the
crawling which is only part of the pipeline of operations in the Observatory.
Running with two crawler machines gives us a performance of downloading
5.5 pages per second8 . This means that a dedicated crawler server would use
18 days to crawl the largest web site in the sample with 4.26 million pages.
This is still within the one month window that the EIAO has to perform a
large scale evaluation. However, the relatively few large web sites will take too
much of the processing capacity to complete all web sites in time. Assume that
7
The Observatory throughput is currently limited by the accessibility evaluation capacity,
which is the reason why most of the machines are dedicated to accessibility evaluation.
8
It is technically possible to run with more crawlers, however the crawl was limited to
two crawlers to give more machinery for performing sampling and accessibility evaluations
in order to ensure that the entire pipeline of operations was optimised for providing as good
performance as possible with the available hardware within the required one month time
interval. It was in fact the accessibility evaluations and not the crawlers that were the
limiting factor for overall throughput.
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we need to evaluate 3000 web sites with an average number of 22857 pages
with two crawlers managing 2.75 pages/second. In this case, it would take 144
days to complete the crawl, which clearly is outside the one month limit as
set by project requirements. Additionally, the pages need to be evaluated for
accessibility barriers, loaded into the data warehouse etc. The conclusion is
that the exhaustive scan approach is not viable, so we need some kind of stop
criterion.
Since it is not viable with our resources to crawl the web sites exhaustively,
the crawling strategy (for instance, breadth-first, depth-first, or random walk)
will also have an impact on the end result, since only part of the web site will
be crawled. Najork and Wiener [16] have shown that a breadth-first search
is a good crawling strategy, since the most important web pages, measured
as the web pages with highest page rank, are detected early in the crawl. In
practice, this means that web pages with many in-links9 are detected early
in the crawl. We therefore chose a deterministic breadth-first strategy to
ensure repeatability. This strategy will also limit the influence from some very
deep web structures, like for example unbounded web calendars that otherwise
would cause a bias in the end result. The selection of algorithms and indicators
are further explained in the UWEM Indicator Refinement document [18].
We chose to limit the scan to stop when 6000 URLs have been identified,
This means that 75% of all web sites will be crawled exhaustively. The sample size of 600 web pages was chosen to achieve a precision of 0.02 at 95%
confidence level, based on an estimated standard deviation of 0.25 and on the
measured capacity of the WAM servers.
Decoupling the sampling and crawling completely and using a relatively
large, uniform random sample of 600 samples is a statistically sound method
that also was easy to implement and understand. The downside of this technique is that to achieve a sufficiently good crawler performance, a quite aggressive crawling strategy was implemented, using 10 threads in parallel towards
the web site being crawled. One way to mitigate this problem, is to perform
a broader crawl, using more web crawlers, with each web crawler crawling the
web site less aggressively. This does not reduce the total amount of web pages
that need to be downloaded, but it reduces the instantaneous load of the web
server being crawled. Another possible strategy would be to perform the scan
for URLs more seldom and re-sample using URLs from previous scans. The
problem with this approach, is that it is oblivious to changes in the structure
of the web site, like new web pages or web pages with changed URLs. However
updated web pages where the URLs have not changed will still be part of the
9

The number of in-links to a web page is the number of URLs pointing towards that web
page.
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sample. Cho et al [3] have shown that on average 20% of the available web
pages change on a monthly basis. It is therefore not obvious that re-sampling
using the existing set of URLs can be performed, so further experiments would
have to be done to verify if this is viable.
Another possible solution would be to do experiments to verify if a nearuniform random walk solution gives sufficiently good results to be usable in
practice. The random walk based algorithms should perform better if they
are being run using the results from a large URL scan as seeds. However a
random walk based algorithm would not reflect the freshness of the web site
well, as discussed in [18]. Another possibility might be to do a more targeted
search, by for example doing a breadth-first search of the 600 first URLs and
then evaluate the web pages these URLs referenced. This would clearly be
deterministic and repeatable. The problem is that such a sample only would
give a statement about the accessibility of the part of the web that had been
scanned and selected, which means that only a small part of the web site could
claim to be covered by the accessibility indicator. The current strategy will on
the other hand provide a strong claim about the accessibility indicator for the
entire part of the web site scanned, which as before mentioned is the entire
web site in 75% of the cases and a significant part of most remaining web sites.
The easiest optimisation is therefore to start with a broader crawl on a
larger set of web sites, for instance by assigning one web site to each crawler
thread instead of running with 10 threads towards one web site. The other
alternatives can be verified experimentally later, if needed.

4.2

Sampling and evaluation

The sampling server is separated from the crawler server as a stand-alone service, so that sampling and crawling are completely decoupled. The sampling
server is multi-threaded, and supports sampling of different web sites in parallel10 . After the crawler has identified 6000 URLs or the complete web site,
the web site is passed on to the sampling server responsible for managing individual sampler processes. The sampler process extracts a uniform random
sample of 600 pages11 from the set of pages identified and stored in the URL
repository. Each of the selected URLs will then be downloaded and sent to
the Web Accessibility Metrics server (WAM) for evaluation.
10

In order to utilize the CPU of the WAMs, five sampling server threads are run in parallel
on one the sampling server machine.
11
The sampling server will sample 600 samples without replacement. If there are less
than 600 pages in the web site, then the entire web site will be sampled. Further note that
a page may consist of several URLs when a web site is created with frames.
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The WAM server is a multi-threaded server that receives SOAP requests
[29] to evaluate a web page, and returns an EARL report [32] with the evaluation result. (X)HTML processing is based on the Relaxed HTML validator [17], which uses the Schematron/RNG [13] rule processing engine. The
main components of the WAM server, are a set of Analytical WAM modules
(AWAMs) that parse the HTML and extract parameters that are used in the
accessibility evaluation and a set of Barrier computing WAMs (BWAMs) that
use the AWAM parameters to produce statements about accessibility barriers.
The AWAM that handles CSS stylesheets is implemented in a similar way
as a web browser, i.e. by parsing the (X)HTML document for references to
CSS and performing CSS cascading calculations for each HTML element, to
decide which CSS rules that apply to the HTML element. Only applicable
CSS rules are checked by the AWAM module, presuming a default media type
of screen. For example, only blinking text that would be visible on a web
browser should count as a barrier indicator. CSS validation is done at the
same time as the CSS rules are parsed by the Batik CSS SAC parser [1].
The results from the Schematron evaluation, validation and CSS evaluation
are sent to the BWAMs for UWEM barrier indicator computations and also to
extract content statistics from the web page (e.g. content type). The BWAM
results are currently either 0, indicating no barrier or 1 indicating barrier. All
BWAM results are then converted to an Evaluation And Reporting Language
(EARL) report, which is returned to the Sampler, which then calculates the
accessibility score of the site f(s) based on the evaluation results. The UWEM
accessibility indicator score for a web site s is defined as the fraction of all
failed tests to the total number of applied tests:
P
p∈s Bp
f (s) = P
(B.1)
p∈s Np
Where f(s) is the UWEM score for site s, Bp is the number of failed tests
for web page p, Np is the number of applicable tests for web page p and S
is the set of sampled web pages. For example, assume a web site S with one
page p that has Bp = 3 failed UWEM tests and Np = 9 applicable tests, then
the UWEM score value will be f (s) = 39 = 13 , which means that 1 out of 3
automatable UWEM tests indicated a barrier.
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When the complete sample has been evaluated, the RDF database is sent
to the ETL server for loading into the data warehouse. Further aggregation
over several web sites, is done in the data warehouse by calculating the average
score value over the web sites:
f (G) =

1 X
f (s)
N

(B.2)

s∈G

Where f (G) is the UWEM indicator for a set of web sites G, and N is the
total number of web sites in G.
The sampling server will then continue with the next web site to sample.
Currently, the WAM accessibility evaluation is the limiting part of the processing pipeline, even though only around of 10% of the identified URLs are
evaluated. The most time consuming operations in the WAM server are currently CSS and Schematron processing. The Schematron processing has been
optimised by caching the parsed XSL Transformation (XSLT) [4] stylesheets,
so that only the first web page evaluated requires 3 pass XSLT processing to
parse the Schematron and only one XSLT transformation is required on the
second and subsequent runs. A CSS cache implemented as a patch to the
Batik parser also caches the parsed stylesheets to improve the speed of CSS
handling. The evaluation speed has been compensated by running several
WAM servers in parallel. However, this increases the hardware costs to run
the EIAO software.
The main problem with the current sampling approach, is that the large
fixed sample size requires quite high computational load to perform the accessibility evaluations using the set of WAM servers.
One possible approach to reduce the number of samples, would be to use
adaptive web sampling suggested by Thompson [26]. The main problem with
this approach, is that aggregating over several web sites is problematic from
a statistical point of view, since the amount of samples varies significantly
between the different web sites. This optimisation is therefore not viable, as
discussed in [18].
Another possible WAM optimisation is to change the scheduling, so that
the sampler selects one WAM to do all evaluations for a given web site, instead
of using the current strategy of passing the requests to the WAMs in a roundrobin fashion. This could improve the performance of the CSS handling, since
the probability of a CSS cache hit would increase.

4.3

Data warehouse and Extract-Transform-Load (ETL)

To perform analysis of the collected accessibility data in an easy, reliable and
fast manner, the data warehouse EIAO DW has been built. In the EIAO DW,
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data at a very low granularity is stored. For example, it is represented that
a specific subject (e.g., an element of an HTML page) at a specific time on
a specific date was tested with a specific WAM implementation which gave
a specific result. But also contextual information such as the URL of the
(X)HTML document, its size, language, etc. is stored. Although the EIAO
DW holds data at a very low granularity, end-users will only use reports that
aggregate the data at higher levels and, for example, show accessibility results
for entire web sites or countries.
In the EIAO DW, a star schema [14] is used. A simple star schema is,
however, not enough and the schema has thus been extended with so-called
outriggers and bridge tables (see [14]) to be able to represent the complex web
data. With the generic schema used in EIAO DW, it is possible to add new
WAMs by inserting a row and without changing the database schema. For
details about the EIAO DW schema, see [21].
Like the rest of the Observatory, the EIAO DW has been implemented only
using open source software. PostgreSQL version 8.x [23] has been chosen as
the database management system (DBMS) due to its maturity, extensibility
and features.
When the EIAO DW is loaded with data, a hand-coded Extract-TransformLoad (ETL) application is used. No existing open source ETL application was
found suitable for this purpose. The Sampler and WAMs generate RDF and
EARL data which conceptually takes the form of a graph. The ETL tool then
has to traverse this graph and load the data into the data warehouse. For large
RDF structures, using a traditional RDF triplestore was time consuming. To
speed up the ETL process, we designed a domain specific RDF database that
uses traditional regular expressions to parse the EARL. The ETL load process
then runs in a pipeline where one thread reads the entire RDF database into
memory and the other thread uses an already read, in-memory database to
transform the EARL data and load it into the data warehouse.
In addition, the ETL tool uses bulk loading of all data that is not queried
during the ETL process. This means that instead of inserting the resulting
rows one-by-one, the ETL can write the data to a file which is then loaded (in
a fast manner) at the end of the process. Further, the ETL to a large degree
uses main memory for caching values to avoid look-ups in the database. For
efficient memory usage, memcached [7] is used for the larger RDF structures.
The on-line reporting tool described in the following section presents (aggregated) data from the EIAO DW. When the reporting tool queries the EIAO
DW, stored procedures in the database are used. This gives us a large degree
of flexibility: It is possible to do updates (both to the code and the database
schema) without the reporting tool being affected as long as the interface to
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the stored procedures remains unchanged. This choice has proven itself useful for the project several times. For example, it was previously a problem
that some of the reporting tool’s reports took too long time to compute. To
solve this problem, some summary tables were created and filled with preaggregated data. The relevant stored procedures could then be updated to
use these summary tables and the performance improved significantly. In the
current 2.2 release of EIAO DW, 10 such summary tables exist to boost the
performance. The summary tables are filled as the last step during the load
of the EIAO DW. Due to the large amounts of data, it has been important to
carefully fine-tune the SQL code that fills these summary tables such that the
job is done reasonably fast.
For the current data volumes, the EIAO DW and ETL tool scale well
enough. If the data volumes later get so big that the used solution does
not scale well enough anymore, it could be considered to distribute the DW
over several servers. If, for example, it becomes a problem to load the DW
within a reasonable time-frame, it could be considered to have a separate
DW for different groups of countries, e.g. Nordic, Western European, Eastern
European, and Southern European countries. These four servers could then
be loaded in parallel. However, some changes would then be needed for the
reporting parts of the Observatory since results from several DWs would have
to be combined to form the final result. Other possibilities include using some
of the existing replication mechanisms for PostgreSQL. If, for example, the
Observatory later in time gets so many reporting requests that they cannot be
answered quickly enough, a setup with replication and read-distribution can
be introduced.

4.4

Online reporting tool

The EIAO Online Reporting Tool (B.3) is based on Zope and Plone, and is
implemented as a Plone product. It can display different reports on the data
in the data warehouse:
• Regional report (default) displays a list of sub-regions within the selected region, with Region name, Score, Change since previous result,
and Number of sites in the geographical group. The Region name is
clickable, taking you to results for that sub-region. The Score column
displays simplified scorecards indicating the result with colour and text.
• Tested web sites report shows a list of the tested web sites within the selected region, with scorecards and change information as for the Regional
report, as well as number of sampled pages.
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Figure B.3: The EIAO Online Reporting Tool.

• Score distribution report shows a score distribution bar chart for the
selected region. There is one bar for each of the possible scores, and the
height of each bar represents the percentage of sites in the chosen region
that achieved that score. Below the chart is also a list of the different
scores with the percentages of each.
• Past results report shows a list of past results for the selected region.
It shows the evaluation date, score and change from previous test runs,
and also number of sites in the selection.
• Web formats report show statistics about different types of web formats
of sites within the selected region.
• Accessibility checks report shows detailed UWEM test results for the
selected region. We show the UWEM test name, grouped by WCAG
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checkpoint, and the percentage of tests that failed for this UWEM test.
The percentage of failed tests are displayed both numerically and as a
filled bar.
The Online Reporting Tool has its own internal cache for values read from
the data warehouse. This increases the performance of read access to the
Online Reporting Tool even further.

5

Conclusion

The Observatory is now mature, stable, produces statistically sound results
and works well for accessibility evaluations of up to 2500 web sites monthly
using the available hardware. There are however two main problems with the
current approach. Firstly, the crawlers currently use a crawling strategy that
is too focused on too few servers by running 10 crawler threads in parallel
towards each web site. This puts a significant strain on the the measured web
servers, because the measurement is not evenly spread out in time. Secondly,
the current approach requires a large portion of a web site to be downloaded,
but only 10% of that information is used in actual accessibility evaluations.
The current approach is therefore not very bandwidth efficient in terms of
accessibility information extracted per megabyte of data.
To mitigate the first problem, the processing load on the web servers being
evaluated can be lowered much by ensuring that the crawling of each web
site is more evenly spread out in time. The easiest way to achieve this, is to
modify the crawler so that each crawler thread operates on a different web site.
The lowest possible instantaneous load could be achieved if each web site got
one thread dedicated that spread its fixed number of web pages to download
evenly over the one month interval of a crawl by inserting appropriate time
delays. The lowest possible load would however not be attainable, because
the sampling of the web sites and loading of web sites into the data warehouse
would be poorly distributed in time. However it should still be possible to
lower the load significantly from what we experience today by performing a
broader crawl than we currently do.
To mitigate the second problem, improving the bandwidth efficiency of
the EIAO, can only be done by doing methodological changes. The current
sampling methodology can be expected to be close to the goal of extracting a
uniform random sample from a given web site. It can therefore be used as a
gold standard against which other sampling methodologies can be tested. We
could therefore run a set of tests where different strategies were tested out like:
reduced frequency of URL scanning and re-sampling using the existing set of
URLs scanned, direct sampling using random walk or using a deterministic
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breadth-first search of only the first 600 web pages. If empirical evidence shows
that any of these alternative approaches only deviate insignificantly from the
gold standard, then this alternative, more bandwidth-efficient approach should
be chosen in favour of the current approach.
The WAM evaluation process can also be enhanced by improving the
scheduling of the requests sent to the WAMs so that we can get better performance from the CSS cache. This can be done to force each Sampler to only
use one WAM server and further run as many samplers in parallel as there are
WAM servers available.
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Abstract
Equal participation for people with disabilities is an important objective of the
Information Society. The development of new technologies for eGovernment
applications opens up opportunities but also bears the risk of creating new
barriers. In this paper, we are looking at the different levels of eGoverment
sophistication. For each level, we analyse the potential accessibility barriers.
We also investigate how the problems can be identified and present some
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findings from a survey of Norwegian eGovernment web sites. Apart from the
technical perspective, a short overview of the legal background is given.
Keywords:
accessibility, people with disabilities, eGovernment, sophistication levels

1

Introduction

The development of information and communication technologies (ICT) in the
last twenty years has brought a lot of changes. The Internet and other communication networks have introduced new facilities of remote communication
and interaction that used to be unthinkable previously.
The transformation affects all areas of people’s personal and professional
life [3], including their interaction with government and public authorities.
But it has not yet reached all population groups with equal effect. The result
is the so-called digital divide: people do not participate in the Information
Society because they do not have the necessary infrastructure or equipment
at their disposal; because they do not have the knowledge and training, or
because missing accessibility support impedes their access to the applications.
This paper focuses on the latter group and discusses the accessibility of
eGovernment services for people with disabilities. The group includes people
with physical, sensory, and cognitive disabilities, but also the increasing number of elderly people who experience age-related decrease of visual, motor, and
mental capacity.
It is important to be aware that very different user groups are affected by
the issue of design for all of eGovernment services. Users in greatest need of
ensuring universal access to these services include disabled people and elderly,
representing more than a quarter of the population. For the heterogeneous
group of persons with reduced mobility for instance, the needs for accessibility
will include special keyboards, alternative navigation systems to mouse etc.
For deaf and hard of hearing the main challenge are audio and audiovisual files
without alternative text versions of the information. For visually impaired
people the main challenge is that most equipment is designed with a view to
visual control. Another group not often focused upon is persons with cognitive
impairments who have varied needs for applications to facilitate understanding
of text, like structured use of icons, use of illustrations, and presentation of
information in audio or video format. The same applications are also a great
help for persons with reading difficulties.

2 Political background

2
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Political background

The European Commission recognised the importance of creating wider access
for all in 2000 and defined eInclusion as part of the Lisbon strategy: “Ensure
that every citizen should have the appropriate skills needed to live and work in
a new Information Society for all.” In the following years the eEurope action
plans [4, 5] and the i2010 eGovernment action plan [6] were adopted, placing great importance on eInclusion and accessibility requirements for public
procurement of ICT products and eGovernment services.
In Norway the political will to ensure eAccessibility for all has been manifested in numerous reports and white papers since 2000. In a report to the
Norwegian Parliament on national Information Society policy from 2006 it
was clearly stated that design for all is a basic principle for Norwegian policy
in this field [10]. This has been established through a recent series of legislation, the most relevant being the Public Procurement Act implemented
from January 1st 2007 and requiring design for all considerations to be part of
public planning of tenders for public procurement and technical specifications
annexed to the tenders. The second important law is the Discrimination and
Accessibility Act of January 1st 2009 which defines lack of accessibility to ICT
as discrimination of disabled people punishable by law and requires all new
ICT to follow the principle of Design for All from 2011 and the same for all
existing technology from 2021.

3

Accessibility of eGovernment services

Since eGoverment can increase independence and self-determination of citizens
with disabilities, it’s potential is huge. Properly implemented, eGovernment
solutions enable citizens to carry out their government interaction from home,
using their own ICT equipment, which is adjusted to their needs. This includes
for instance specialised hardware such as large keyboards and other input
devices, or software adjustments like high contrast settings or special screen
reader applications.
In this way, the cost if the whole administrative process is reduced because
face-to-face interaction is needed less often. The burden of having to travel to
the public administration is relieved: either because the full transaction can be
carried out electronically, or because documents can be prepared and questions
clarified in advance so that only one trip is needed instead of multiple trips.
Furthermore, the users are independent of office hours and can take as much
time as needed to complete a task so that stressful situations are avoided.
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Additionally, the widespread use of digital documents is a great improvement over traditional paper documents because digital documents often have
better accessibility support. They can be searched, magnified, adjusted with
regard to colour contrast, or even provide interactive help and cross-links to
further explanations. Previously, users themselves needed to digitise paper
documents, which provides only limited access to the document content.1
In the following, the eGovernment sophistication stages are taken as starting point for a structured analysis of accessibility issues arising at different
levels of complexity in eGovernment services. We are aware that technical
availability of an eGovernment service is only one of several conditions influencing the take up of a service [7]. Nevertheless, the absence of technical
barriers is an indispensable prerequisite. Otherwise the service is not usable
at all.

3.1

Level 1: Information

Virtually all public administrations on national, regional, and municipal level
in Europe run a web site which serves as entry point for citizens who are
looking for information about public services. Basic information includes name
and contact details of public officials, opening hours, maps and directions.
For specific services, the documents to be provided by the citizen and other
conditions, such as fees, are listed.
Accessibility at this stage is by and large equivalent to web site accessibility. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), who develops and maintains
a large part of the standards used on the Internet, has established the Web
Accessibility Initiative (WAI). The first version of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 1.0) [13] was published in 1999. The guidelines
cover amongst others alternative representations of images, audio, and video
content, proper use of mark-up and web technologies, graceful degradation of
pages using newer technologies, user control of time-sensitive content, deviceindependence, help with orientation, clear navigation, and clear language.
If these basic accessibility requirements are not met, people with disabilities
will find it difficult or even impossible to access the information on the web
site because they can not find the information within the complex structure,
because navigation mechanism can not be controlled with the special computer
setup (e.g. some elements are only usable with a mouse but not by keyboard),
or because information is provided only via embedded objects and no text
version is available.
1
An implication of this is that the accessibility benefits of ICT can not tap their full
potential if the digital documents provided on eGovernment web sites are only scans of the
paper versions. A “truly digital” version should be provided.
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Guidelines and requirement for web accessibility are referenced in the legislation of many countries. Peter Krantz [9] has compiled a good overview of
the current situation. His list also mentions the evaluation methodologies that
are employed to benchmark the status and progress of web accessibility.

3.2

Level 2: Interaction

The next stage beyond provision of basic information is (one-way) interaction
where citizens can download official documents from a public web site. In
most cases these documents are forms that are filled in and returned to the
administration via another communication channel (e. g. in person, per post,
by fax or by email). Application forms of legally binding nature often need to
be made available in a certain layout and structure. The Portable Document
Format (PDF) addresses this requirement. A preliminary survey conducted
in 2008 suggests that it is the most widely used file format for downloadable
documents on the Internet. Other document formats such as the file formats
generated by word processing software not as suitable for official documents
because the content and layout of the document are not protected from modifications. Since some file formats require a proprietary software to read them,
their use is discouraged by national regulations.
The PDF standard [8] supports a number of accessibility features.2 An
accessible PDF document is marked up with a structure (usually visible as
clickable bookmarks in the PDF-viewer). Information about the natural language of the document, a document title, and descriptions for images are
provided. If a multicolumn layout is used, special care has to be taken to ensure a correct reading sequence. Forms are prepared in such a way that fields
are labelled and can be filled in directly without having to print the document.
PDF accessibility is not covered by WCAG 1.0 with the consequence that
the awareness of potential accessibility barriers in PDF is still very low. Tools
that can support the production and verification of accessible PDF files are
not widely known and not widespread.

3.3

Level 3: Two-way interaction

On the next level of sophistication, eGovernment services support both ways
of interaction to enable citizens to file an application online. They enter their
personal information and request details via a web interface and submit the
2

The ISO standard 19005-1:2005 defines PDF/A-1b which guarantee a reliable reproduction of visual appearance and PDF/A-1a which additionally requires information about
document structure to be present. While conformance to PDF/A-1b can be achieved with
scanned documents, PDF/A-1a conformance includes accessibility features of the PDF.
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data. This level has even higher requirements for accessibility because it has to
be assured that the whole chain of events is accessible. If one link in the chain
is broken (i. e. represents an accessibility barrier) the whole process becomes
inaccessible because the user can not complete it: Users have to be able to find
the service, register of log in, and fill in forms. The service also must provide
the possibility to review and revise he entered information. The submission
of the application should include a final confirmation request informing about
the consequences of the step.
Since the publication of the first version of WCAG in 1999, the proportion of interactive, dynamic web content has increased considerably. New
technologies have become available and existing applications, including assistive technology like screen reading software, have greatly improved. To stay
abreast of these changes the W3C has revised the web content accessibility
guidelines. The new version WCAG 2.0 [14] became a recommendation in
December 2008. It puts more weight on interactive web content and employs
a technology-independent approach, which allows new technologies beyond
HTML and CSS be taken into account.
The new guidelines are grouped into four principles. Content should be
perceivable, operable, understandable, and robust. The following guidelines
are especially relevant for processing of online forms and requests:
Guideline 2.1 Keyboard Accessible: Make all functionality available from
a keyboard.
Guideline 3.3 Input Assistance: Help users avoid and correct mistakes.
Guideline 4.1 Compatible: Maximize compatibility with current and future user agents, including assistive technologies.
The transition from one set of guidelines to the next is going to take some
time. In many countries the the national legislation and / or national eAccessibility assessment methodologies are currently being updated.In the development of new web sites and interactive eGovernment services they should be
taken into account right from the start.

3.4

Level 4: Transaction

On the forth level, the whole administrative process is integrated with the
eGoverment application, meaning that also the reply of the administration
can be received via the service and status information on the progress of the
case is available from the system.
At this level, there are technical as well as political/social challenges for
accessibility. On the technical part, when it comes to authentication and
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identification of citizens and legally binding signatures, it must be assured
that ID management schemes and electronic signature equipment (e. g. smart
card reader, encryption applications) are accessible. Furthermore, security
and privacy measures have to take into account the situation of people with
disabilities to ensure their privacy and avoid discrimination that might arise.

4

Analysis of the current situation

This section presents results from automated benchmarking of the first two
stages that was carried out by the eGoverment Monitor (eGovMon) project.
The accessibility at levels 3 and 4 has not been addressed by the project so
far. Due to the higher complexity the testing of these levels requires more
human expertise and can not be assessed with tools alone.

4.1

Web site accessibility

As mentioned in section 3.1 most European countries refer to WCAG 1.0 in
their legislation. However, there is often a large gap between legal requirements
and the actual situation. The “Assessment of the Status of eAccessibility in
Europe” [2], commissioned by the European Commission in 2007 to follow up
on previous studies and support the future development of European policy
in the field of eAccessibility, found that less that than 20% of the tested web
sites met basic accessibility criteria.
One of the main challenges with these surveys is that although they are
all targeting web accessibility in the sense of WCAG 1.0, there are subtle but
important differences in the methodologies. The sampling of web sites and
web pages to be part of the evaluation, the interpretation of test criteria and
applicability of tests, as well as the analysis and presentation of results are
different, which makes the comparison of results very difficult as shown by
Bühler et al [1].
The European commission has supported the development of the Unified
Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM) [12]. UWEM was developed by European expert organisations and offers test descriptions to evaluate WCAG 1.0
conformance covering level AA,3 a clear sampling scheme, several reporting
options, including score cards and other instruments to help communicate the
results of evaluations. The aim is to establish the UWEM as the basis for web
accessibility evaluation, policy support and possible certification in Europe.
The Norwegian project eGovMon is an implementation of fully automatic
monitoring approach of UWEM. It is a continuation of the software developed
3

UWEM has not yet been updated to WCAG 2.0, but the migration is foreseen.
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(23)

Figure C.1: Barriers detected in HTML and corresponding CSS. The number
of web sites in each category is given in parentheses.

by the European Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO). eGovMon has
conducted an accessibility evaluation of 100 public Norwegian web sites. The
tool has 23 automatable tests addressing web accessibility. These tests are
limited to HTML and CSS. Results from these evaluations are presented in
Figure C.1.
The figure indicates that national web sites are more accessible than to
web sites on county and municipality level. In fact, the evaluated web sites
on municipality level have the most detected barriers of all evaluated sites
part of this study. A reason for this may be that there is more focus on web
accessibility and more resources to address it on national level than for web
sites of smaller public bodies like municipalities. Additionally, in educational
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and health web sites we detected more barriers than the national level but less
then web sites on county and municipality level.

4.2

PDF accessibility

As a pilot study, we defined evaluation criteria for PDF accessibility based on
the PDF-A standard and WCAG 1.0, and evaluated about 5600 PDF files from
97 Norwegian public web sites on national and local level. In the following we
present the finding from three accessibility tests contained in the prototype.
Structured elements. PDF documents may contain structured elements,
often also called “tags”. Similar to HTML, tags in PDF are used to denote
the semantics of certain elements in the text. If headings are marked up, they
can be presented to the user through a separated navigation structure, which
improves the usability and accessibility in particular for larger documents. The
labelling of form fields allows the software to determine which information is
supposed to be entered in the field. In contrast, in an untagged PDF, headings
and text can’t be distinguished programmatically and there is no information
on form fields. This makes it much harder to navigate through the document
and impedes the use of the form for people using screen readers.
It is sometimes assumed that a PDF is accessible if it is tagged. However,
as with HTML, tags can be used improperly and semantically wrong. The
presence of tags does not guarantee accessibility, but should rather be seen as
a prerequisite for accessible PDF documents.
In Figure C.2 we show the distribution of tagged PDFs within the evaluated Norwegian web sites. Of these PDF files, 1250 (22.3%) had tags, the
remaining 4345 (77.6%) were untagged. In 31 (32%) of the web sites, none of
the evaluated PDFs was tagged. In contrast, just 6 of the web sites (6.1%)
had only tagged PDFs.
Access to content. A PDF document may have restricted permission to
copy text, enter data into form fields, or save the file. If this is the case, other
tools, such as assistive technologies, are restricted from extracting the content.
Citizens might be required to print the document because it can not be filled
in electronically. Less than 1% of the evaluated PDFs had access restrictions.
Language specified. A PDF documents have the possibility to specify the
natural language. This feature is particularly important for screen reading
software because the pronunciation has to be adapted to the language of the
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text. Otherwise the resulting synthetic speech is likely to be impossible to understand. More than 99% of the inspected PDF documents missed a language
specification.
The annual status report from the National Centre for Documentation
on Disability Affairs [11] includes a chapter on evaluation of accessibility to
public websites in Norway. The analysis proved that there remains much to
be done regarding accessibility of public websites and PDF documents. These
formats are the most common standard used by government agencies. The
report showed that there is a lack of “tagging” of public documents in PDF
formats which leads to a lack of good structural information which would have
made the documents more accessible for disabled people.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

Accessibility must be taken into account at every stage of eGovernment services. In the course of accessibility mainstreaming it should be addressed
right from the start when a new service is implemented to avoid expensive
retrofitting of existing services.
In this paper, we have discussed mainly the technical aspects of eGovernment accessibility. Independent of the technical discussion, the citizens’
motivation and willingness to use an eGovernment service may also depend
on expected benefits, usability, and relevance of the service. One factor is the
users’ knowledge and their motivation and opportunity to improve their ICT
skills. Regardless of this argumentation, accessibility barriers are understood
to be caused by the product (i.e. the web site) and not by the user’s skills and
abilities.
Research can contribute to improved accessibility through development of
enhanced technical solutions, and also indirectly through benchmarking and
objective measurements. The legal framework and political initiatives play
another important role in the process. Regular benchmarking to assess the
progress can help to follow up on the success of the political measures (birds
eye view). At the same time more detailed evaluations of single services (on
eye level) support actual improvements. The combination of both levels in the
eGovMon has lead to promising results one year after the project start.
Beyond the technical solutions (how to make a single web page, document,
service accessible), solutions have to be transferred to the level of administrative processes. The integration of accessibility support into the workflow
reduces the efforts and thus facilitates production of documents with accessibility features.
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eGovernment research needs to include all stakeholders in the process.
Accessibility is a common goal that can only be effectively addressed through
collaboration. In the future online presence will be increasingly important
both for social and professional interaction. The ageing society will lead to an
increased number of people with special needs.
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Abstract
For people who cannot see non-textual web content, such as images, maps or
audio files, the alternative texts are crucial to understand and use the content.
Alternate texts are often automatically generated by web publishing software
or not properly provided by the author of the content. Such texts may impose
web accessibility barriers. Automatic accessibility checkers in use today can
only detect the presence of alternative texts, but not determine if the text is
describing the corresponding content in any useful way. This paper presents a
pattern recognition approach for automatic detection of alternative texts that
may impose a barrier, reaching an accuracy of more then 90%.
The paper has been published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on
Computers Helping People with Special Needs 2010: 425-432. Springer-Verlag Berlin, Heidelberg c 2010
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Introduction

The Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM) [11, 14] has been presented as a methodology for evaluating web sites according to the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines [17]. The UWEM includes both tests which can
be applied manually by experts and tests which can be applied automatically
by measurement tools and validators.
All automatic tests in the UWEM are deterministic, which has some drawbacks. As an example, one of the automatic UWEM tests checks whether an
image (<img> element) has an alternative text. There are no automatic tests
checking the validity of such alternative texts. This means, for a web site to
conform to the automatic UWEM tests, any alternative text is sufficient. People and applications such as search engines, who are unable to see images, rely
on the alternative text to convey the information of non-textual web content.
If this information is not present, or when the text does not describe the image
well, the information conveyed in the image is lost to these users.
To make sure web sites are accessible, appropriate textual alternatives are
needed in many places, such as in frame titles, labels and alternative texts of
graphical elements [12, 17, 18].1 In many cases, these alternative texts have
either been automatically added by the publishing software, or a misleading
text has been supplied by the author of the content. Examples of such include
alternative texts of images such as ”Image 1”, texts which resemble filenames
such as ”somepicture.jpg” or ”insert alternative text here”. Most automatic
accessibility checkers, including validators that comply with the automatic
UWEM tests, check only for the existence of alternative texts. The above
mentioned texts, which are undescriptive and are thus not considered accessible, will not be detected by those tests. Our data shows that 80% of the
alternative texts are not describing the corresponding content well.
This paper proposes an extension of UWEM with tests for automatic detection of alternative texts which, in its context, is in-accessible using pattern
recognition algorithms.
To the best of our knowledge using pattern recognition to test for undescriptive use of alternative texts in web pages has not been done previously.
However, similar related approaches has been conducted. For example, the
Imergo Web Compliance Manager [15] provides results for suspicious alternative texts for images. The algorithm is not presented in the literature.
1

All types of textual alternatives are in this paper referred to as alternative texts. An
alternative text is descriptive if it describes the corresponding content well, and undescriptive
if it does not.

2 Approach
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Furthermore, a technique for automatic judging of alternative text quality
of images has been presented by Bigham [1].2 This approach judges alternative texts in correspondence with the images, including classification using
common words found in alternative texts and check if the same text is present
in any other web page on Internet. The classifier uses Google and Yahoo, and
has in their best experiment an accuracy of 86.3% using 351 images and corresponding alternative texts. However, in the presented results 7999 images
are discarded because the algorithm fails to label the images. It is evident
that discarding 7999 images (95.8%) is undesirable and has a severe impact
on the over all accuracy. Taking the discarded images into account, the true
accuracy of the presented algorithm is only 3.6%.
Detecting undescriptive texts in web pages has many similarities with detection of junk web pages and emails where heuristics and pattern classification
has been successfully applied [6, 9, 10, 19].
It is worth noticing that descriptiveness of a text could be seen in correspondence with the content. For example, if there is an image of a cat, an
appropriate alternative textual description may be ”cat” while ”dog” would be
wrong. In order to detect these situations image processing would most likely
be needed in addition to text classification. Even though this could increase
the over all accuracy, it is a much more challenging task which also includes
significant increase in computational costs [2]. Image processing is not within
the scope of this paper.

2

Approach

This paper presents a method for detecting undescriptive use of alternative
texts using pattern recognition algorithms. The paper follows traditional classification approach [5]: Section 3 presents the data used for the classification.
From this data features are extracted in section 4. The classification algorithms and results are presented in section 5; Naı̈ve Bayes in section 5.1 and
Nearest Neighbor in section 5.2. Finally, section 6 and 7 present the conclusions and further work.

3

Data

The home page of 414 web sites from Norwegian municipality were downloaded. From these, more then 11 000 alternatives texts were extracted (more
than 1700 unique alternative texts) and manually classified as either:
2

Note that this is limited only to alternative texts of images, while our approach includes
several types of alternative texts.
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• Descriptive: The alternative texts describes the corresponding content
well and imposes no accessibility barrier.
• Undescriptive: The alternative texts does not the correspond to the
content well and is a potential accessibility barrier.
All web pages have been deliberately chosen to be from only one language
to avoid possible bias due to language issues such as; the length of words,
which is language dependent [13], or words that are known to be undescriptive
which will differ between languages [3]. Despite only using web pages from
one language in this paper, the algorithms presented are not expected to be
limited to only Norwegian. The algorithms can be applied to any language as
long as appropriate training data is used.
Note that frequent problem of absence of descriptive texts [7] has deliberately been removed from these experiments. Testing for the presence of
such descriptive texts are already present in UWEM as a fully automatable
test [11, 14] and is thus not addressed in this paper.

4

Feature Extraction

Several features of undescriptive texts in web pages have already been presented in the literature [1, 3].
Slatin [1] found that file name extensions, such as .jpg, is a common attribute of undescriptive alternative texts of images. Additionally, the study
indicates that a dictionary of known undescriptive words and phrases can be
useful for such a classification.
Craven [3] presented additional features that characterizes undescriptive
alternative texts. Most significantly, he found certain words/characters that
are common in undescriptive alternative texts such as ”*”, ”1”, ”click”, ”arrow” and ”home”. Additionally, he found a correlation between the size of
the image and length of the alternative text. His empirical data indicates that
images of small sizes are more often used for decoration and should because
of this have an empty alternative text.
In line with literature [1,3,12], the following features where extracted from
the collected data:
• Number of words in the alternative text.
• Length of the alternative text (number of characters).
• File type abbreviations such as GIF, JPEG and PDF.
• None alphabet characters such as *, 1, ..

4 Feature Extraction
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Figure D.1: Density Graphs for the features number of words and length of
texts.

• Words that are known to cause accessibility barriers such as ”read more”,
”click here”, ”title”.3
• The size of the image presented in the alternative text (INTxINT).
• HTML such as &nbsp;.4
Generally speaking, features will work well as part of classifiers as long
as they have a discriminatory effect on the data [5]. This means, based on
the properties of the features alone, it should be possible to separate the
data which belongs to both the descriptive and undescriptive classes. The
features have different properties and distributions. The features ”number of
words” and ”length of the alternative text” are represented by positive integer
values (1, 2, 3, ...). The discriminatory effect of these features are presented as
density graphs in figure D.1. Figure D.1 shows that common properties for
the undescriptive texts are shorter alternative texts and fewer words. Most
3

Norwegian translations of these words were used.
In this study, all types of HTML is included. It is worth noticing that not every entity
is problematic.
4
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Figure D.2: Bar Charts with percentage of occurrence for features.

noticeably, figure D.1 shows that having only one word in the alternative
texts is a common property of the undescriptive class, while having two or
more words is a common property for the descriptive class.
The remaining features are represented by a boolean value. As an example,
a file name extension is either present or not present in the alternative texts.
Figure D.2 shows the discriminatory effect of features represented by boolean
values.5 As an example, close to 50% of the undescriptive alternative texts
had words which often cause accessibility barriers, while only 0.5% of the
descriptive alternative texts had the same behaviour. Similarly about 2% of
the undescriptive texts had file name extensions, while only 0.05% descriptive
texts had filename extensions.

5

Classification

Essential for the algorithms is the actual classification. In this paper we have
implemented and tested two well known classification algorithms; Nearest
Neighbor and Naı̈ve Bayes [5, 8].
5

Note that the y-axis is logarithmic
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Table D.1: Confusion Matrix with classification accuracy using Nearest Neighbor
descriptive undescriptive over all accuracy
descriptive
93.9%
6.1%
undescriptive
27.2%
72.8%
over all accuracy
90.0%

All algorithms have been tested with leave one out cross validation [16];
1. Train with all data set except one instance. 2. classify the remaining
instances. 3. Select next instance and go to 1. This ensures that the training
sample is independent from test set.

5.1

Approach 1 - Nearest Neighbor

With the Nearest Neighbor algorithm, the data are added in multidimensional
feature space where each feature represents a dimension, and every record is
represented by a coordinate in the feature space. The euclidean distance is
calculated between the item to be classified, and all items part of the training
data. This identifies the nearest neighbors, and voting between the k nearest
neighbors decides the outcome of the classification. In our experiments, k was
chosen to be 1.
Figure D.1 suggests that length of the alternative texts and number of
words could be sufficient features for a working classifier. However, the empirical results does not support this as using these features alone gives the
classifier an accuracy of only 66.5% and 69.0%.
By using all features described in section 4 the classifier achieves an accuracy of 90.0%, which is significantly higher than the state-of-the-art [1]. A
confusion matrix with the classification results can be seen in table D.1.

5.2

Approach 2 - Naı̈ve Bayes

How well the classification is working is dependant on how well the features are
able to discriminate the classes. It could be that the chosen features described
in section 4 are not the best way to identify descriptive and undescriptive
alternative texts. The words themselves could have a significant discriminatory
effect [4].
By relying on the words alone using a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, we get an
accuracy of 91.9%. This is slightly more than Approach 1 and again significatly
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Table D.2: Confusion Matrix with classification results using Naı̈ve Bayes
descriptive undescriptive over all accuracy
descriptive
92.6%
7.4%
undescriptive
10.9%
89.1%
over all accuracy
91.9%

higher than the state-of-the-art [1]. A confusion with the classification results
can be seen in table D.2.

6

Conclusion

This paper presents an approach for classifying alternative texts in Web pages
as descriptive or undescriptive. Undescriptive texts are not describing the
corresponding content well and may impose an accessibility barrier. The paper presents two approaches; classification based on well known properties of
undescriptive texts presented in literature and classification using the texts
alone. Both approaches have an accuracy of more then 90%, which is better
than the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, in contrast to the state-of-the-art, this
paper presents approaches that are independent from third party tools.
The findings in this paper gives a strong indication that undescriptive
alternative texts in Web pages can be detected automatically with a high
degree accuracy.

7

Further work

Further work includes looking at alternative texts in comparison with the
actual images. This would include adding image processing to improve the
over all accuracy.
We could expect that the content of the alternative texts are related to
the text of the page itself. We would like to explore to what extent descriptive
text could be topicwise related content of the web page and how this can
potentially part of the features.
This paper only presents an approach to detect undescriptive use of alternative texts. In the future we will explore how results from the tests can be
incorporated with the existing UWEM framework.

7 Further work
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Abstract
The most adequate approach for benchmarking web accessibility is manual expert evaluation supplemented by automatic analysis tools. But manual evaluation has a high cost and is impractical to be applied on large web sites. In
reality, there is no choice but to rely on automated tools when reviewing large
web sites for accessibility. The question is: to what extent the results from
automatic evaluation of a web site and individual web pages can be used as
an approximation for manual results? This paper presents the initial results
of an investigation aimed at answering this question. He have performed both
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manual and automatic evaluations of the accessibility of web pages of two sites
and we have compared the results. In our data set automatically retrieved results could most definitely be used as an approximation manual evaluation
results.

1

Introduction

Benchmarking web accessibility has become a mature discipline, and it is
agreed that the most adequate approach is manual expert evaluation supplemented by automatic analysis tools [11] - benefiting from advantages of both
types of evaluations.
Automatic evaluation of accessibility is both quick and systematic. It
enables an almost instant evaluation of a large number of checkpoints, and
can produce web accessibility results of complete web sites. The disadvantage
is that most of the existing accessibility tests rely on human judgement for
reliable results and automatic evaluation can because of this not capture the
entire accessibility picture.
Manual evaluation of accessibility is more intuitive for the evaluators: they
are using the web page while evaluating and thus problems are best understood and different solutions can be compared, and it is easy to quickly detect
the main accessibility issues. Compared to automatic assessment, much more
effort and time is required when tests are performed manually. There is a
need of more tools (several web browsers, several assistive technologies) and
different configurations (screen resolution, browser window size, operating system, ). Furthermore, some tests rely on subjective human judgement which
makes it hard to reliably repeat the tests. As an example, an accessible web
page should have clear and simple text. However, what is perceived as clear
and simple may vary between different experts and is therefore not repeatable. Furthermore, some contexts of use are difficult to simulate and some
accessibility issues may not be detected.
One of the main challenges with manual evaluation is cost: Many web sites
contain quite a lot of web pages, making it impossible for a detailed manual
assessment of a statistically sound selection of pages. Moreover, even though
many web sites are based on a limited number of templates, the different
content within each web site makes a manual evaluation a tedious process. In
reality, there is no choice but to rely on automated tools when reviewing large
web sites for accessibility.
A question which naturally arises is to what extent the results from automatic evaluation of a web site and individual web pages can be used as an
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approximation for manual results. This paper presents the initial results of an
investigation aimed at answering this question.
To provide comparable results between the automatic and manual evaluations, it was natural to choose a methodology which supports both evaluation types and which produces quantitative results [1, 7] 1 . In this paper
we have used the Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM) [8], which
matches both above criteria. Additionally, there exist tools supporting automatic evaluation according to UWEM both on web site and web page level.
The automatic test results in this paper has been gathered using the European
Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO) [6]. The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of UWEM and Section 3
describes EIAO and its evaluation engine. Then, Section 4 discusses manual
evaluation inside UWEM. After this introductory content, Section 5 presents
our hypothesis, Section 6 the results and Section 7 presents some concluding
remarks and future work..

2

Unified Web Evalaution Methodology

There exist several evaluation methodologies which differ in subtle yet meaningful ways, even though most are based on the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines 1.0 (WCAG 1.0) [9]. The methodologies have different approaches
for how tests are applied, which pages from each site are evaluated and how
results are presented. This means that it is challenging to compare results
between European member states as the methodology used of evaluation is
completely different.
To deal with this, the European Commission requested a harmonised
methodology for web accessibility evaluation in Europe. From this request,
the Web Accessibility Cluster (WAB) developed the Unified Web Evaluation
Methodology (UWEM) [8]. The methodology is based on WCAG 1.0 levels
A and AA, and is designed as a joint, repeatable and comparable method for
testing web accessibility in Europe [3].
Note that UWEM has not yet merged to the newly released Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 [10], but a WCAG2.0 migration document for
UWEM exists [8].
1

Note that the references to the score functions in UWEM and EIAO in these papers
are outdated. Previous versions of UWEM grouped accessibility in several disability groups
which was abandoned in the most recent versions of UWEM and the metrics updated accordingly. Both [7] and [1] still address the outdated version of the metric. In our paper we
use the most recent UWEM metric.
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European Internet Accessibility Observatory

The European Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO)2 is a fully automatic
implementation of UWEM. In total 23 of the tests marked as automatable in
UWEM are also part of EIAO. Of these 21 address (X)HTML while 2 address
CSS. UWEM includes three additional automatable tests which are not part
of EIAO, these address sufficient colour contrast in (X)HTML and CSS and
use of animated GIFs.
The observatory has two ways of presenting accessibility results, as shown
in Figure E.1, results from large scale evaluations and results from single web
pages.

For each site: For each site:
Select Web
Sites for
evaluation

Download
6000 pages

Randomly
select
600 pages

For each page:
Apply
Automatable
UWEM Tests

Single Page
Evaluation

Present largescale results

Large Scale
Evaluation

Figure E.1: EIAO Workflow

2

The work from the European Internet Accessibility Observatory concluded. However,
the Observatory and implementation is continued in the project named eGovernment Monitoring.

3 European Internet Accessibility Observatory
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Large-scale evaluatoin

For large scale assessments, results are presented on web site, region and country level. As shown in Figure E.1 for each selected web site, 6,000 pages are
downloaded. If the web site is smaller than 6,000 pages, the complete site is
downloaded. Following, 600 pages are randomly selected a statisticallysound
representative sample of the web site. For each page every automatable test
is applied and the results from pages and sites are calculated and presented
to the user

3.2

Single-page evaluation

Additionally, the users of EIAO can evaluate single web pages3 with the same
implementation. Users provide a URL and the corresponding (X)HTML and
CSS is evaluated according to the UWEM methodology and automatable tests.

Usability
Accessibility
Manual tests
Automatic

Figure E.2: Relationship between Usability, Accessibility, Manual and Automatic testing
3
Evaluation of single pages according to 21 of the automatable UWEM tests can be
done with the eAccessibility Checker http://accessibility.egovmon.no.
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Manual Evaluation of Web Accessibility

In addition to automatic evaluation, UWEM addresses the possibility to perform manual evaluations. From a web site a core resource set is selected for
evaluation. This resource set is intended to be representative of the web site
and includes pages such as main home page, help page, search results etc. For
each selected web page 141 tests are applied.
As outlined in Figure E.2, accessibility is often seen as a part of usability and an improvement in accessibility would benefit both people with and
without special needs [2, 5]. Furthermore, not all accessibility issues can be
detected by testing alone. This is especially true for issues located in the grey
area between accessibility and usability
Existing accessibility assessment methodologies, including UWEM, rely
upon manual evaluation supplemented with automatic testing. As an example,
testing for valid (X)HTML and CSS, which is a requirement in WCAG 1.0,
is more reliable when performed automatically by tools compared to a human
evaluator. Similarly, UWEM includes in total 23 tests which can be performed
equally good or better by automatic tools than human evaluators. It should be
noted that 118 of the 141 (84%) of the defined UWEM tests relies on human
judgement.

5

Assessing the accessibility of web sites.
Hypothesis.

The aim of our research is to assert to what extent accessibility results retrieved by automatic testing alone can be used as an estimation or prediction
of manual assessments results.
As manual evaluation is both more costly and has the potential bias from
human judgment, it is clear that a prediction of manual results using automated testing is highly beneficial. However, there has to the best of our
knowledge not been any such comparison carried out.
Our goal was initially to perform comparison of accessibility results on
web site level. However, we discovered that manual evaluation of web sites
where highly time consuming, and such a comparison was unrealistic within
our time frame. Because of this we selected two web sites, corresponding
to two Spanish public Universities, which should provide accessible web sites
according to the Spanish legislation. From these two sites we selected 15 pages
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based on the core resource set as it is defined in UWEM methodology. We
evaluated the accessibility of these pages according to UWEM both completely
automatically using the EIAO framework and manually. Based on these results
we investigated to what extend the results retrieved automatically could be
used to predict the manual results.

80

E

UWEM Score
40
60

D

20

C

0

Comparison of site results for
manual and automatic evaluation

B
A
Site 1
Automatic

Site 1
Manual

Site 2
Automatic

Site 2
Manual

Figure E.3: Correlation between web site 1 and web site 2 on site level

6

Results

Table E.1 shows manual and automatic results as UWEM score from 30 evaluated web pages of two distinct web sites. Initially, we started with Manual
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results and automatic results as UWEM implemented by EIAO (Automatic 1).
The difference between Automatic 1 and Automatic 2 is that (X)HTML validation results are deliberately left out in Automatic 2. The reasoning behind
this is explained in detail below.
Figure E.3 shows the comparison of manual and automatic accessibility
evaluation results on site level as a box plot for each site. It should be noted
that the UWEM score on site is not equal as the average page score presented
in Figure 3 and that the results on page level are not directly applicable on site
level. Nevertheless, the figure shows that there is a clear difference between
the sites and the individual page results appear to be similar for automatic
and manual evaluation.
Table E.1: Manual and Automatic Evaluation Results
Manual
0.0473
0.1493
0.1547
0.1547
0.1282
0.1818
0.1111
0.1290
0.1896
0.2209
0.2007
0.1377
0.3273
0.3317
0.1816

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Site 1
Automatic 1
0.0865
0.0656
0.2653
0.2653
0.0000
0.2121
0.0709
0.0471
0.1746
0.1546
0.1739
0.1765
0.5582
0.5808
0.1667

Automatic 2
0.0306
0.0667
0.0500
0.0500
0.0000
0.0370
0.0167
0.0000
0.0545
0.1354
0.1504
0.0667
0.5592
0.5238
0.1099

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Manual
0.3000
0.1481
0.2498
0.4486
0.0464
0.0824
0.0470
0.3489
0.4663
0.3847
0.0450
0.2361
0.0683
0.1356
0.4480

Site 2
Automatic 1
0.1818
0.4630
0.5078
0.4325
0.4341
0.3806
0.2732
0.2932
0.2401
0.9505
0.3689
0.0492
0.5943
0.7560
0.4293

Automatic 2
0.2000
0.1176
0.0155
0.3466
0.0380
0.0306
0.0214
0.2955
0.2410
0.1429
0.0435
0.0169
0.0526
0.0526
0.0084

Furthermore, in Figure E.4 we present a scatter plot of the manual versus
automatic test results. From this figure, it is not possible to see any correlation
between the two evaluation methods. Additionally, a linear regression analysis
gives a high p-value of 0.1343 and a very low Pearson correlation of 0.27984 .
4

Our initial idea was to apply a paired t-test on the result. For a paired t-test to be
applicable, the results have to be in a gaussian distribution. The results obtained where not
within this distribution and a paired t-test could not reliably be applied.
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Figure E.4: Comparison of Manual and Automatic Evaluation
Both of these calculations indicate that there is not significant correlation
between these two results.
By going into further details of the results, we discovered that (X)HTML
validation results had been interpreted differently between the experts performing the manual evaluation and in the EIAO implementation. The expert
evaluators counted a page with invalid (X)HTML as one potential barrier.
In contrast, EIAO counts every validation error as potential barrier. Since
validation error is the most common web barrier [4] this mismatch in the
interpretation clearly had an impact on the overall results.
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Because of this, we decided to do a comparison between the of automatic
evaluation without (X)HTML validation. This is presented as Automatic 2 in
Table E.1 where results from (X)HTML validations are deliberately removed.

Figure E.5: Comparison of Manual and Automatic Evaluation without
(X)HTML validation results

Figure E.5 shows a scatter plot of manual versus automatic evaluation
when (X)HTML validation results have deliberately been removed. This graph
shows a much more visible correlation compared to Figure E.4. Furthermore,
a linear regression analysis gives a low p-value of 0.0004 and a relatively high
Pearson correlation of 0.6052.
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These calculations clearly show that there is a very significant correlation
between the manual and automatic evaluations on page level using the Unified
Web Evaluation Methodology.

Figure E.6: (Comparison of Manual and Automatic Evaluation Results with
confidence level

Additionally, in Figure E.6 we present a cubic regression of the comparison
as well as a 95% confidence interval of this regression (dotted line). This figures
shows all but eight values would be within this confidence interval. In other
words, a prediction of manual accessibility results based only on automatic
results would be correct within 95% confidence interval for 73.3% of the results.
The remaining 26.7% cannot be predicted within this confidence interval.
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Limitations of the results

We have evaluated accessibility only on web page level using the implemented
automatable tests using with the EIAO and all 141 tests manually. However,
UWEM address accessibility on site level and conclusion based on page level
results may not be applicable on site level. Results from the two web sites we
have available is simply not enough to do any comparison on site level and
manual evaluation according to UWEM is very time consuming.
Furthermore, the 30 pages evaluated where based on five different templates. Since this is a low number of templates it influences the comparison
results. Clearly, the conclusion based on our data may not be applicable for
all web pages.
Three automatable tests from UWEM are not part of the EIAO implementation dealing with colour contrasts and animated GIFs. If these tests where
part of the evaluation, the results would also have been different

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented results from automatic and manual evaluation
of web accessibility using the unified web evaluation methodology (UWEM).
We have further compared these results to investigate if automatic evaluation
results can be used as an estimation of manual evaluation results. We applied
all 141 of the UWEM tests manually and 23 of the tests automatically on 30
web pages from two web sites.
In our research we found that test descriptions in UWEM where unclear.
In fact, how (X)HTML validation errors should be counted was interpreted
differently by the expert evaluators and the software developers. The expert
evaluators counted a page with invalid (X)HTML as one barrier, while the
implementation counted every validation error as a potential barrier. This
had a significant impact on the results which gave the impression that there
was not any correlation between manual and expert evaluation results.
However, by removing results of the discordant test, the comparison shows
completely different characteristics. There was a strong correlation between
the automatically and manually retrieved results on web page level. In our
data set automatically retrieved results could most definitely be used as an
approximation manual evaluation results. In fact, in our data, 73% of the
manual results can correctly be predicted with automatic evaluation results
alone.
As further works, we plan to do a more detailed analysis. The analyzed
web sites in this paper are created from a small number of templates. Of the
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evaluated pages in total five different templates have been used in addition
to some pages without templates. Clearly, these few sets of templates may
have influenced the results. We plan to do an analysis of pages created from a
larger set of templates in addition to investigating if correlation exists on web
site level.
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Abstract
Automatic benchmarking can provide a reliable first insight into the accessibility status of a web site. The eGovMon project has developed a tool which can
assess web sites according to a statistically sound sampling procedure. Additionally, the tool supports detailed evaluation of single web pages. This paper
describes the process of data acquisition for the case of large scale accessibility
benchmarking of Norwegian public web sites. An important contribution is
the elaborated approach to communicate the results to the public web site
The paper has been published in the proceedings of the 5th Intl Workshop on Automated
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owners which can help them to improve the quality of their web sites. An
on-line interface enables them to perform evaluations of single web pages and
receive immediate feedback. The close collaboration with the municipalities
has lead to an overall higher quality both of Norwegian public web sites, the
eGovMon tool and the underlying methodology.
Automated evaluation alone can not capture the whole picture, and should
rather be seen as a complement to manual web accessibility evaluations. The
Norwegian Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (DIFI/ Norge.no)
carries out an annual web quality survey that includes manual assessment of
web accessibility. We present a comparison between the Norge.no results and
the data collected by the eGovMon tool and verify the statistical correlation.

1

Introduction

The amount of information and the number of public services available online has been growing steadily over the past few years. Many administrative
processes can be carried out via the Internet today.
However, a recent study [6] shows that there is still a large number of
citizens who are not using eGovernment services. On the one hand the reasons
are that the citizens feel no need to use eGovernment because they are not
frequent users of the Internet in general or because they prefer to use other
channels when interacting with public administration. On the other hand there
are citizens who would like to use eGovernment applications but are prevented
from doing so by poor accessibility and usability or because relevant content
is missing or difficult to locate.
The latter group can benefit from improved quality and more user oriented
design. In the long run this can help to increase take-up and facilitate the use
also by the former group of citizens.
The Norwegian project eGovMon1 is pursuing a two-fold strategy to advance accessibility and other attributes of web site quality.
Large scale accessibility benchmarking. The first part of the strategy
consists of large scale accessibility evaluation. Frequently updated data on the
accessibility status of Norwegian public web sites provides a bird’s eye view
of the situation and progress. Equal conditions under the evaluation ensure
comparability of the results from different web sites and across time. This
process is visualised by the solid arrows in Figure F.1.
1
The eGovMon project (http://www.egovmon.no/) is co-funded by the Research Council
of Norway under the VERDIKT program. Project no.: Verdikt183392/S10
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Figure F.1: eGovMon System Architecture

On-line accessibility checker. The second part of the strategy targets
the web site maintainers on eye level. Detailed results for each web page are
provided together with explanations and improvement suggestions. The pilot
municipalities participating in the project have expressed a strong demand for
practical support. Often the web site maintainers are not aware of accessibility
problems in their web sites or do not know how to resolve them. Therefore the
eGovMon project tries to provide feedback and improvement suggestions that
are easy to understand, and can facilitate the communication with technical
staff, software vendors and web developers.
For this user group the eGovMon project has developed an easy to use
on-line tool that can check single web pages. The checker provides detailed
information on the identified accessibility barriers and suggests potential solutions. This application is shown by the dashed arrows in Figure F.1.
Collaboration with other initiatives. In Norway, the Norge.no initiative
of the Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (DIFI) carries out an
annual systematic evaluation of the quality of Norwegian public web sites [11].
The criteria of this assessment address accessibility, usability and relevance of
the provided content and services. The assessments are carried out manually
by trained experts.
Automatic evaluations can support experts in their work, provide intermediary results between the annual evaluations, and support policy making
and awareness raising. The eGovMon project is currently developing such automatic tools in collaboration with a group of 20 Norwegian municipalities,
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DIFI, and several additional government agencies and research partners from
Norway and across Europe.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the
eGovMon tool for automatic evaluation of accessibility. In Section 3 we explain the methodology used by the Norge.no evaluations. In Section 4 we
compare the manually retrieved results from Norge.no with the automatically
retrieved results from eGovMon. Finally, in Section 5, we present the eGovMon approach to communicating the results to Norwegian municipalities.

2

Automated evaluation of web accessibility in
eGovMon

The large scale benchmarking approach applied in eGovMon is based on the
Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM) version 1.2 [16], which was
developed by the European Web Accessibility Benchmarking Cluster (WAB
Cluster). The eGovMon system is an implementation of the fully automated
monitoring application scenario described in UWEM.
Methodology. Web accessibility checking can be carried out in several ways
along the same international standards. The evaluation methodologies used
by evaluation and certification organisations in several European countries are
different in subtle but meaningful ways [13], even though they are usually based
on the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 (WCAG 1.0) [17]. UWEM
offers test descriptions to evaluate WCAG 1.0 conformance covering level AA,
a clear sampling scheme, several reporting options, including score cards and
other instruments to help communicate the results of evaluations. UWEM
was developed as the basis for web accessibility evaluation, policy support and
possible certification in Europe [9].

2.1

Sampling of web pages

Crawling. The eGovMon system does not evaluate all web pages within a
web site. Instead, it selects a random uniform sample from each web site.
A random sample can only be drawn if the underlying population is known.
Therefore each web site is explored by a web crawler trying to identify as many
URLs as possible before the actual evaluation starts. The crawler follows a
multithreaded breadth first search strategy and stores all discovered URLs
in a URL database. The number of downloaded pages is constrained by the
available download capacity. The URL discovery phase stops when 6000 web
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Table F.1: Sample Size Calculations
σ = 0.25
z1 = 1.96
z2 = 2.58
d1 = 0.05 n ≈ 96, N ≈ 630 n ≈ 166, N ≈ 364
d2 = 0.02 n ≈ 600, N ≈ 100 n ≈ 1040, N ≈ 58

pages have been found.2 In our experiments 85% of the web sites were crawled
exhaustively. The remaining 15% of the sites are often considerably larger
(sometimes consisting of up to several million single web pages).
In the next phase, 600 pages are randomly selected from the URL database,
allowing the accessibility evaluation to be both representative of the web site
as well as workable in practice.
Choosing sample size. There is a trade-off between system performance
and accuracy of the results. Clearly, a large sample size would provide more
precise results. The most accurate result could be achieved by evaluating every
web page from the site. However, this is impossible in practice.
The sample size of 600 has been selected experimentally. Based on a number of test run the average standard deviation of the UWEM score within a
web site could be estimated to σ = 0.25. Taking into account the potential
values of the precision parameter d1 = 0.05 and d2 = 0.02 and the desired
confidence intervals 95% (i.e. z1 = 1.96) or 99% (i.e.z2 = 2.58) we calculate
the sample size as:
z2σ2
n= 2
d
In our setup, the evaluation speed is approximately 1.42 seconds per page,
or 0.7 pages per second. The number of web sites which can be evaluated daily
is therefore
1
pages
sec.
N = · 0.7
· 86400
n
sec.
day
This gives us the sample sizes presented in Table F.1. A sample size of 600
pages per site allows the evaluation of approximately 100 web sites daily – an
acceptable trade-off between precision and performance.
2
For performance reasons eGovMon discovers URLs rather than download web pages.
Discovering means detecting and finding any URL within the web site, and only downloading enough pages to detect 6000 URLs. For any web site with more than 6000 pages,
there is a significant performance improvement gained by only detecting URLs compared to
downloading.
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Web accessibility testing

The system contains 23 web accessibility tests, which are all derived from
the fully automatable tests in UWEM. The implementation is built on the
Relaxed framework [7], which uses Java to parse the the HTML source file
into an HTML tree representation. Subsequently, this tree is assessed with a
number of Schematron rules, which were developed specifically for UWEM.
Some restrictions apply when creating automatic measurements. Most significantly, many of the UWEM tests require human judgment. In fact only
26 of the 141 tests in UWEM are marked as automatable. As an example,
automatic testing can find images without alternative text. However, to claim
that an existing alternative text represents the corresponding image well, human judgment is needed. Thus, automatic evaluation can only be used to
find barriers, not claim that a web site is accessible. Note that the automatic
evaluation results can in some degree be used to outline to predict manual
evaluation results [4].
Schematron. The Schematron language3 is a rule-based validation language
for making assertions about the presence or absence of patterns in XML trees.
The context of a rule is described using XPath,4 which provides a unique identification of all elements within the HTML tree. The test part of a Schematron
rule consists of an XSLT statement that returns a boolean value. The rules are
used to extract information about the different features of the HTML tree, e.g.
presence or absence of attributes and elements or the relationship of parent,
child, and sibling elements.
Schematron is only an intermediary step that provides direct assess to
the HTML structure. Other tests are then conducted based on the extracted
data. This includes for instance operations such as matching strings with
regular expressions or comparing to features that are not part of the HTML
tree structure (i.e. information from the HTTP header or general information
like the URL of the inspected page).
The Schematron approach provides an accurate and flexible implementation of the UWEM tests. However, problems can arise if the HTML source
has severe parsing errors which make it impossible to construct the HTML
tree in the first place. In these cases no accessibility evaluation can be carried
out.
Initially we applied HTML Tidy5 to clean up malformed HTML [15]. Preprocessing the HTML with HTML Tidy led to several issues. First of all, even
3

http://www.schematron.com
http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
5
http://tidy.sourceforge.net/
4
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though the use of Tidy was set to minimum, it was not clear for the users how
this changed the HTML. Users could claim that the HTML evaluated was not
part of the web page but something adjusted with HTML Tidy. Additionally, using HTML Tidy made it difficult to identify the location of the barrier
within the HTML source. However, even with the use of HTML Tidy, several
web pages still could not be parsed. Because of these issues, the use of HTML
Tidy was discarded in the final version of the implementation.6
Results. Each UWEM test is applied on each selected page. There are two
possible outcomes: fail (barrier detected) and pass (no barrier detected). An
example of a fail result is an image without an alternative description. This is
a barrier because people who are unable to see images7 rely on the alternative
text to understand the image. When such alternative text is not present,
the information conveyed in the image is lost to these users. All results are
reported in the Evaluation and Report Language (EARL) [18].
Storing results. For each web site, the EARL output is incorporated into
an RDF graph representing the web site. In addition to the accessibility
results part of the EARL, the RDF graph contains information about web
pages downloaded, HTTP header, language, technologies used. The data is
stored in an RDF database which was developed specifically according to the
project needs since the existing RDF database technologies were not able to
provide sufficient speed for our application.
An Extract Transform Load (ETL) component reads the RDF-data, and
stores the results in a data warehouse. The data warehouse [14] supports
analysis with regards to multiple research questions. The outcome of the
single tests is summarised into a web site accessibility score for the whole site.
The score is calculated as the ratio of failed tests among to applied tests.
The larger this ratio (percentage) of barriers detected, the less accessible the
web site is. In a completely accessible web site there will not be any barriers
and the percentage of detected barriers will be 0%. If half the tests detected
barriers, the percentage of detected barriers would be 50%, and so on. In
addition to these high level results, eGovMon presents also detailed results on
page level.
6
Web pages which could not be parsed are deliberately removed from the evaluation
since we do not have any reliable results for these. Note that there is no direct indication
that web pages we cannot parse are inaccessible.
7
People who are unable to see images include for example people with visual impairments,
people using mobile phones with images turned off to reduce data traffic, or people using
web browsers without graphical user interface.
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Table F.2: Norge.no star rating
Stars
Percentage

3

1 star
0 − 30%

2 stars
31 − 42%

3 stars
43 − 57%

4 stars
58 − 69%

5 stars
70 − 79%

6 stars
80 − 100%

Norge.no

The Norwegian Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (DIFI) conducts a yearly survey on the quality of Norwegian public web sites [11] – often
called Norge.no after the web site where the results are published. The survey
covers 34 indicators organised into three categories: accessibility, usability and
relevance.
Web Accessibility testing. Twelve of the Norge.no indicators address accessibility. Out of these seven are directly related to WCAG 1.0 priority 1
and 2, three are related to WCAG 1.0 priority 3. The remaining two are not
directly related to WCAG 1.0, but target other document formats such as
PDF.
The evaluation is run in September and October each year and includes
approximately 700 web sites at governmental and municipal level. The evaluations are carried out manually8 by trained experts. On average, the review
of one web site takes about one hour.
Sampling and score. Most tests are applied to two or three pages from
the site. Sometimes the whole site it searched for certain features (e.g. data
tables, documents in other formats). A failing test scores zero points. The
maximum number of points for a test ranges from two up to five. The overall
rating reports the percentage of the maximum number of points that has been
achieved. These percentage values are then mapped to stars. The threshold
values are based on a Gaussian distribution for one to five stars, with six stars
as an “extra level” for exceptionally good web sites. The threshold values are
presented in Table F.2.
8
Some tests rely on tool support, e.g. tests for sufficient colour contrast and validity of
(X)HTML.
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Using the eGovMon tool, we evaluated the accessibility of web sites from 414 of
430 Norwegian municipalities in January 2009. The remaining municipalities
had either no web site or the web site was not available during the evaluation9 .
The eGovMon tool is based on WCAG 1.0 level AA and UWEM. In a web
site not conforming to WCAG there will most likely be barriers preventing
some users with disabilities from using the web site. It is worth noticing
that people benefiting from accessible web sites are diverse and what may be
barrier for one user may not be a barrier for others - even within the same
disability group. Because of this, detecting and eliminating false positives
would be very challenging. There has been some work trying to find false
positive results in automatic accessibility measurements [2]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no such work has been carried out for UWEM.

4.1

Accessibility of Norwegian Municipality Web Sites

The eGovMon results for single web sites indicate the percentage of barriers.
While the results on county level are averages of the municipality web site results within the county. The accessibility results on county level are presented
as a map of Norway in Figure F.2. The results in this evaluation range from
10% to 37% of barriers detected by the tests. The darker colour means more
barriers detected, while a lighter colour means less barriers detected. The
county with the fewest detected barriers is the Norwegian capital Oslo. Even
here, 10% of the eGovMon tests detected barriers. This shows that the public
Norwegian web sites are far from being accessible. Additionally, our findings
show that some barriers are more common than others.
1. Invalid or deprecated (X)HTML and/or CSS was the most common barrier found by the eGovMon tool and occurred in 99% of the
evaluated web pages. (X)HTML and CSS are the most used technologies for web pages. The most recent version of these technologies are
built with accessibility in mind, which means assistive technologies can
more easily and successfully present the web page content when the latest
(X)HTML and/or CSS are used correctly.
2. Links with the same title but different target occurred in 31% of
the evaluated pages. Often links do not describe the target pages well.
A typical example is having links with the text “read more”, which does
9

Some municipality web sites deliberately prevent access from tools which are not known
with the help of the robots exclusion standard.
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Figure F.2: Map of Norway showing the eGovMon accessibility results from
January 2009. A darker colour means more accessibility barriers found.
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not explain anything about the target page. Links should be more descriptive such as “read more about the economic crisis” or only “the
economic crisis”. For fast and efficient navigation, some assistive technologies present all links within a web page to the user. However, if all
links have the same text such as “read more”, this is not helpful.
3. Graphical elements without textual alternative were detected in
24% of the evaluated pages. The most common example of this is the use
of images without alternative text, which causes problems for people with
visual impairments who are unable to see the pictures. Any information
conveyed in an image is lost to these users whenever a textual alternative
is missing.
4. Form elements without labels occurred in 24% of the evaluated
pages. An example of misuse would be not to correctly mark a search
button as “search”. The fact that the web site is searchable, is sometimes
understood by the context around the search field, such as a magnifying
glass nearby. People with visual impairments and dyslexia sometimes
have the web page text read out load using screen readers, and may be
unable to see the corresponding magnifying glass. If a text field is not
clearly marked, it is challenging to know that it is intended for searching
the web site.
5. Mouse required occurred in 11% of the evaluated pages. Web sites
requiring the use of a mouse cause problems for people with motor impairments who often have challenges using such devices. An example is
web sites with menu items which can only be accessed by clicking with a
mouse but not by keyboard. Often, people with motor impairment are
not able to use such web sites at all.

4.2

Results from eGovMon compared to International Surveys

None of the evaluated sites passed all eGovMon tests. This result is not in
correlation with web accessibility surveys existing in the literature.
The study Assessment of the Status of eAccessibility in Europe (MeAC) [5],
which has received much attention since it was published, shows that 12.5%
of the web sites passed all automatic accessibility tests, and 5.3% passed all
manual accessibility tests. Additionally, the United Nations Global Audit on
Web Accessibility [10] indicates that 3% of the evaluated web sites pass all
accessibility tests. It should be noted that the eGovMon survey only includes
results from Norwegian web sites, whereas both the surveys from MeAC and
United Nations evaluated web sites from the EU member states and United
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Nation member countries respectively. The eGoMon evaluation shows that
none of the evaluated sites pass, which is clearly worse than web accessibility
surveys results presented above. This discrepancy may be explained by the
fact that eGovMon evaluates according to WCAG 1.0 level AA while both
MeAC and United Nation survey only included results from WCAG 1.0 level
A. Additionally, eGovMon evaluated up to 600 from each site while MeAC has
included only 25. A more detailed comparison can be found in [3].

4.3

Results from eGovMon compared to National Survey

We are compared the result of eGovMon to the DIFI / Norge.no survey. This
comparison includes only the accessibility part of the Norge.no survey. The
results from Norge.no have been discretized into six levels using the predefined
threshold values shown in Table F.2. The more stars a web site has received
the more accessible it is.
The UWEM score is not defined to match any distribution. Instead it
presents the percentage of barriers detected within the applied tests. A low
value means that few barriers were detected which indicates that the corresponding web site is accessible, while a high value indicates that the corresponding web site is inaccessible.
The two methodologies have few similarities. The Norge.no evaluations
are conducted manually by trained experts, sometimes supported by tools,
while the current eGovMon runs completely automatically. Furthermore, there
exists only one test which is identical for both Norge.no and eGovMon (valid
(X)HTML), and only two tests which are partially overlapping.
Furthermore, the Norge.no evaluations were carried out in September/
October 2008, while the eGovMon evaluations were carried out in the beginning of January 2009. It is expected that several of the web sites have been
updated in this period which will cause some inconsistency in the data.
Figure F.3 presents the correlation between the expert evaluation results
from Norge.no and the automatically retrieved results from eGovMon. Despite
the methodological differences, the figure shows that there exists a correlation
between these two evaluations. This shows that there is a solid dependency
between the results which indicates that both methodologies are measuring
accessibility. Web sites which perform good in one survey are very likely to
get a similar result by the other (and vice versa).
We can clearly see that the average eGovMon web site score is better (fewer
barriers detected) the more stars appointed to the web site by Norge.no. This
is true for all groups of stars except for the web sites which received six stars
and have been categorised as exceptionally good by Norge.no. These web sites
receive a slightly worse score from eGovMon than the web sites which received
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Figure F.3: Comparison between accessibility results from Norge.no and eGovMon

five stars. This indicates that identification of good accessibility (six stars)
cannot be done by automatic evaluation alone, but needs to be supported by
manual assessment.
In addition, Figure F.3 shows that of the 414 evaluated web sites there are
twelve outliers. In ten of these sites, the eGovMon tool detected a large amount
of deprecated elements and attributes, which in eGovMon and UWEM has a
significant impact on the web site results. In contrast, deprecated elements
or attributes are not part of the evaluations of Norge.no. The remaining two
outliers received a very good score by eGovMon while they only got one star
by Norge.no. The reason for this discrepancy is not known, but the two web
sites could have been updated between the Norge.no and eGovMon evaluation.
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Communication of results

The results of benchmarking studies are often eagerly awaited. The municipalities are interested in using them to compare and improve their web sites. To
enable more targeted use of the results, more detailed information is needed.
To supplement the large scale web accessibility results, the eAccessibility
Checker has been developed.10 The users themselves can use this online tool
to evaluate and detect barriers on a single web page by entering a URL. Figure
F.4 shows an example of results presented by the eAccessibility Checker. They
include additional information such as:
• location of potential problem
• explanations why the issue might represent a barrier
• suggested solution and good practice example
• background material (e.g. references to guidelines)
• ranking list of evaluated web sites
This allows web developers to get immediate feedback on their implementation, including how the barriers can be fixed. In the future, the tool could
be integrated more tightly in a web development cycle as suggested in [1].
The tool can also be used by web site editors and owners. However, for
editors who are not very familiar with (X)HTML and CSS, there exists a challenge with this approach. It is not always easy to understand which problems
can be fixed by the web editors and which barriers are located in the templates
of the content management systems and therefore need to be fixed by the web
developers.
Most existing content management systems (CMS) require the editors to
have expert knowledge on accessibility to produce accessible web content, while
only few facilitate accessibility [8].
Coming back to the example of alternative text for images, existing CMS
handle this quite differently. On the one hand there are systems where it is
not at all possible to enter alternative texts for images. On the other hand
some systems force the editors to add alternative text whenever images are
uploaded. In the third set of CMS editors can choose to add alternative texts
to images or not. The editors need to be aware of the web accessibility features
of the CMS.
10

The checker is available at http://accessibility.egovmon.no/ .
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Figure F.4: The eAccessibility Checker present a list of results. Each result is
linked to further details.

How the barrier can be removed depends on the CMS that is used. There
is no universal solution for the problem. We plan to set up a wiki where
developers and experts of different content management systems can submit
descriptions. The information on how to fix the barriers will be linked to the
results presented by the tool. A similar approach is implemented in the Dutch
“Web Guidelines Quality Model” [12].

6

Conclusion and future work

The eGovMon tool has a two-fold strategy for presenting accessibility results.
It provides both survey results from large scale evaluations and an interface for
detecting barriers in single web pages. This strategy makes it possible to both
provide data on a high level – e.g. how accessible is my county compared to
others, and the possibility to find individual barriers on the evaluated pages.
DIFI / Norge.no provides a yearly benchmarking survey on the quality of
public Norwegian web sites, including accessibility. In contrast to eGovMon,
these measurements are done manually by trained experts.
Even though the two methodologies both aim at measuring accessibility,
there are many differences. Indeed, there are in total only three overlapping
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tests. Despite of this, we have shown that there is a correlation between the
results produced by the two different methodologies. Web sites which receive
a good or bad result in one of the survey are very likely to get a similar result
by the other.
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Abstract
Web accessibility is an important goal of the European i2010 strategy. Several
one-off surveys of eAccessibility have been conducted in the past few years. In
this paper, we describe an approach to supplement the results of such surveys
with automated assessments, that can easily be repeated at regular intervals.
The software basis is provided by the European Internet Accessibility ObserThe paper has been published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on
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vatory (EIAO). We analyse how the data collected by EIAO can be compared
to other surveys.

1

Introduction

In the Information Society a persistently increasing amount of information
is made available on the web. It is essential to make this content accessible
to all people including people with disabilities. The declaration of the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities by the United Nations
has drawn attention to the topic of inclusion worldwide. One of the key areas
covered by the Convention is the right to access information and services online.
The European Commission recognised the importance of creating wider
access for all in 2000 and defined eInclusion as part of the Lisbon strategy:
“Ensure that every citizen should have the appropriate skills needed to live
and work in a new Information Society for all.” In the following years the eEurope action plans [3, 4] and the i2010 strategy [5] were adopted, placing great
importance on eInclusion, accessibility requirements for public procurement
of ICT, accessibility certification, and use of legislation.
To support the future development of EU policy in the eAccessibility field,
measurements of the current situation are needed. A number of studies and
surveys have been undertaken to provide further insights. Amongst others the
take-up of web accessibility as defined in the W3C Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG 1.0) [9] has been analysed repeatedly.
Given their complexity and often also costly nature, such studies are usually conducted as a one-off exercise. The usefulness of the results could be
greatly enhanced, if supplemented by regular periodically repeated evaluations. The initial survey usually is performed manually (or in a combination
of automated and manual assessment), because this method produces the most
reliable results. Subsequent monitoring of status and changes can be carried
out cost-efficiently in an automated process. Although it cannot perform all
necessary tests, the automated assessment of web accessibility is a valuable
supplement. Its advantages are that it can measure certain features that can
be utilised as indicators for accessibility and that it allows the monitoring of
a large number of web sites.
The EIAO project1 has established the technical basis for an European
Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO) consisting of:
1

The EIAO project is co-funded by the European Commission, under the IST contract
2003-004526-STREP.
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• A web crawler exploring and identifying available resources on each web
site.
• A URL repository storing web site information such as a list of pages
available from each site.
• A sampler randomly selecting pages from the URL repository to be evaluated by the web accessibility metrics.
• A set of web accessibility metrics (WAMs) reporting accessibility problems according to the Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM)
[8].
• A data warehouse providing on-line access to the collected data via a
user interface (GUI).
Figure G.1 shows how the main components interact in the automatic monitoring process of the Observatory.

Internet

Crawler
Site Exploration
max 6000 pages

Sampler
Uniform Sampling
max 600 pages

Start Crawl

URL Repository

Reports
Web GUI
View Results

ETL
Extract
Transform
Load

Data
Warehouse
Score Function

Testing
Web
Accessibility
Metrics

Figure G.1: The EIAO software architecture
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The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews
recent international eAccessibility studies. Section 3 presents more details on
the EIAO monitoring approach. In section 4 we discuss and compare the
findings from the evaluations and conclude with prospects for future research
directions.

2

Studies on eAccessibility

In the past few years a number of national and international studies on eAccessibility have been conducted. Some are covering mainly web accessibility [6],
while others address a wider range of ICT products and services. Also the
scope with regard to the sectors included is varying. There are targeted surveys of governmental, higher eduction, or library web sites.
In the following, we describe three widely recognised international studies,
all including indicators of the accessibility of public sector and governmental
web sites from the European Union. We concentrate on the latest available
results, to capture the most recent status of the rapidly evolving web.

2.1

UK Cabinet Office, 2005

The study “eAccessibility of Public Sector Services in the European Union” [1]
was commissioned by the UK Cabinet Office during the UK presidency of the
EU in 2005. It includes a policy survey and a detailed analysis of public
web sites. The analysis is based on a combination of automated and manual
testing. In addition to WCAG 1.0 conformance, the manual evaluation reports
also on a number of good practice examples.
Overall 569 web sites from governments of all 25 member states and from
the European Commission were evaluated with automated testing. A web
crawler retrieved a fixed number of pages, starting from the home page of
the site, following links through the site until a maximum number of steps
from the home page was reached. Each page was scanned for automatically
detectable violations against WCAG 1.0. Only 436 of the sites yielded usable
data, the remaining 23.4% produced no usable results due to problems during
retrieval or testing.
The automated results are supported by an in-depth manual evaluation of
31 selected web sites, which was partly extrapolated to the full set of sites.
The data is summarised into four conformance classes:
Pass: Website passes the test for all applicable checkpoints, including a range
of checkpoints to be evaluated manually.
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Limited Pass: Website passes all checkpoints that can be tested automatically.
Marginal Fail: Website fails certain checkpoints, but the number of checkpoints failed or of failure instances is below specific quantitative thresholds.
Fail: Website fails multiple checkpoints.

2.2

United Nations, 2006

The “United Nations Global Audit of Web Accessibility” [7] was commissioned
by the UN in 2006. With the Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities the UN have put the topic of inclusion, meaning also eInclusion,
on the agenda of governments worldwide.
Based on the evaluation of 100 web sites from twenty countries around the
world,2 the audit seeks to present an indication of the existing web accessibility
status. One of the five sites from each country is from the public sector. In
most cases the main governmental web site was selected.
The methodology was to test the home page of each web site using a
combination of automated and manual techniques. The targeted conformance
level was WCAG 1.0 AAA. The report provides a per checkpoint summary
including good and bad examples, as well as a detailed analysis per country.
Only 3% of the sites were found to meet WCAG 1.0 level A. All three are from
the European public sector. None of the sites conformed to WCAG 1.0 level
AA or AAA.

2.3

Measuring progress of eAccessibility in Europe (MeAC),
2007

The “Assessment of the Status of eAccessibility in Europe” [2] was commissioned by the EC in 2007 to follow up on previous studies and support the
future development of European policy in the field of eAccessibility. The study
presents a policy survey, a status measurement based on a set of key indicators,
and the results from questionnaires sent to stakeholder groups (ICT industries,
user organisations, and public procurement officials).
The MeAC assessment covers a wide variety of ICT products ranging from
TV and telephony to computer hardware and software. The accessibility of
public and private sector web sites is also part of the survey.
2

Four European countries were part of the audit: France, Germany, Spain, and United
Kingdom.
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Overall 336 public and private sector web sites were evaluated using a
combination of automated and manual testing of WCAG 1.0 level A. In an
automated retrieval process 25 pages were collected from each site. Only 314
of the sites could be evaluated successfully, the remaining 6.5% produced no
results due to problems during retrieval or testing. The outcome is presented
in the same conformance classes as used in the UK Cabinet Office report.

3

The EIAO approach

The European Internet Accessibility Observatory (EIAO) is an implementation of the automated monitoring application scenario of UWEM. The UWEM
methodology has been developed by a group of experts and institutions from
several European countries. It addresses the methodological needs of various
web accessibility evaluation approaches ranging from in-depth evaluation of a
single web site to large scale monitoring of several thousand sites.
UWEM describes methods for the collection of evaluation samples, test
procedures according to WCAG 1.0 level AA, and several different reporting options. EIAO uses the most aggregated reporting format, the UWEM
accessibility score card.

3.1

Collection of evaluation samples

The identification of resources belonging to a web site is a prerequisite for the
actual sampling. This exploration is carried out by a crawler automatically
following each identified site-internal link.3 The crawler used in the Observatory is implemented with a breadth-first deterministic crawling strategy. The
crawl starts out with one or more seed resources, typically the home page of
the site.
From a statistical point of view, an exhaustive evaluation of complete web
sites is advantageous, because it yields the most representative results. However, if a web site is very large or if a large number of web sites are included
in a monitoring evaluation, it may not be feasible to identify a complete list of
resources belonging to each site. In this case the evaluator may choose to stop
the crawling process when a sufficiently large number of resources has been
identified. EIAO uses a stop criterion of 6000 web pages. Web sites with less
than 6000 available pages are crawled exhaustively. See section 3.4 for details
on number of identified web pages.
3

The crawler observes the Robot Exclusion Standard and does not retrieve URLs that
are requested to be ignored in the robots.txt file.
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The EIAO sampling strategy uses a uniform random sample without replacement from the list of known URLs of the web site. On the one hand large
samples yield the most reliable results. On the other hand the sample size is
constrained by the evaluation capacity of EIAO. Depending on the evaluation
capacity of the EIAO hardware a suitable set of statistical parameters was
selected, taking into account the trade-off between performance and precision
of the results. EIAO uses a stop criterion of evaluating 600 web pages.4

3.2

Accessibility tests and reporting

The Web Accessibility Metric (WAM) component of EIAO is an implementation of 26 tests for WCAG 1.0 level AA that can be carried out automatically
according to UWEM. Both HTML and CSS accessibility are addressed. The
output of the WAM uses RDF/EARL reports [10] producing results that are
stored in the data warehouse. The findings about one site are summarised in a
single number called the UWEM accessibility score. This number is calculated
as the percentage of failed tests per site. Finally, the score values are mapped
into five different score card categories: A – E, where A is the best and E is
the worst score.

3.3

Strengths and weaknesses

A fully automated accessibility evaluation process has some clear advantages
over purely manual evaluations. The Observatory can process and evaluate
a large number of web sites compared to an expert. Furthermore, the evaluations are repeatable which enables a comparison of evaluations from one
month to the next. Additionally, in contrast to an expert, the results from the
Observatory are not influenced by human factors such as the expert’s prior
experience.
In contrast, EIAO has some disadvantages compared to manual assessments. Most significantly, only a subset of the UWEM tests are fully automatable. Tests that typically require human judgement have not been implemented. Because of this, EIAO cannot provide the same level of detail as
an expert evaluation. Furthermore, the crawler cannot retrieve hidden web
pages such as pages that are password protected. Also the checking of other
web content requiring user interaction, such as Flash or JavaScript, is not
supported.
4

Note that the sample size (600 pages) is intentionally smaller than the number of pages
identified by the crawler (6000 pages) to allow a statistical sound uniform random selection
of samples.
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Data Collection

In March 2008, EIAO carried out a survey of 3232 public European web sites.
The system was able to download and evaluate 2317 (71.9%) of the sites.
40 of the remaining 915 web sites could not be evaluated due to problems
with the site, such as unavailability of the site or restrictions by robots.txt.
Furthermore, 875 sites (27.1%) could not be evaluated due to problems with
the EIAO software, such as wrong handling of redirection, character encoding,
or other problems. Of the 2317 web sites, where no problems were encountered,
the crawler retrieved on average 2406 pages. 1998 sites (86.2%) were crawled
exhaustively.
The distribution of evaluation results is presented in figure G.2. Note that
the score B+ is not part of UWEM. In our study, this category includes web
sites that passed all the automatic tests.5
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Figure G.2: Score distribution from EIAO evaluation of 2317 European web
sites carried out in March 2008. UWEM scores are presented on the x-axis.
The y-axis shows the percentage of sites falling into each category.

5

UWEM requires manual testing for a web site to obtain the highest score A.

4 Findings and discussion
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Findings and discussion

The comparison to related research plays an important role in the analysis
and interpretation of the outcome of the large scale accessibility assessments.
To enable a comparison based on the conformance classes introduced in
section 2.1, we assume the following mapping. Eiao B+ corresponds to Limited pass, no automated tests fail. Eiao B is mapped to Marginal fail.
The three remaining score card categories Eiao C, D, and E are summarised
into Fail. EIAO does not involve manual testing, therefore there are no sites
in the Pass category. Figure G.3 shows the conformance categories reported
by the UK Cabinet Office report, the MeAC study, and EIAO.6
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Cabinet Office, 2005
MeAC, 2007
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Figure G.3: Accessibility of public web sites in Europe as reported by different
surveys.

Consistently, all three assessments show that the overall level of accessibility of European governmental web sites is rather poor. The positive trend
that can be observed in a comparison of the Cabinet Office and the MeAC
6

The UN audit is not part of the comparison because it contains only four public sector
web sites from Europe, which is too few for a meaningful comparison.
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study seems be continued in the EIAO results. However, subsequent EIAO
assessments are necessary to confirm this trend.
There are some methodological differences between the studies. The Cabinet Office and MeAC studies tested for WCAG 1.0 level A conformance,
whereas EIAO contains automated tests for WCAG 1.0 level AA. This explains the lower number of automated pass results reported by EIAO.
The number of pages sampled from each site is 25 in the MeAC study.
The Cabinet Office report does not disclose the number. EIAO operates with
a much larger sample size of 600.

5

Conclusion

The encouraging results of the comparison to other studies shown that EIAO
can provide valuable supplementary information on eAccessibility surveys undertaken by human experts. Also expert surveys rely increasingly on automated tools for web accessibility evaluation. Therefore the alignment of results becomes quite straightforward. For instance, the results in the category
Limited pass are directly comparable.
The EIAO software provides all necessary components in one architecture.
Furthermore, it is compliant to the European methodology UWEM. EIAO assessments are planned to continue on a monthly basis. Once several results are
available, it will be possible to make further statements about the evolvement
of eAccessibility in Europe. In the future, it should also be considered to run
an EIAO assessment on the same set of URLs as used in the other studies to
increase the comparability of the results. Also a closer collaboration on the
methodology definition, such as sample size and conformance classes, would
be desirable to achieve a seamless integration of extensive yearly surveys and
automated monthly monitoring.
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an important role in providing information and services to citizens. Unfortunately, many government Web sites are poorly designed and have accessibility
barriers that prevent people with disabilities from using them. This article
combines current Web accessibility benchmarking methodologies with a sound
strategy for comparing Web accessibility among countries and continents. Furthermore, the article presents the first global analysis of the Web accessibility
of 192 United Nation Member States made publically available. The article
also identifies common properties of Member States that have accessible and
inaccessible Web sites and shows that implementing antidisability discrimination laws is highly beneficial for the accessibility of Web sites, while signing
the UN Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities has had no such effect
yet. The article demonstrates that, despite the commonly held assumption to
the contrary, mature, high-quality Web sites are more accessible than lower
quality ones. Moreover, Web accessibility conformance claims by Web site
owners are generally exaggerated.
Keywords: Antidisability discrimination, BenchmarkingWeb Sites, egovernment, e-participation, Web accessibility

1

Introduction

Web accessibility barriers are problems that prevent people with special needs
or disabilities from using Web sites. For example, a poorly designed Web site
may contain images without alternative textual descriptions. Information in
these images will be lost to anyone who cannot see them, such as visually
impaired users relying on screen reader technology. As more and more government services are moved online, the accessibility of government Web sites
plays an increasingly important role. Inaccessible Web sites can prevent a
visually impaired person from paying his or her taxes online; a Web site that
requires the use of a mouse can prevent a physically impaired person from
applying for social benefits. Web sites without such obstacles are barrier-free
and accessible, while Web sites containing barriers that prevent some people
from using them are inaccessible.
Several laws and agreements signify that people with disabilities should
not be hindered from using government Web sites or portals. However, no
global analysis of the accessibility of government Web sites exists. Thus, to
date, no empirical evidence exists to show which efforts have had a practical,
positive influence on the accessibility of public Web sites.
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This article presents the first publicly available results from a global Web
accessibility analysis of government Web sites from all UN Member States.1
It also provides an analysis of common properties of Member States having
accessible and inaccessible Web sites —providing strong indications of what
influences Web accessibility and which policies work well, as well as an analysis of how Web site quality relates to accessibility. This article also extends
existing Web accessibility evaluation methodologies with sound methods for
comparing Web accessibility on the national and international levels.
Equal access to public information and public services for all is a universal
human right [40]. In particular, one trend in recent years has been to make
public services available on the Internet [8]. As nations promote e-government
and make government services available online, persons with disabilities stand
to benefit greatly. For the first time in history, people who used to be dependent on help from others have the opportunity to use public services without
assistance.
Unfortunately, many public Web sites are designed without accessibility in
mind. This omission creates significant barriers for people with special needs,
and it prevents some people from gaining access to both the information available online and government services on the Web. Often, simple adjustments
to Web sites can remove such barriers and thus increase the quality of life for
disabled citizens.
Studies have shown a correlation between Web usability and Web accessibility [25], as well as between accessibility and user satisfaction [7]. But the
accessibility of a Web site does not by itself say anything about its services or
how useful its content is to citizens. For example, from a theoretical point of
view, it is possible for a site to be almost content-free but still score well in
most accessibility tests. Similarly, it is possible to have a well-developed Web
site that is full of accessibility barriers, making it inaccessible to persons with
disabilities. In fact, it is a common belief that making Web sites accessible
is equivalent to providing simplified Web pages [13] and that accessible Web
sites are less mature and are generally of lower quality than inaccessible Web
sites. Many Web site owners also claim that their Web sites are accessible, by
explicitly adding accessibility logos on the sites. It is assumed in the literature
1

The methodology is based on the UWEM with focus on automatic monitoring and
comparing Web accessibility. The tests are carried out using the eGovMon tool. The eGovMon tool is Open Source and can be downloaded from http://www.egovmon.no. All results presented in this paper can be replicated using the eGovMon tool. Results on single
Web pages can also be replicated on the Web interface http://accessibility.egovmon.no.
All results and the URLs to the Web sites can be found at: http://mortengoodwin.net/
GlobalWebAccessibility. Note that the Web sites subject the benchmarking are likely to
have been updated since the evaluation was carried out which influences the results.
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that these logos are not exaggerated [24], but little empirical data are available
to support this assumption.
Web accessibility measurements have been carried out on local, national,
and international levels. Even though most of the evaluations are based on
the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [44, 45], they are mostly
one off studies using specialized methodologies. To deal with this problem,
the development of a Unified Web Evaluation Methodology (UWEM) [41, 42]
was initiated by the European Commission.
This article is organized as follows. First, we review the current state of
Web accessibility and assessments of e-government. The Methodology section
presents a brief description of the methodology used for carrying out the articles comparative analysis. Furthermore, the Web Accessibility Measurement
section extends UWEM to include a sound Web accessibility comparison on
the ministerial, national, and continental levels, as well as a description of
the methodology used for measuring Web accessibility of national portals and
ministerial Web sites. The Results section presents a ranking of the 192 UN
Member States2 based on the first publicly available global evaluation of Web
accessibility of national portals and ministerial Web sites. The Findings and
Comparison section (including, for the first time, empirical evidence) analyzes
a set of common hypotheses in the Web accessibility literature. Examples
include Member States with antidisability discrimination laws have more accessible Web sites, Web sites that conform to accessibility standards are less
mature, and Web sites that claim conformance to accessibility standards using
accessibility logos are more accessible.

2

Current State

This section outlines the current state of Web accessibility including large-scale
Web quality assessment and political initiatives.

2.1

Equal Rights for All Citizens

The right to public information and services is stated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights [17]:
• Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that
“Everyone has the right . . . to seek, receive and impart information
and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”
2

A list of all 192 UN member states can be found at http://www.un.org/en/members/
index.shtml
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• Article 21 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “(2)
Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country
...”
Naturally, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, signed in 1948, long
before the invention of the Web, does not explicitly address Web accessibility.
However, it addresses the notion of everyone having equal rights to public
information and services. Thus, whenever public services are made available
through inaccessible Web sites, some groups are prevented from accessing the
public information and services, which is in violation of the Declaration of
Human Rights.
More recently, the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities [9, 34] presented measures for promoting access for all, including the
following:
• “Promote other appropriate forms of assistance and support to persons
with disabilities to ensure their access to information.”
• “Promote access for persons with disabilities to new information and
communications technologies and systems, including the Internet.”
The convention introduces Web accessibility as a right for persons with
disabilities and strongly encourages governments to make their Web sites accessible to all.
The ambition to make Web sites barrier-free is not limited to conventions
and laws, but has been on the agendas of governments and public agencies for
some time. For example, the European Commission introduced e-inclusion as
part of the Lisbon Strategy in 2000 [29], which states that governments must
“Ensure that every citizen should have the appropriate skills needed to live
and work in a new Information Society for all.” The European Union also has,
as part of its i2010 strategy, a goal of making all public Web sites barrier-free
by the year 2010 [5].

2.2

United Nations Global E-Government Survey

Every second year the UN conducts an e-government survey (previously ereadiness) [35, 37] that aims to indicate which governments are progressive
pioneers in relation to e-government technology.3 The resulting publication
receives substantial attention, both as a representation of how information
and communication technology (ICT) is used for e-government, and as a way
3
E-government and eGovernment are equivalent terms used in the literature. For readability purposes, this article consistently uses the term e-government.
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of acknowledging the Member States that perform well and thus promote good
practices.
The survey has been in operation since 2002, and the most recent egovernment report was published in 2010. In this article, all references to
the UN e-government survey refer to 2010, unless otherwise stated. This includes references to the UN e-government benchmarking methodology [36],
as well as the Web site URLs4 to the national and ministerial Web sites. It
should be noted that all information related to the UN e-government survey, including the URLs for the evaluated Web sites, is available through the
UNDESA [35–37].
The UN survey is based on a questionnaire that assigns a binary value
to each indicator based on the presence or absence of specific online services.
These values are further combined into an e-government index that ranges from
0 to 1. Thus, a Member State offering developed e-government services receives
a high e-government score, whereas a Member State offering few government
services online receives a low score. In 2010, the Republic of Korea (South
Korea), the United States of America, and Canada received the highest scores,
while San Marino, Somalia, and Tuvalu had “most improvement potential”
scores.
The e-government survey assesses the same questions on the same or similar sites in each country to ensure consistency. The primary site is the national
portal or the official government home page of the UN Member State. The
remaining sites are the five ministries of Health, Education, Social Welfare,
Labor, and Finance, which are representative of the public services required
the most by citizens. Each ministerial site is assessed according to the same
set of questions.
The questions from the survey are divided into four sections:
1. Enhanced presence, intended to give an indication of how present a Member State is on the Internet. An example of a question is whether the
states Web sites have been updated within the last three months.
2. Interactive presence, indicating the online services degree of usability
and interactivity. For example, it poses a question regarding whether
the Web site meets the Web content accessibility guidelines level WAIA. (See the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines section for details on
accessibility levels.)
4

A Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is an address which identifies a Web page such as
http://www.example.com/index.html
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3. Transactional presence, indicating the Web sites service delivery level.
An example of a question is whether there is any online tracking system
for typical government requests like permits.
4. Networked presence, indicating the governments communication level.
For example, the question is posed as to whether or not statements
encouraging citizen participation are present.
The UN Member States are ranked according to their e-government score.
This ranking can be seen as both an acknowledgement to the Member States
focusing on e-government and a motivation for countries having improvement
potential.

2.3

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) constitute the de facto standard for Web accessibility. Version 1.0 (WCAG 1.0) [44] was superseded by version 2.0 [45] at
the end of 2008. The intention is that Web sites conforming to the guidelines
are accessible and thus can be used by all people, including those with special
needs and disabilities.
The WCAG are categorized into 14 main guidelines that are further organized into 65 checkpoints. The main guidelines cover issues such as textual
alternatives of visual content and clear navigation. Furthermore, each of the
65 checkpoints is assigned as priority level 1, 2, or 3 based on its impact on
Web accessibility.
The W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) presents three possible conformance claims for the WCAG 1.0 at the Web site level depending on which
checkpoints are satisfied:
• WAI-A: All priority 1 checkpoints are satisfied. W3C states this as a
minimum requirement; if it is not satisfied one or more groups of people
will find it impossible to use the Web site.
• WAI-AA: All priority 1 and 2 checkpoint are satisfied. W3C express
that one or more groups of people will find it difficult to access the Web
site if this priority level is not satisfied.
• WAI-AAA: All priority 1, 2, and 3 checkpoints are satisfied. W3C says
that one or more groups will find it somewhat difficult to access information if this priority level is not satisfied.
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All checkpoints, main guidelines, and priority levels can be found on the
W3C [44]. Any Web site owner claiming conformance to the above checkpoints
can express this by placing a logo on its Web site. These WAI logos represent
accessibility conformance claims, but are not verified by any third party [24].
It should be noted that the WCAG are guidelines for creating Web sites
and do not by themselves provide the tools for measuring accessibility. Despite
this, measurements according to the WCAG are carried out on global and national levels, as well as on local government Web sites. One consequence of
this approach is that the measurement methodologies differ in subtle, but important ways, such as which pages within a Web site may be sampled and how
an accessibility score of a Web site is calculated. This leads to difficulties in
comparing accessibility results from different surveys (for example comparing
two countries Web accessibility levels).
Unified Web Evaluation Methodology To deal with the problem of having
many different methodologies for measuring Web accessibility, a Unified Web
Evaluation Methodology (UWEM) was commissioned by the European Commission and developed by 24 partners in the Web Accessibility Benchmarking
Cluster [42]. The UWEM is based on the WCAG 1.0 and intends to provide
a unified and repeatable methodology that is independent of implementation
and software. It also takes into account that certain accessibility tests are
more efficient when applied automatically, while others require human judgement. In total, the UWEM includes 144 accessibility tests (of which 26 can
be run automatically). The UWEM tests are all designed in such a way that
all elements that have accessibility problems are counted as barriers.
Essentially, the UWEM can be used in four ways [19]:
1. Conformance claim: The intention is to verify that a Web site is
accessible. A Web site owner can claim that a Web site is accessible by
passing all the UWEM tests. This is a claim similar to having a W3C
WAI logo on a Web site.
2. Evaluation of a single Web site: Evaluating a single Web site is
less strict than conformance claims. The evaluation can be carried out
manually, automatically, or as a combination of both. Depending on
the procedure, either a manual sample of representative Web pages or
an automatic, uniform set of Web pages is selected. After an evaluation
has been carried out, a report with potential barriers within the Web
site can be presented. Based on this type of report, Web developers and
content providers can identify and fix the accessibility barriers on their
Web site.
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3. Evaluation of a single Web page: Evaluating an entire Web site
is time consuming and cannot be done directly on demand even when
performed automatically. However, barriers within Web sites are often
replicated across several pages [33]. Because of this, it is helpful for Web
developers to assess the barriers on single Web pages. Several online
tools for assessing Web accessibility on Web pages have emerged. These
services evaluate a single Web page and return a list of barriers [18, 21].
4. Monitoring and comparison of Web accessibility: The UWEM
also includes large scale monitoring of Web sites. This approach allows
Web accessibility evaluation of many Web sites and thus introduces the
possibility of determining which Web sites are more and less accessible
than others. Similarly, the Web accessibility of geographical regions such
as countries and continents can be compared using the Web sites within
the respective regions. Evaluating large numbers of Web sites is time
consuming and can therefore only be carried out automatically. The
complete approach is presented in the Web Accessibility Measurement
section.

2.4

Measuring progress of eAccessibility in Europe (MeAC)

The “Assessment of the Status of eAccessibility in Europe” [4] and a follow up
report [11] surveys the e-accessibility of the European Union (EU) Member
States, Australia, Canada, and the USA. The studies include a survey of
e-accessibility policies in the evaluated countries. Furthermore, the studies
include measurements based on key indicators and results from questionnaires
sent to stakeholder groups.
MeAC covers accessibility evaluations of both hardware (such as televisions
and telephones) and software (such as public and private Web sites). The
Web accessibility evaluation was carried out as a combination of automatic
and manual evaluations to test for WCAG 1.0 WAI-A conformance. In total,
314 Web sites were evaluated.
The surveys show that there is in fact an increase in the number of failure
results (Web accessibility barriers), and a decrease in the number of passing
results, from 2007 to 2008. MeAC plans to provide annual surveys in the
future.
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Other global Web accessibility evaluations

Some smaller, international, one-off surveys on Web accessibility exist.
In 2009, Kuzma, Yen, and Oestreicher carried out an accessibility evaluation on a global scale using Tests de Accessibilidad Web (TAW) [12]. Results are presented as barriers on WAI conformance levels A, AA, and AAA.
The comparative study also considers whether a country has strong or weak
Web accessibility regulations, and whether the country has signed the UN
Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities Convention and Optional Protocol [40]. Furthermore, the study presents the number of errors (barriers) as
a measurement. Unfortunately, this survey was limited to only 12 countries,
and thus cannot be considered globally representative.
Additionally, Chodrie, Ghinea, and Weerakkody conducted a global evaluation of five countries assessing Web accessibility, HTML validation, and
broken links using the tools WebXact and Vischeck [3]. Their survey presents
the accessibility results as the number of errors for the WCAG 1.0 WAI-A,
WAI-AA, and WAI-AAA.
The above two surveys use the number of errors as a measurement, which
has a significant bias because the number of barriers is directly related to
the Web page size (number of bytes). Thus, the results of Kuzma et al.
[12] and Choudrie et al. [3] are biased, and the conclusions based on these
results are consequently unsound. Details on why the number of failed tests
is significantly biased are presented in the Web Site section.

3

Methodology

This article uses both quantitative and qualitative research methods. Measurements of Web accessibility of public Web sites of all UN Member States are
carried out, as well as a comparative study of the accessibility results among
the Member States. The aim is to identify properties of Member States with
accessible and inaccessible Web sites in order to identify policies that work
well. Such properties include the existence of antidiscrimination laws, the
signing of the UN Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities Convention,
the high-quality Web sites, and accessibility claims on public Web sites. The
methodology for measuring Web accessibility is addressed in the next section,
Web Accessibility Measurement.

3.1

Web Accessibility Measurement

This article aims to measure the accessibility of public Web sites of all UN
Member States. There exists no directly applicable benchmarking method-
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ology, but the UWEM is close to being applicable [19, 20, 42]. This article
also extends the UWEM to support a sound aggregation on the ministerial,
national, and continental levels.
Each step of the measurement, from a single test and evaluation of a Web
site to aggregating the results on UN Member State levels, is covered here.
Each place where the methodology in this paper differs from the UWEM is
clearly mentioned, and details of the differences are provided.
An overview of the formal notations is provided in Table H.1.

3.2

Tests

The tests detect single Web accessibility barriers, such as an image without
alternative text. In total, 23 automated tests are applied, of which 21 tests
address (X)HTML,5 and two tests address CSS.6 These tests are all defined
in the UWEM.
For each Web page p, each test t is applied to each element to which it is
applicable. Most tests are defined on the element level, an example of which
is a test detecting whether an image has an alternative description. Images
without alternative text cause challenges for, for example, people who rely on
screen readers. Thus, if a test finds an image without an alternative text, a
potential barrier exists, and the test reports a failing result; otherwise, the
test reports a passing result. Formally, this test detects the presence of the alt
attribute in the <img /> tag. A Web page may contain many images (many
<img /> tags).
Other tests are defined on the Web page level, for instance the test for a
valid document type. For each Web page, a test can only detect whether it
has a valid document type or whether no valid document type is present.
The list of all tests applied can be found in the Appendix 8. The way that
tests are aggregated into a Web site accessibility score is described in the Web
page and Web site sections. Note that there is no weighting of the tests. This is
in contrast to some research aiming at finding the severity of barriers [2,14,15].
However, most current research does not weigh barriers based on severity. In
our approach, any feature of a Web page that is likely to cause accessibility
problems for users with any kind of disability is counted as a barrier. It is
a subject of great controversy to determine severity weights for accessibility
barriers, because the weights could be interpreted as an importance ranking
5
(X)HTML is a common abbreviation for both Extensible Hyper Text Markup Language
(XHTML) and Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML). These technologies are most often
used for Web pages.
6
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a language used to describe layout and presentation of
Web pages with respect to factors such as background color, font type, and the like.
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of the disabilities themselves. For instance, are barriers for blind users more
severe than barriers affecting people with motor impairments?

3.3

Web Page

A Web page is a resource identifiable by a single URL, each typically consisting
of multiple elements such as images, headings, and text paragraphs.
The number of times a test t is applied on a page p is denoted as Npt , while
the total number of applied tests for all types of tests is denoted as Np .
Similarly, the number of barriers detected by a given test t for page p is
denoted as Bpt . The total number of barriers found on page p independent of
tests is denoted as Bp .
Formally,:
• Total number of tests for page p: Np =

X

Npt .

t∈T

• Number of barriers for page p: Bp =

X

Bpt .

t∈T

For example, if a Web page consists of only ten images, and two of these are
lacking alternative textual descriptions, the number of tests is ten (Np = 10)
and the number of barriers is two (Bp = 2).

3.4

Web Site

A Web site is a collection of Web pages that naturally belong together, such
as Web pages from one organization. The Web site definition in the UWEM
and the definition from the UN e-government report are not compatible. The
UWEM defines a Web site as a set of Web pages, typically identified by a
domain name such as www.example.com. In contrast, the UN e-government
report defines a Web site as an official URL where a ministerial or national
Web site can be reached. In the UN e-government report, a tester will use the
URL as an entry point. Answers for any survey question should be attainable
from this URL.7
This means that certain Web sites will be identified by a domain name,
just as in the UWEM. However, for other Member States, several ministries
7

Attainable is in the UN e-Government report defined as available within two clicks from
the home page. This does not mean that testers are limited to two clicks, but that the testers
are confident that they have found what they are looking for within two clicks, even though
they may have to click further.
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share the same domain name. In these situations, the domain name will itself
not be representative of an individual ministry.
An example of a Web site compatible with both the UWEM and the UN
e-government report is the United States Ministry of Finance (Department
of the Treasury) available at: http://www.treasury.gov. All URLs starting
with http://www.treasury.gov are part of the Department of the Treasury.
An example of a Web site from the UN e-government report that is not
compatible with the UWEM is the Web site of the Swedish ministries, which
are all available under the domain name http://www.regeringen.se. The Ministry of Finance (Finansdepartementet) is available at http://www.regeringen.
se/sb/d/1468. Similarly, the Ministry of Education (Utbildningsdepartementet) is available at http://www.regeringen.se/sb/d/1454. To include
the entire domain http://www.regeringen.se would be incorrect and lead
to biased results. All ministries that are a part of the Swedish government
would be included, while only five selected ministries are to be part of the
e-government report.
Since this article uses the same Web sites as the UN e-government report,
the sites are defined the same way—as a single URL.
The score for an individual Web site is calculated as the fraction of the
number of detected barriers over the number of applied tests. The number of
tests applied (Ns ) for a Web site s is the sum of all tests applied for every
evaluated Web page within the site. Similarly, the number of barriers detected
(Bs ) for Web site s is the sum of all detected barriers for every evaluated Web
page within the site.
Formally:
• Number of tests applied to a Web site: Ns =

X

Np .

p∈s

• Number of barriers found on a Web site: Bs =

X
p∈s

• Web site accessibility score: F (s) =

Bs
Ns .

Bp .
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Figure H.1: (a) Correlation between the size in bytes of the Web pages and
number of barriers detected. (b) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in
member states versus percentage of population with access to the Internet.(c)
Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in member states versus GNI per
Capita. (d) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers versus the ICT Development index.
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Figure H.2: (a) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in member states
versus UN eGovernment score. (b) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in
member states versus eParticiaption score. (c) Percentage of Web accessibility
barriers in member states versus infrastructure. (d) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in member states versus Human Capital Component index.
(e) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in member states versus Online
Services.
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Figure H.3: (a) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers in member states
with developing and emerging economies. (b) Percentage of Web accessibility
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Laws. (c) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers versus member states who
have signed and not signed the United Nations Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities Convention (d) Percentage of Web accessibility barriers
versus detected WAI conformance claims.
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Note that other studies use only the number of barriers (Bp ) as a measure of
accessibility [3, 12]. However, the number of tests and the number of barriers
are directly dependent on the Web page size (number of bytes). For example,
concerning our data, the Pearson correlation coefficient between Web page size
and number of barriers detected is 0.86.8 A graphical representation of this
can be seen in Figure H.1(a). The Web page size should not by itself have
such a discriminatory effect on the results, since the size of the Web page alone
does not necessarily say anything about the accessibility of the page.
In contrast, the Web site accessibility score (F (s)) has no such correlation
(Pearson correlation coefficient of only 0.038). Further statistical justification
for the score is offered by Nietzio et al. [20].

3.5

Ministry

For this study, ministries with an online presence are identified by their Web
sites. The sites considered in this study are those in the 2010 UN e-government
survey, which includes the national Web sites for the Member States as well
as five ministries: Education, Labor, Social Affairs, Health, and Finance. For
most Member States, there are six Web sites, one national site, and one site
for each of the ministries.
In the UN e-government survey, each Web site is either a ministerial or a
national site, although for certain Member States, not all ministries exist or
have independent Web sites, while in other states, ministries have several sites.
Finally, not all ministries of the UN Member States fit into the five ministries
defined by the UN e-government survey. For example, several Member States
have their Ministry of Labor and Ministry of Social Affairs combined into one
ministry.
The UWEM is not designed for aggregating national accessibility scores
based on ministry and national Web sites. Thus, the UWEMs simple average
of the Web sites for a country is not sufficient, as a simple arithmetic average
would not weigh all ministries equally. Using the UWEMs simple arithmetic
average means that adding Web sites to a ministry may significantly change the
8

A Pearson correlation (Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient) is a standard
statistical measure of correlations between two data sets. Independent data sets will have a
Pearson correlation close to 0, while two data sets with a very strong correlation will have
a measure close to 1 or -1. What determines a strong correlation depends on properties of
the data sets. However, in general, any correlation less that -0.5 or larger than 0.5 indicates
a large correlation between the data sets. Any measure between 0.5 and 0.3 (and between
-0.5 and -0.3) is considered a medium correlation, while anything larger than 0.1 and smaller
-0.1 is considered significant (yet small) correlation. It should be noted that correlation can
be used as evidence of a possible relationship between the data sets, but cannot by itself
indicate what the relationship is.
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accessibility score—even if the Web sites added are simple mock ups. It also
means that ministries that have one inaccessible, but otherwise mature, Web
site and several simple and accessible Web sites will receive an undeservedly
good score.
To address the above variations, we have chosen to weight each ministry
equally, independent of the number of Web sites the ministry has. Thus, the
number of ministerial Web sites does not have any positive or negative impact
on the country accessibility score. Because of this, the ministry accessibility
score F(M) is defined as the percentage of barriers over applied tests, which
is independent of the number of Web sites evaluated.
• Number of tests applied for a ministry: NM =

X

Ns .

s∈M

X

• Number of barriers found on a ministry: BM =

Bs .

s∈M

• Ministry accessibility score: F (M ) =

3.6

BM
NM .

UN Member state

In this study, UN Member States with an online presence are identified by
their national and ministerial Web sites. Using the same approach for Member
States as for ministries, the Member State accessibility score F (c) is defined as
the percentage of barriers over the applied tests. Note that not all ministries
in all countries have Web sites. If a ministry does not have a Web site, this
ministry is not included in the score calculations. This is formally noted in
the following manner:
This is formally noted in the following manner:
X
• Number of tests applied for a member state: Nc =
NM .
M ∈c

• Number of barriers found on a member state: Bc =

X

BM .

M ∈c

• UN member state accessibility score: F (c) =

Bc
Nc .

For presentation purposes, the UN Member accessibility state score can
further be discretized into the letters AE as outlined in Table H.1.

4 Results
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Continent

Continents are the UNs macro-geographical regions.9 The continent accessibility score is also calculated as the percentage of barriers over the applied
tests. This means there is no explicit weighting for the size of a Member State
(population or similar). All Member States—for example the United Kingdom
and Monaco—contribute equally to the European continent score. In contrast,
pages with a larger number of tests applied implicitly contribute more.
Formally, the continent score is calculated in the following manner:
X
• Number of tests applied for a continent: NC =
Nc .
c∈C

• Number of barriers found on a continent: BC =

X

Bc .

c∈C

• Continent accessibility score: F (C) =

4

BC
NC .

Results

4.1

Member state ranking list

Tables H.2, H.3 and H.4 rank the member states according to their country
Web accessibility score (F (c)) as described in the Web Accessibility Measurement section.
The only UN Member State missing is the Democratic Peoples Republic
of Korea (North Korea) because it has no online presence—no real national
or ministerial Web sites exist.
It should be noted that the Web site accessibility score does not by itself
say anything about usefulness of the content of the Web sites. For example, the
Palau Web sites are more accessible than most other Web sites in this survey.
However, these Web sites are also simpler than most. Thus, we cannot in
any way suggest that the Palau Web sites are more useful or better to its
citizens than, for example, the Web sites of the United States of America; we
can only conclude that they contain lower percentages of barriers, which will
cause fewer problems for people with special needs.
The Member State ranking is also presented as an intensity map in Figure
H.4. Each UN Member State is colored according to the Web site accessibility
9

The definitions of the continents can be found at: http://unstats.un.org/unsd/
methods/m49/m49regin.htm
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score in the corresponding country, ranging from close to 0% barriers detected
(light color) to more than 60% of the tests detecting barriers (dark color).10

4.2

Continent Ranking List

Certain strategies for dealing with Web accessibility have been devised, which
hold the potential for influencing Web accessibility on the continent level.
One example of this is the European Union i2010 goal of making all public
Web sites barrier free within the year 2010 [5] and the commissioning of the
UWEM [42]. Similar goals regarding the other continents do, to the best of our
knowledge, not exist. A comparison on the continent level shows what impact
the European Union i2010 goal has had on Web accessibility in Europe and if
it has had positive effects that are not present in the Web accessibility of the
other continents.
Figure H.5 indicates that there is a difference in accessibility of the Web
sites found in the different continents. This section presents the barriers per
continent. The accessibility score F(C) is calculated as described in the Web
Accessibility Measurement section. Figure H.5 shows that Europe has the
most accessible Web sites, with 24.9% of the tests detecting barriers. Following
this are Oceania and America, with 32% − 35% of the tests detecting barriers.
Asia and Africa come in last with 39% − 42% of the tests detecting barriers.
It is worth noticing that 24.9% of the tests detecting barriers is a significant
amount of barriers. This means that, on average, about one fourth of all
checked elements represent a potential barrier. This suggests that many users
are prevented from accessing public services. Even though Europe has better
accessibility scores than the other continents, it is also an undeniable fact that
the goal of making all public European Web sites accessible within 2010 has
failed.

5

Findings

5.1

Most common Web accessibility barriers

This section presents the most common Web accessibility barriers found in
the survey. The UWEM tests are designed so that all accessibility problems
are counted as barriers. It should be noted that the UWEM has not been
designed explicitly to present statistics at the barrier level, but rather at the
10

The map has been generated using Google Fusion Tables and is not intended to be
geographically accurate. In fact, it has deliberately been modified in order to reduce space.
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Figure H.4: Intensity Map Representing the Web Accessibility of UN member
states. The colors range from close to 0% barrier detected (light color) to
more than 60% of tests detected barriers (dark color).
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Web page and Web site levels. Different tests have different properties. For
instance, there is only one document type (doctype) per Web page, and it can
only be valid or invalid. Thus, this test can at the most provide a failing result
once per Web page. In contrast, a Web page may have several images that
can have missing alternative textual descriptions. Consequently, this type of
barrier may occur several times within a Web page. Further details on test
applicability can be found in the UWEM [42].
This leads us to three different ways of presenting the most common barriers:
1. Percentage of test detecting barriers: The number of barriers divided by the number of tests applied. This is derived directly from the
UWEM score and is intended as a representation of a Web sites accessibility. It is, however, not intended to be presented for individual tests,
as it does not address the comparison between tests.
2. Average barriers on each page: The number of barriers divided by
the number of pages. This approach does not distinguish well between
barriers that can only occur once per page and barriers that may occur
many times. For example, images without alternative textual description
would be over represented compared to missing document types.
3. Percentage of Web pages with barrier: The number of Web pages
in which the barrier occurs at least once. A disadvantage of this is,
however, that multiple barriers detected from the same test are not taken
into account. There is noway to distinguish between a page with only
one image and a page with five images lacking alternative texts.
Table H.5 shows the most common barriers detected in the evaluated UN
Member States. To provide completeness, all three numbers are presented. In
addition, the table also shows also how the tests are related to the WCAG
1.0 [44] and WCAG 2.0 [45]. It should be noted that the UWEM is based
on the WCAG 1.0. Therefore, all tests can be mapped to the WCAG 1.0
checkpoints. In contrast, the mappings from the UWEM IDs to the WCAG 2.0
only contain information on how the existing UWEM IDs match the WCAG
2.0 guidelines. The degree to which the WCAG 2.0 can be automated has not
been considered, since automating the WCAG 2.0 testing is beyond the scope
of this article.
Figure H.5 presents the most common barriers (percentage of Web pages
with barriers) grouped by continent. It is evident that the trends between
continents are similar. However, there are some noticeable differences. For instance, images without alternative text (1.1.HTML.01) comprise a much more
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common barrier in Africa and Asia when compared to America, Europe, and
Oceania. A possible explanation for this might be that missing alt attributes
are often used as a typical example of Web accessibility and have been discussed at length in Europe and America [30].
Figure H.5 also shows that Africa, Asia, and Oceania are using more outdated technologies than Europe and America. The barriers 11.2.HTML.02
(deprecated elements) and 11.2.HTML.01 (deprecated attributes) are much
more common in Africa, Asia, and Oceania when compared to Europe and
America. In contrast, there are significantly fewer European Web sites using the latest W3C technologies (11.1.HTML.01) when compared to the other
continents, while invalid use of these technologies is less represented. This
indicates that while Africa, America, Asia, and Oceania declare that they use
the most recent W3C technologies more often than Europe, they use these
technologies incorrectly.

6

Comparisons

Many hypotheses and assumptions regarding Web accessibility have been made
in the literature. Unfortunately, very few of these are properly supported by
empirical evidence. Similarly, there exist several common intuitions regarding
Web accessibility where no empirical evidence has been presented in literature.
The comparisons are graphically represented with box-plots in Figures H.1,
H.2, and H.3. In these plots, the median is represented by a wide black line,
the box is drawn between the quartiles (from the 25th percentile to the 75th
percentile), and the whiskers (dashed line) extend to the minimum and maximum values (not including outliers). For presentation purposes, the country
accessibility score (F (c)) is presented with the letters A–E as explained in
Table H.1.

6.1

Hypothesis (1): Developed member states have more accessible Web sites then member states with developing
and emerging economies.

It is commonly believed that when resources are sparse, such as during a
financial crisis, accessibility for all is prioritized less than other commitments
[26]. We would therefore expect Member States with developing and emerging
economies, which often have limited resources, to focus less on accessibility
compared to wealthier Member States. Based on this expectation, we assume
this will be reflected in the accessibility of the public Web sites. Thus, we
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Asia

F(C) = 39.53%

Figure H.5: The most common Web accessibility barriers per continent as well
as the continent accessibility score F (C).
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can expect that the wealthy Member States have better Web site scores than
Member States with developing and emerging economies.11
Figure H.3(a presents a box-plot of the Web accessibility score (F (c)) in
developed and developing countries. The figure supports this hypothesis, and
it shows that developed countries have on average a significantly lower Web
accessibility score. On average, a developed country has 18.8% of the tests
detecting barriers on its Web sites, while a developing country has on average
33.3% of the tests detecting barriers. The Pearson correlation coefficient of
this data is 0.38. The only outlier is Liechtenstein: While even though being
a developed country, it has many accessibility barriers on its Web site.
Hypothesis (1) conclusion: Confirmed.

6.2

Hypothesis (2): The wealthier (GNI per capita) a country
is, the less barriers will be present on its Web sites.

The cost of making a Web site accessible is addressed in the literature. On
the one hand, it is clear that having a Web site accessible for all users is cost
effective [28]. On the other hand, fixing usability problems after a Web site is
launched is up to 100 times more expensive than addressing the problems in
the design and development phases [31].
Based on this fact, we would expect to see a correlation between wealth of
a UN Member State and the Web accessibility scores of its public Web sites.
This is also in line with the obvious intuition that wealthy countries can spend
more on Web accessibility when compared to poor countries and thus develop
more accessible Web sites. A commonly used measure of country wealth is
gross national income (GNI) per capita.
The accessibility intensity map in Figure H.4 reveals the difference in the
accessibility of the Web sites of wealthy and poor Member States. The figure
shows that both North America and Western Europe have more accessible
Web sites because these regions are drawn in lighter colors. In comparison,
the figure also shows that Africa, Middle America, and parts of the Middle
East have less accessible Web sites, as these regions are darker.
Figure H.1(c) shows that there is a correlation between the GNI per capita
and Web accessibility (F (c)). The Pearson correlation coefficient between
11

In this paper all 135 member states part of G77, but not considering the group of 24,
are defined as having developing and emerging economies. More information can be found
at: http://www.g77.org/
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these data sets is − 0.42, which indicates that there is a correlation between
country wealth and Web site accessibility.12
Based on this data, we can confirm that the hypothesis is true and that
richer Member States have fewer barriers on their Web sites.
The GNI per capita data is extracted from the World Bank national accounts data [32] and OECD National Accounts data files 2008 [22, 23]. Note
that the UN Member States and World Bank Countries do not match completely. Therefore, only the 186 countries that were in both data sets are
compared.
Hypothesis (2) conclusion: Confirmed.

6.3

Hypothesis (3): The higher the percentage of the population who have access to the Internet in a member state,
the less barriers there are on its Web sites.

The literature shows that technology can be used to fuel social inclusion [1,
6]. Furthermore, technology such as public Web sites can be used to include
disabled people into society. Thus, in Member States where most people have
access to the Internet, it is important that the government Web sites are
promoting social inclusion rather than preventing people with disabilities from
participating. From this assertion, we can derive the hypothesis that Member
States in which more people have access to the Internet have better Web site
accessibility scores.
Figure Figure H.1(b) shows a correlation between the UN Member State
Web accessibility score and percentage of people with access to the Internet.
Based on this, we can confirm that the hypothesis is correct and that the higher
the percentage of the population with access to the Internet in a country, the
more accessible its Web sites tend to be. The data13 has a Pearson correlation
coefficient of − 0.43. Note that, in line with the natural intuition, there is
a very strong correlation (0.83) between GNI per capita and percentage of
Internet users.
The number of Internet users is taken from the World Bank national accounts data. It originates from the International Telecommunication Union,
World Telecommunication Development Report and database, and World Bank
estimates. Note that the United Nation Member States and World Bank Coun12

The data are reciprocal: The more accessible Web site, the lower percentage of barriers
(best accessibility score 0%). In contrast, a wealthy country will have a higher GNI per
capita then a poor country.
13
The data are reciprocal: The more accessible Web site, the lower percentage of barriers
(best accessibility score 0%). In contrast, the more percentage of people who have access to
Internet the higher the number.
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tries do not match completely, so only the 186 countries that were in both data
sets are compared.
Hypothesis (3) conclusion: Confirmed.

6.4

Hypothesis (4): High eGovernment quality means low accessibility.

Even though we are starting to see mature, accessible Web sites, it is often understood that making Web pages accessible is equivalent to providing
overly simplified versions of the content [13]. The UN e-government evaluation creates benchmarks for the maturity of Web sites [35, 37]. If it is the
case that accessible Web sites are overly simplified, this should be seen when
measuring the correlation between Member States’ accessibility scores and egovernment scores. Thus, countries that have a high UN e-government score
(mature e-government) would be expected to have a high accessibility score
(many accessibility barriers).
However, Figure H.2(a) shows that the opposite is evident. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between the e-government score14 and Web accessibility
of UN Member States is 0.36.
It should be noted that checking for conformance to the WCAG 1.0 level
WAI-A is already part of the UN e-government evaluation. Because the
UWEM includes tests for WAI-A and WAI-AA conformance of the WCAG 1.0,
there are overlapping tests between the e-government survey and the UWEM
scores. However, Web accessibility is only one of 40 questions in the UN egovernment survey. The correlation is stronger than what would be expected
from this factor alone.
More insights on how the quality of e-government is related to accessibility
can be gained by examining the e-government index in more detail. The UN
e-government index is a combination of three components: telecommunication
infrastructure, human capital, and online service. The correlations between
the Web accessibility score and the three individual metrics are graphically
represented in Figures H.2(c-e), and they have Pearson correlations of 0.39,
0.24, and 0.32, respectively.
The correlation between the accessibility score and the telecommunication
infrastructure index (0.39), which represents the citizen access to the Internet,
surprisingly is not similar to the correlation between the accessibility score and
the percentage of population with access to the Internet (0.43). The Pearson
14

The data are reciprocal: The more accessible Web site, the lower percentage of barriers
(best accessibility score 0%). In contrast, the best eGovernment score is 1.
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correlation coefficient between the telecommunication infrastructure index and
the percentage of population with access to the Internet is 0.95.
The human capital component index captures a combination of literacy
and education opportunities in the Member States. The Pearson correlation
coefficient between the human capital component index and the Web accessibility score is only 0.24. Regarding this factor, we can conclude that literacy
and education opportunities have less impact on Web accessibility than the
other areas of the UN e-government score.
The Online Service index aims to measure the sophistication of the online
government (for example Web sites). There is a stronger correlation between
theWeb accessibility score and the online service index (0.32) than between the
Web accessibility score and the human capital component index (0.24). This
strongly suggests that sophisticated government Web sites are more accessible
than government Web sites that are not that advanced.
Finally, the UN Global e-government Survey 2010 also includes e-participation, which targets the quality and usefulness of online government services and information. This indicator is strongly correlated with the Web
accessibility results, having a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.40. A graphical representation of the correlation can be seen in Figure H.2(b). Again, this
strongly suggests that Web accessibility goes hand-in-hand with the usefulness
and quality of services and information: E-government Web sites with useful
content and high quality are more likely to be accessible than e-government
Web sites without useful content or high quality.
Hypothesis (4) conclusion: Disproved.

6.5

Hypothesis (5): High ICT quality produces accessible Web
sites.

Since mature Web sites (Web sites with high UN e-government score) have a
better accessibility score, we may expect to see similar correlations between
Web accessibility and other e-government and ICT quality measurements.
A well known ICT quality measurement tool is the UN International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) digital opportunity index (DOI [38]. The
DOI combines 11 indicators to represent ICT capabilities, affordability, and
quality of the Member States. In 2008, the DOI was superseded by the ICT
Development Index (IDI). The IDI extends the DOI as well as incorporates a
digital access index15 and ICT opportunity index [39].
15

The digital access index focuses on to what extent individuals in a country are able to
access and use ICT. Accessibility is not part of this indicator.
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Figure H.1(d) shows that the Web accessibility score of the UN Member
States and IDI are highly correlated. The Pearson correlation coefficient between Web accessibility score and IDI is 0.53. Thus, Member States with high
ICT quality have more accessible Web sites.
Hypothesis (5) conclusion: Confirmed.

6.6

Hypothesis (6): Countries with anti-disability discrimination laws have more accessible Web sites.

Some Member States explicitly focus on reducing discrimination against people
with disabilities by introducing national laws on antidisability discrimination
or disability discrimination acts [10,43,46]. In other countries, no such explicit
focus exists.
A natural hypothesis from this is that countries with such focus on antidiscrimination are, in general, more accessible in most levels of societyincluding
when it comes to online public services such as official governmentWeb sites.
Although this has been expressed in the literature [12], it has not been examined without real, unbiased empirical evidence.
By comparing the countries with explicit antidisability discrimination laws,
we obtain a high Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.48. A graphical representation can also be seen in Figure H.3(b). The figure shows that Member
States with explicit accessibility laws have on average a score of 16.0%, while
countries without explicit laws have in average an accessibility score of 35.7%.
Seventy-five percent of the Member States with explicit laws have a country
accessibility score lower than 26.5%. In contrast, 75% of the countries without
explicit laws have a score larger than 26.5%. It is interesting to note that the
data indicate that explicit accessibility laws have a stronger influence on the
Web accessibility of a country than its wealth (developed/developing or GNI
per capita).
Hypothesis (6) conclusion: Confirmed.

6.7

Hypothesis (7): Countries that have signed the United
Nations Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities
Convention have more accessible Web sites.

As in the case of existence of national antidiscrimination legislation, it would
be expected that countries that have signed the UN Rights and Dignity of
Persons with Disabilities Convention and the Optional Protocol [40] would
have more accessible Web sites.
However, in contrast to national antidisability discrimination legislation,
there is no high level of correlation between Member States that have signed
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the convention and those that have not: the correlation coefficient is only 0.10.
A graphical representation can be seen in Figure H.3(c).
This is consistent with findings in the literature [12]. It should be noted
that the UN convention is relatively new, and it may take several more years
before the effects on Web accessibility can be detected by measurements.
Hypothesis (7) conclusion: Disproved.

6.8

Hypothesis (8): Web sites with Web Accessibility Initiative logos have better Web site accessibility scores.

Web site owners and content providers can claim that their sites are accessible
by putting WAI logos on them. The logos represent the priority level of the
WCAG that a Web site has met. A Web site with a WAI-A logo should
conform to the WCAG priority level 1, while a Web site with logo WAI-AA
should conform to both Priorities 1 and 2 of the WCAG, and so on. Details on
the conformance claims and priority levels are presented in the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines section.
There is no verification—by WAI or other independent organizations—that
a Web site is actually meeting the conformance claim of the WAI logos. This
means that the Web site users need to trust the Web site owners regarding
the assertions that the accessibility of the Web site corresponds to the logos
claim. The claims are often exaggerated and disputed [16,24]. Because of this
dispute, it is interesting to see whether the presence of WAI logos actually
coincides with a better Web site accessibility score.
Figure H.3(d) presents the Web site accessibility score versus WAI conformance claim logos and shows that there is a trend that Web sites with the
WAI logos have fewer barriers. Furthermore, Web sites with the WAI-AA conformance claim have lower percentages of barriers than Web sites with only
the WAI-A conformance claim. Note that only two Web sites with WAI-AAA
conformance logo were detected. The tests carried out in this study all correspond to Levels 1 and 2 of the WCAG 1.0 checkpoints. This means that if the
WAI conformance claims were correct, the Web sites with the WAI-AA and
WAI-AAA logos would have 0 barriers. However, Figure H.3(d) shows that
this is far from being the case.
From this finding, we see, in line with the literature, that the accessibility
claims indicated by the logos are highly exaggerated [24]. However, there is
a greater chance that a Web site is accessible if a WAI logo is present. In
addition to the three WAI conformance logos, we also detected the presence of
the “Valid(X)HTML” logo, because valid HTML is also on of the accessibility
criteria defined in the UWEM. However, as can be seen in Figure H.3(d),
there is no correlation between the Web site accessibility score and the “Valid
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(X)HTML” logo. It is worth mentioning that 35% of the Web pages that had
a “Valid (X)HTML” logo in fact did not have valid HTML.
Hypothesis (8) conclusion: Confirmed.

7

Conclusion and further research

This article presents the first global Web accessibility overview of national
government portals and ministry Web sites from all UN Member States. The
evaluation methodology is based on the Unified Web Evaluation Methodology,
but has also been extended to enable a sound representation of Web accessibility on the ministerial, national, and continental levels. The Web accessibility
score of each Member State is calculated as a percentage of accessibility barriers found among all the tests applied.
Web accessibility barriers exist for all evaluated Member States. This
causes significant problems for people with special needs, including people
with disabilities. The Member States with the fewest accessibility barriers are
Germany, Portugal, Spain, Netherlands, and the simple official Web sites in
Palau.
The most commonly detected Web accessibility barriers are incorrect use
of the HTML standard, including the uses of deprecated HTML and missing
alternative descriptions for images. Such barriers cause significant problems
for people with disabilities, for example blind or dyslexic users who rely on
assistive technologies (such as screen readers) to use public Web sites. Furthermore, the results indicate that Web sites in Africa, America, Asia, and
Oceania state use the most recent Web technologies more often than Web
sites in Europe, but they use these technologies incorrectly.
The results also show that there is a great difference between the accessibility of the evaluated Web sites. Public Web sites in Western Europe and
North America are more likely to have fewer accessibility barriers on their Web
sites. The analysis further shows that accessible Web sites are more common
in countries with developed economies, high GNI per capita and where a large
percentage of the population has access to the Internet. However, even though
there is a strong correlation between the economy of a country and the accessibility of its Web sites, exceptions to this rule were found.
Furthermore, the results show that, despite popular assumptions, accessible Web sites are not in any way less mature or have lesser quality than
inaccessible Web sites.
The analysis shows that there are correlations between the obtained accessibility scores and all the addressed quality measures. Most significantly,
there is a strong correlation between the UN e-government index, which aims
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to measure the quality of the e-government services, and the accessibility score.
Thus, e-government Web sites with high quality and useful content are more
likely to be accessible than Web sites without useful content or high quality.
Web sites that claim to be accessible using WAI logos generally have fewer
accessibility barriers than those where no such logo is present. However, the
claims are exaggerated and do not represent the actual accessibility of the Web
sites.
This article shows that significant work remains to be done to make governmental Web sites accessible, but all hope is not lost. Even though the financial
status dictates the accessibility of national portal and ministerial Web sites,
some countries are able to attain good accessibility scores even with limited
resources.
The results further indicate that there is a substantial correlation between
antidisability discrimination laws and the reached accessibility scores. This
strongly suggests that introducing antidisability discrimination laws and policies has a significant positive effect on Web accessibility in a country. In
contrast, there are no differences between Member States that have or have
not signed the UN Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities Convention.
Future research includes examining in more detail the properties of the results outliers. This may answer questions such as the following: Why is it that
Palau has accessible Web sites even though it is a country with a developing
and emerging economy and without any antidisability discrimination laws?
The authors plan to extend the accessibility testing beyond the UWEM.
This allows for more elaborate test results at the Web page and Web site levels.
This is helpful for developers and content providers who want to improve the
accessibility of their Web sites. Such tests include, for example, checking for
the validity of alternative texts in addition to merely detecting their presence.
Furthermore, the tests and methodology are planned to be updated to the
WCAG 2.0.
Finally, the authors plan to extend the measurement methodology and
implementation and to include other important e-government areas such as
transparency.
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Formal
Description
Definition
Tests
T
All tests
t
A single test with the possible result of fail-pass
Web Page
p
Web page
Np
Number of tests for page p
Bp
Number of fail test results (barriers) for page p
Web Site
s
Web Site
Ns
Number of tests for site s
Bs
Number of fail test results (barriers) for site s
F (s)
Web Site Accessibility Score (lower score is better)
Ministry
M
Ministry Web sites.
NM
Number of tests for a ministry M
BM
Number of fail test results (barriers) for a ministry M
F (M )
Ministry Accessibility Score (lower score is better)
UN Member State
c
UN Member State.
Nc
Number of tests for a UN Member state c
Bc
Number of fail test results (barriers) for a
UN Member state c
F (c)
UN Member State Accessibility Score (lower score is better).
For presentation purposes, F (c) can further be discretized
into the letters A,B,C,D, and E, where A is the best score,
B second best,and so on. The cut-off values are defined as
following [20]:
A: F (c) = 0%
B: 0% < F (c) < 12.5%
C: 12.5% < F (c) < 25%
D: 25% < F (c) < 50%
E: 50% < F (c) ≤ 100%
Continent
C
Continent of UN member states
NC
Number of tests for a continent C
BC
Number of fail test results (barriers) for a continent C
F (C)
Continent Accessibility Score (lower score is better)
Table H.1: Formal definitions
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R.
1

Country
Germany

F (c)
1.28%

#
5

R.
33

2
3
4
5

Portugal
Spain
Netherlands
Palau

2.43%
2.59%
3.6%
4.06%

6
6
6
4

34
35
36
37

6
7

4.85%
5.51%

6
1

38
39

5.85%

6

40

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Hungary
Equatorial
Guinea
Czech Republic
Italy
Japan
Australia
Belgium
Colombia
Guinea
Togo

6.16%
6.73%
8.55%
9.95%
10.03%
11.11%
11.11%

6
6
7
5
4
1
1

41
42
43
44
45
46
47

16
17
18

Iceland
Cape Verde
France

11.11%
12.23%
13.29%

5
5
6

48
49
50

19

Canada

14.81%

5

51

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Vanuatu
Ireland
USA
Estonia
Brazil
Ukraine
Grenada
New
Zealand
Slovakia
Viet Nam
Norway
Lao
Central
African
Republic

14.89%
15.03%
15.22%
15.44%
15.51%
15.55%
15.61%
15.77%

1
6
5
7
6
3
5
6

15.96%
16.28%
16.67%
16.67%
18.0%

6
4
7
2
1

8

28
29
30
31
32
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Country
Saint Kitts
and Nevis
Bulgaria
Switzerland
Denmark
Dominican
Republic
Ethiopia
Slovenia

F (c)
18.26%

#
6

18.61%
18.75%
18.97%
20.0%

5
6
6
4

20.18%
20.18%

4
5

20.42%

4

20.63%
20.88%
22.14%
22.22%
22.22%
22.22%
22.22%

2
5
6
1
7
1
5

22.27%
22.92%
23.21%

7
5
6

24.14%

5

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya
Congo
Mozambique
Bangladesh
Nauru
Sweden
Burundi
UK
and
Northern
Ireland
South Africa
Turkey
Antigua and
Barbuda
Republic of
Korea
Ecuador
Latvia
Azerbaijan
Philippines
Guatemala
Tajikistan
Gabon
Malaysia

24.56%
24.76%
24.78%
24.96%
25.0%
25.0%
25.23%
25.32%

6
5
5
6
3
4
2
6

60
61
62
63
64

Poland
Mongolia
Malta
Micronesia
Croatia

25.48%
25.93%
26.48%
26.49%
26.61%

6
5
5
3
6

Table H.2: (1-64) UN Member States ranked (R.) with Member State score
(F (c)) and Number of Web Sites (#).
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R.
65

Country
Greece

F (c)
26.61%

#
6

R.
97

66
67

Kiribati
Finland

26.63%
26.98%

2
6

98
99

68
69
70
71
72

27.02%
27.2%
27.45%
27.62%
27.66%

5
4
7
5
3

100
101
102
103
104

73
74
75
76
77

Mexico
Tonga
Austria
Lithuania
Syrian Arab
Republic
Romania
Liberia
Botswana
Yemen
Monaco

27.68%
28.01%
28.02%
28.16%
28.18%

5
2
4
1
2

105
106
107
108
109

78
79
80
81
82
83

Luxembourg
Uzbekistan
Armenia
Panama
Chile
Swaziland

28.21%
28.38%
28.4%
28.83%
29.13%
29.27%

5
7
5
6
5
5

110
111
112
113
114
115

84
85
86
87
88
89

Seychelles
Benin
Mauritania
Uruguay
Maldives
Bhutan

29.3%
29.32%
29.4%
30.0%
30.08%
30.15%

5
2
4
3
6
5

116
117
118
119
120
121

90
91

Jordan
Burkina
Faso
Algeria

30.16%
30.75%

5
5

122
123

30.77%

5

124

Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines
Tuvalu
Madagascar
Kenya

31.19%

5

125

31.43%
31.51%
31.64%

2
4
6

126
127
128

92
93

94
95
96

Country
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Mali
United Arab
Emirates
Venezuela
Kuwait
Cambodia
Chad
Sierra Leone

F (c)
31.65%

#
4

31.88%
31.95%

4
5

32.46%
32.53%
32.64%
32.91%
32.97%

6
4
4
2
3

Iraq
Haiti
Belize
Dominica
Trinidad
and Tobago
Bahamas
El Salvador
Bolivia
Belarus
Barbados
Sao Tome
and
Principe
Pakistan
Peru
Kazakhstan
Guyana
Myanmar
Russian
Federation
Samoa
Cte d’Ivoire

33.04%
33.33%
33.33%
33.33%
34.55%

4
1
4
1
6

34.62%
34.87%
35.13%
35.69%
35.73%
36.06%

5
4
5
6
6
5

36.17%
36.18%
36.21%
36.61%
37.03%
37.04%

4
5
5
5
7
6

37.2%
37.26%

5
5

Republic of
Moldova
Papua New
Guinea

37.65%

6

37.8%

4

Cyprus
Andorra
Morocco

37.86%
37.93%
38.33%

5
4
7

Table H.3: (65-128) UN Member States ranked (R.) with Member State score
(F (c)) and Number of Web Sites (#).
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129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

154
155

Country
Singapore
Nepal
Cameroon
Nigeria
Malawi
Qatar
Israel
Gambia
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Zimbabwe
Thailand
Kyrgyzstan
Solomon Islands
Eritrea
Egypt
Argentina
Jamaica
Afghanistan
Tunisia
GuineaBissau
Namibia
Bahrain
Comoros
The former
Yugoslav
Republic of
Macedonia
Iran
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F (c)
38.45%
38.62%
38.93%
39.65%
39.78%
39.8%
40.11%
40.14%
40.16%
40.93%
41.03%
41.31%
41.53%
41.61%

#
6
5
3
2
7
6
7
5
5
7
5
6
3
3

R.
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174

Country
Rwanda
Cuba
Georgia
Timor-Leste
Zambia
Somalia
Lebanon
Suriname
Honduras
China
Turkmenistan
Uganda
San Marino
Oman

F (c)
46.63%
46.75%
46.96%
47.25%
47.84%
48.97%
49.32%
50.0%
50.08%
50.48%
50.88%
51.56%
51.67%
52.4%

#
5
4
4
6
1
5
7
1
5
5
2
4
6
9

41.67%
41.81%
42.06%
42.31%
42.34%
42.62%
42.86%

1
6
6
4
6
9
1

175
176
177
178
179
180
181

Fiji
Sudan
Serbia
India
Sri Lanka
Angola
Niger

53.44%
54.17%
54.54%
54.57%
54.61%
56.25%
56.31%

6
5
5
7
6
4
1

43.75%
44.03%
44.04%

6
9
1

182
183
184

56.52%
57.45%
57.87%

5
10
5

44.3%

5

185

Ghana
Mauritius
Saudi Arabia
Liechtenstein

58.1%

3

45.29%

6

186

59.42%

1

59.43%

4

59.81%

6

60.65%
66.17%
66.75%

6
5
6

-

0

45.33%

3

187

156

Democratic
Republic of
the Congo
Montenegro

45.39%

3

188

157
158
159

Paraguay
Albania
Indonesia

45.43%
45.74%
45.98%

6
6
6

189
190
191

160

Senegal

46.62%

5

-

Marshall Islands
Djibouti

Brunei
Darussalam
Saint Lucia
Lesotho
United Republic
of
Tanzania
Democratic
People’s
Republic of
Korea

Table H.4: (128-191) UN Member States ranked (R.) with Member State score
(F (c)) and Number of Web Sites (#).
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UWEM

Short Description

(a)

(b)

(c)

11.1.HTML.01

Latest W3C technology
not used
Invalid (X)HTML
Deprecated elements
Non-text without text
alternative
Links with the same title but different target
Invalid Doctype
Invalid CSS
Deprecated (X)HTML
attributes
Mouse required

92.9%

5.3

92.9%

WCAG WCAG
1.0
2.0
11.1
-

52.0%
45.1%
36.3%

166.7
283.3
98.2

76.2%
100%
55.2%

3.2
11.2
1.1

4.1.1
1.1.1

33.2%

56.9

21.7%

13.1

2.4.9

33.1%
32.6%
29.2%

1.9
37.6
85.1

37.3%
44.9%
100%

3.2
3.2
11.2

4.1.1
4.1.1
-

17.1%

26.2

73.1%

6.4

16.5%
12.7%

3.6
1.4

62.4%
17.2%

12.4
1.1

2.1.1,
2.1.3
4.1.2
1.1.1

9.1%

3.9

95.3%

12.1

4.1.2

8.7%
6.6%
5.6%

2.2
0.6
1.3

69.5%
9.0%
5.6%

12.4
7.3
7.5

1.9%

0.7

14.3%

3.5

4.1.2
2.2.2
2.2.1,
3.2.5
2.4.10

0.7%
0.4%

0.1
0.5

1.5%
43.8%

3.6
12.3

1.3.1
2.4.10

0.4%

∼0.0

0.4%

7.2

2.2.2

0.3%

0.1

0.6%

7.2

2.2.2

∼0.0%

∼0.0

∼0.0%

7.4

∼0.0%

∼0.0

∼0.0%

12.3

2.2.1,
2.2.4
2.4.10

∼0.0%

∼0.0

∼0.0%

9.1

-

3.2.HTML.02
11.2.HTML.02
1.1.HTML.01
13.1.HTML.01
3.2.HTML.01
3.2.CSS.01
11.2.HTML.01
6.4.HTML.01
12.4.HTML.01
1.1.HTML.06
12.1.HTML.01
12.4.HTML.02
7.3.HTML.01
7.5.HTML.01
3.5.HTML.03
3.6.HTML.03
12.3.HTML.01
7.2.CSS.02
7.2.HTML.01
7.4.HTML.01
12.3.HTML.03
9.1.HTML.01

Form without legend
Non-text without embed
Frames without description
Form without label
Marquee element used
Page redirect
Levels skipped in heading
Number list simulated
Fieldset without description
Blink element used in
CSS
Blink element used in
HTML
Refresh used
Optgroup without legends
Server side image maps

Table H.5: Most common barriers represented with the UWEM IDs. The tests
are ranked according to (a) Percentage of Web pages with at least one barrier,
(b) Average barriers on each page and (c) Percentage of fail test results, as
well as how the tests relate to the WCAG 1.0 and the WCAG 2.0 Checkpoints
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Appendix H.1 — Accessibility Tests

This section presents the list of applied tests. These are all part of the fully
automatable tests of the UWEM. A full description of the tests, including implementation details, can be found in Web Accessibility Benchmarking Cluster
(2007).
This section extends the UWEM descriptions by adding an explanation of
why a test with a failing result can represent a barrier. It should be noted
that barriers are highly individual. What may be perceived as a barrier for one
person may not be a barrier for another, even if they have similar disabilities
[27]. Whether a barrier is encountered or not depends on the expertise of the
user, the assistive technology available, and whether the user is familiar with
the Web site. It should be noted that our examples are in no way intended to
represent all possible barriers that can be encountered by failing the tests—
additional scenarios/barriers exist.

8.1

Missing alternative textual descriptions

Using graphical elements without textual alternative is a very common barrier.
The most typical example is using images without alternative text (no alt or
longdesc attribute present).
Tests part of this barrier:
• 1.1.HTML.01 – Non-text content without text equivalent.
• 1.1.HTML.06 – Non-text elements embedded using the embed element
(which does not support a textual alternative).
• 12.1.HTML.01 – Frames without description.
Why this may be a barrier
This causes problems for people who are visually impaired who are unable to
see the images. Any information conveyed in the image is lost to these users
whenever the textual alternative is missing.

8.2

Use of invalid or outdated W3C technologies

The most common barrier is invalid or deprecated (X)HTML and/or CSS. The
recent versions of (X)HTML and CSS have some built in accessibility features,
which makes it easier for assistive technologies to successfully present the
content. By not using the latest version, or using it wrongly, the accessibility
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features are not utilized and there is no guarantee that the Web page will be
presented equally in different Web browsers.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 3.2.HTML.02 – Invalid (X)HTML.
• 3.2.CSS.01 – Invalid CSS used.
• 11.2.HTML.01 – Deprecated (X)HTML elements.
• 11.2.HTML.02 – Deprecated (X)HTML attributes.
• 11.1.HTML.01 – Latest W3C technology is not used.
• 3.2.HTML.01 – No valid doctype16 found.
Why this may be a barrier
A typical example is the use of the font tag which is an outdated HTML element. The font tag provides design information such as font type, font size,
and similar features. Such information is now part of CSS. Users with customized CSS, such as users who want to increase the font size, may encounter
problems if the font element is part of the (X)HTML.
Furthermore, some user agents might not be able to present the content of
the document as it is intended.

8.3

Non Descriptive links

Having links with the same text and title but with different targets is a common
barrier. Quite often, links do not describe the target pages well.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 13.1.HTML.01 – Links with the same title but different targets.
Why this may be a barrier
A typical example is the link text “read more”, which will only make sense
when used in context. For fast and efficient navigation, some accessibility tools
present all links within a Web page to the user in a list. However, if all links
have the same text “read more”, such a list will become useless for navigation.
More descriptive links such as “read more about the Nobel Peace Prize” will
solve this problem.
16

A doctype is a document declaration specifying which (X)HTML type used in the
document.
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Mouse required

Another typical barrier is Web pages implemented in such a way that it requires the use of mouse.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 6.4.HTML.01 – Mouse (or similar) required for navigation.
Why this may be a barrier
For people with motor impairments, or people using devices without a mouse
such as mobile phones, this causes a severe challenge. One example is a Web
site implemented with menu items that can only be accessed by clicking with
a mouse. People with motor impairments are often not able to use such Web
sites at all.

8.5

Blinking or moving content

Web pages are implemented in such a way that they cause elements to move
or blink.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 7.2.HTML.01 – Blink element used.
• 7.2.CSS.02 – Blink property used in CSS.
• 7.3.HTML.01 – Marquee element used.
• 7.4.HTML.01 – Page refreshing used.
Why this may be a barrier
Blinking content causes problems for slow readers as well as people with photosensitive epilepsy.

8.6

Wrong use of structural elements

Structural elements are used to increase the navigability similar to chapters in
a book. Not using these properly can lead to confusion regarding the structure
of a page.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 3.5.HTML.03 – Levels are skipped in the heading hierarchy.
• 12.3.HTML.01 – Fieldset without legend.
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Why this may be a barrier
If headings are skipped or otherwise used wrongly, it becomes more challenging
to navigate a Web page. This is especially true for people who have the Web
page read out loud, such as visually impaired users.

8.7

Missing labels or legends in form elements

Another common barrier is form elements without labels.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 12.4.HTML.02 – Form control without labels.
• 12.4.HTML.01 – Form element without legend.
Why this may be a barrier
An example is not correctly marking a search button as “search”. The fact
that a Web site is searchable is often understood by the context of the search
field, such as showing a magnifying glass nearby. However, people using screen
readers are unable to see this magnifying glass. If a button is not clearly
marked as a search button, there is no way of knowing that it is intended for
searching the Web site.

8.8

Refresh and redirection

Automatic refreshing may disorient users and can disrupt a browser’s history
of visited pages.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 7.4.HTML.01 – Page refreshing used.
• 7.5.HTML.01 – Page redirection used.
Why this may be a barrier
Refreshing and redirecting can be a challenge for people with limited reading
abilities who have problems concentrating.

8.9

Numbered list simulated

Ordered lists help non-visual users navigate. Non-visual users may get lost in
lists not formally marked as such.
Tests part of this barrier:
• 3.6.HTML.03 – Numbered list simulated.
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Why this may be a barrier
For people who use screen readers ordered lists are of great navigational assistance. When such lists are not formally marked as such, these users may get
lost in the navigational process.
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Abstract
This paper proposes an approach for finding a single web page in a large
web site or a cloud of web pages. We formalize this problem and map it to
the exact match on rare item searches (EMRIS). The EMRIS is not much
addressed in the literature, but many closely related problems exists. This
paper presents a state-of-the-art survey on related problems in the fields of
information retrieval, web page classification and directed search.
As a solution to the EMRIS, this paper presents an innovative algorithm
called the lost sheep. The lost sheep is specifically designed to work in web
sites with of links, link texts and web pages. It works as a pre-classifier on
link texts to decide if a web page is candidate for further evaluation.
This paper also defines sound metrics to evaluated the EMRIS. The lost
sheep outperforms all comparable algorithms both when it comes to maximizing accuracy and minimizing the number of downloaded pages.
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Introduction

The amount of information available online on public web sites is increasing
drastically. Many public web sites host huge amount of information on diverse
topics, often in dynamic environments. Furthermore, the concept of web sites
is becoming less important as it is neither clear nor important for most users
where one web site starts and another ends. In these highly dynamic web
sites, it is not possible to keep all information indexed at all times, which is
required for traditional crawlers and search engines. Additionally, for copyright or privacy reasons, many web site owners deliberately restrict crawlers
from visiting part of their web site using the robot exclusion protocol [15].
The consequence of these emerging properties of the public web is that
large parts of published information falls into the deep web and unindexable
dynamic clouds and cannot be found by crawlers nor indexed by major search
engines. This leads to navigation challenges for users even when the users know
the area they are looking for, and critical web pages could be very difficult
find.
This paper is on finding a single web page in a web site when only one
page is relevant. This is a specifically challenging area of information retrieval
named the exact match on rare item searches [11], referred to in this paper as
EMRIS.
In web page classification algorithms, web pages are often treated as single
isolated entities. However, web pages have more information available apart
from what is available in the page itself. Each page is part of a structured
web site. Literature shows that web pages which link to each other have a
semantic correlation. For example, it is more likely that a web page about
sport will link to another web page about sport, than linking to a web page
about the financial market [4]. Similarly, web pages within the same topics
tend to link to each other [18]. Hence for web page classification it is valuable
information that one web page links to another. This information is seldom
utilized in web classification algorithms.
The paper is organized as following. The EMRIS is not much addressed
in literature, but a survey introducing EMRIS and related algorithms are
presented in section 2. Section 3 presents the lost sheep a novel approach to
the EMRIS. No sound metric to evaluate EMRIS is available in the literature
and section 4 presents metrics from related fields and based on these defines
metrics for EMRIS. The empirical results are presented in 5. Finally the
conclusion and future work are presented in 6 and 7.

2 Related work

2
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Related work

This section presents the state-of-the-art on how web sites are modeled, on
finding single web pages in web sites, and relevant algorithms within each field.
The algorithms presented here are also implemented and the corresponding
results presented in section 5.1.
The terms used in the following algorithm descriptions in some cases differ
from the original cited paper. This is intentionally done to make a consistent
description throughout the paper.

2.1

Website / directed graph

Web sites are often modeled as graphs of nodes connected with directed edges
[12, 13, 17]. This is done to enable analytic analysis and controlled empirical
experiments on the web sites and algorithms interacting with the web sites. In
these models, each web page is represented as a node, and the links between the
web pages are represented as directed edges between the nodes. In addition,
web pages have link texts that intend to informatively describe corresponding
web pages with short texts [12]. Link texts are not addressed in the directed
graph models. Because of this, this paper extends the existing models with
labels containing natural language text connected to each edge.
In this paper, a web site is modeled as a directed graph of nodes connected
with directed edges and labels Si = {Pi , Ei , Li }. Each web page is represented
as a node pj . N is the number of nodes in the directed graph Si so that
Pi = {p0 . . . pN }.
The nodes are connected together with directed edges so that edge ej,k ∈ Ei
is a link from node pj to pk . Each edge has a corresponding label so that
lj,k ∈ Li is a natural language label connected to ej,k and observable from
node node pj .
This is in line with existing models of web sites in the literature, but is
extended with labels [12,13,17] and is empirically shown to represent real web
sites (see section 5.1). Table I.1 presents the comparisons between the directed
graph model and read web sites.
Figure I.1 shows an example of a simple web site s1 modeled as a directed
graph. s1 consists of four web pages ps , pt , p1 , p2 . The web page links consist
of the directed edges es,t , es,1 , es,2 and the corresponding labels ls,t , ls,1 , ls,2 .
These labels are observable from the starting node, ps , with out following the
any of the edges.
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Web site model
Node
Edge
Label
Directed graph

Notation
pj
ej,k
lj,k
Si

Real web sites
Web page
Link
Link text
Web site

Table I.1: Mapping between information retrieval and web sites.

ls,t

es

,t

pt

ps

ls,2

es,1

ls,1

p1

es

,2

p2
S1
Figure I.1: Web site example.

2.2

Exact match on rare item searches (EMRIS)

The EMRIS is a problem introduced by [11] focusing on finding a single web
page in a large set of web pages, such as a web site or cloud of web pages. It
was introduces for the following reasons; It is particularly challenging to find
a single node in a large directed graph, and the objectivity of approaches that
classify large amounts of data were questioned. The EMRIS has not previously
been formally defined.
When a classification approach is developed with the intention to classify
large amount of data, it is not practically possible to first manually classify
all data to perform controlled experiments. The common approach is therefore that the classifier is run with a relatively small set of manually classified
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training data. Subsequently, the classification results are manually verified.
Unfortunately, certifying the results is not a deterministic approach. People
tend to (subconsciously) give a unfair advantage to their own algorithms. In
contrast, with the EMRIS, there is only one relevant node and this can easily
be defined prior to conducting experiments. Thus, as no manual verification
of the results are needed, the objectivity of the algorithms can no longer be
questioned.
A practical example of the EMRIS could be to find a target web page,
pt , with contact information, such as physical address and phone number.
Neither the location nor properties of pt are known, only that the content of
pt is related to contact information. To identify contact information let q be
the input query
q = [contact, about, phone, address].
Let a be a hypothetical algorithm with the query (q), directed graph (s1
in figure I.1) and starting node (ps ) as input, and the expected target node as
output: a(q, s1 , ps ) ∈ P. Using the directed graph s1 , a first downloads and
parses node ps . a observes that ps has the edges es,t , es,1 , es,2 and corresponding labels ls,t , ls,1 , ls,2 .
a knows, from examining the edges es,t , es,1 , es,2 , that the nodes pt , p1 , p2
exists. However, the content of pt ,p2 and p3 are unknown. The goal is therefore
to find which of pt ,p1 and p3 have contact information and is the target node.
Since ps has been observed, the following could be known and conclusions
drawn:
pt : A node with the edge es,t (from ps to pt ) is represented with the label
ls,t = “About us”. Since “about” ∈ q, a may conclude that pt is likely
to contain to contact information.
p1 : A node with the edge es,1 (from ps to p1 ) is represented with the label
ls,1 = “Contact us”. “contact” ∈ q, a may conclude that p1 is likely to
contain contact information.
p2 : A node with the edge es,2 (from ps to p2 ) is represented with the label
ls,2 = “Image Gallery”. Since neither “image” ∈ q nor “gallery” ∈ q, a
may conclude that p2 is not likely to have contact information.
Most web page classification algorithms use equal amount of resources
on pt , p2 and p3 . However, keeping in mind that the labels describe the
corresponding nodes [26], it is more likely that either pt or p1 is the target
node. Thus, since the aim is to find the target node and it is significantly
more costly to download a node than doing a memory operation [7], it makes
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sense to focus most of the available resources on what is likely to be the target
nodes, namely pt and p1 , instead of p2 .
To continue, let a download pt and p1 . By comparing the content of pt
and p1 with q, a may conclude that pt matches q best. a then returns pt as
the node most probable to be the target node.
[11] introduced three algorithms to solve the EMRIS: similarity search
(SIM), degree based search (DEG) and Similarity*Degree (SIMDEG).
Similarity based search (SIM)
The Similarity Based Search (SIM) compares the input query q to the content
of neighboring nodes, and follows the node which is most similar to q, SIM
was used in [11] for EMRIS.
For each node pj the SIM follows all edges available from pj , {ej,0 , . . . ej,n }.
It calculates a similarity score between q and all nodes available from {ej,0 , . . .
ej,n }. The algorithm pursues the node with the largest calculated similarity
score.
For SIM to work, the algorithm needs to be pulled towards the target node
pt . To pull SIM towards pt the nodes which lead towards pt should have a
higher similarity score than remaining nodes. Since pt should be similar to q,
it will have a high similarity score. Similarly, nodes close to pt (parent nodes)
will be similar to pt and thus also have a high similarity score. However,
grandparent nodes (nodes linked to parent nodes of pt ) have been shown not
to be similar to pt [4, 18]. Thus we can expect high similarity score of parent
nodes, but not of grandparent or any other nodes.
This means, until the SIM reaches one of the parent nodes, the nodes will
not be similar to q and the similarity score will not help the SIM towards pt .
As a result, when the algorithm is at a node far away from the target node,
which is expected in the beginning of a crawl, it will walk at random. This
problem is not addressed [11].
Degree based search (DEG)
A Degree Based Search (DEG) uses the number of edges from neighboring
nodes to guide the crawler. DEG was used in [11] for the EMRIS.
The DEG approach is similar to the SIM. However, instead of using the
similarity score between q and the nodes, DEG pursues the neighboring node
with the largest number of edges. Thus, it assumes that pt is more likely to
be linked from a node with many edges compared to a node with few.
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Similarity*Degree Search (SIMDEG)
The Similarity*Degree Search (SIMDEG) combines SIM and DEG. The
SIMDEG was used in [11] for the EMRIS.
[11] showed some advantages and disadvantages of the DEG and the SIM;
The DEG assumes that pt is more likely to be linked from a node with many
edges, and SIM only uses the content of the nodes and q to calculate which
are most similar without using the edges.
To utilize the advantages of both the SIM and the DEG it was combined
as the SIMDEG. For each neighboring node, the SIMDEG calculates the similarity score as well as a frequency of edges. The algorithm pursues the node
with the highest similarity score times frequency of edges.
In practice this means that in the beginning a crawl, when the algorithm is
far away from pt , the frequency of edges will be larger than the similarity score
and the SIMDEG will be guided towards the nodes with the largest number
of edges. When a node pj with an edge towards pt is reachable, the similarity
score of pj will increase and be larger than the frequency of edges. In this
situation the SIMDEG will crawl towards pj which is close to pt .
It is therefore expected that the SIMDEG outperforms both the SIM and
the DEG, which was shown in [11].

2.3

Web page classification and surrounding pages

The state-of-the-art classification algorithms for web pages originates from
text classification algorithms. Since web pages are mostly text, it is natural
that most web page classification algorithms are based on text classification
algorithm.
Some algorithms utilize the tagged semantic information available in web
pages such as title, heading information etc. Others use information available
outside of the actual web page in a classification approach.
[22] used a portion of the parent web page (web page linking to the page to
be classified). This approach works so that for each page pj to be classified, a
set of neighboring pages (pages linked to and from pj ) should be downloaded.
The approach distinguishes between trusted and not trusted links whereas a
trusted link is a link similar to the target page.
Similarly, several approaches have been attempted in using the link information for classification of web pages [8, 28]. The approaches still centers
around a web page and try to find the corresponding in-links, as following. For
every web page pj , search other pages that link to pj and use the descriptive
link text.
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Others have used the link structure and link text for analyzing web sites
[7,29]. These approaches focus on classifying complete web sites, not individual
web page.
The approaches further requires that significant parts of the web sites, if
not the entire web sites, to be downloaded and processed, which is impractical
and often impossible [30].
The above shows that in-links are powerful for web mining. However, the
approaches assumes knowledge of in-links to web pages. Knowing all in-links
to a page within a web site requires significant resources [30]. Knowing all
in-links from other web sites is in practice impossible. A practical solution
would be to use search engines such as Google for finding in-links.
[26] introduces an approach which utilizes the topical correlation between
linked web pages and takes advantage of the links to other pages for describing
the current page. Hence, the approach shows that even though the links on a
page pj are to other pages, it can still be used to describe the content of the
page pj .
Hence, existing web page classification approaches do not consider that web
pages which are structured together can be classified in a sequential manner,
such as is common for focused crawling where the link descriptions are used to
decide if web pages should be downloaded. Similarly, no web page classification
approach has been implemented with a pre-classification on the link texts to
decide if a page should be downloaded.
Despite evidence that given a web page pj , the pages linking to pj (parent
pages) can be useful for classification of pj , pages which link to parent pages
of pj (grandparent pages) are not useful. This is because they are most often
not topically related to pj [4, 18].
Traditional classification algorithms are not created to work in directed
graphs. Thus, they do not have functionality to prioritize which nodes to
visit.
Note that main purpose of this paper is not to find which classification
algorithms work best, but find a practical solution to the EMRIS. Because of
this, only a few algorithms are presented in this section.
Hidden Markov Model Classifier (HMM)
This section presents a specific type of the HMM called the Learning Automata
(LA). More specifically LA presented here is a two action multiple state Tsetlin
Learning Automata. This is an LA with no absorbing states, and is accordingly
ergodic supporting dynamic environments, such as web sites [24, 27].
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This LA could be used as a binary classifier with the two actions A =
{β1 , β2 } and S states. The model has a beginning state B ∈ S and a quit
state Q ∈ S as can been see in figure I.2.
Each LA is connected to a node and has the label text and node text
available. Initially, stemming is performed on the label and node text. The
state transitions follow a reward penalty system. Whenever a word matches
q sj (t + 1) := sj (t) − 1, sj (t + 1) := sj (t) + 1 otherwise. Thus, whenever the
classifier detects a word which was not in q, the model moves one state closer
to the quit state Q. Similarly, whenever the classifier detects a word which
was in the query, the model moves one state closer to the state B. Thus, the
LA closest to the Q state is most probably connected to the target node and
the LA closest to the Q is least likely to be the target node.
The transitions are done by comparing the detected words with q and
number of comparisons is counted by t. Note that t is not used by the LA,
but by the HMM Twofold (section 2.3) and the LS (section 3).

B

1

2

S-3

S-2

Q

Figure I.2: Hidden Markov Model

Hidden Markov Model Classifier Two Fold (HMM2F)
By using the HMM it is often the choice between accuracy and speed. By
choosing many hidden states, the classifier will be able to reach high accuracy
but will use a many transactions to do so. In contrast, by using few hidden
states, it is possible to quickly converge but will not reach a high accuracy. [10].
Instead of letting the HMM move in a linear space, it has been shown
that by letting the number of states moved in each transaction vary, quick
convergence speed and high accuracy can be reached. This is done so that if
t = 0, it moves S/2 states, if t = 1 it moves S/4 states and so on [9].

2.4

Focused crawling

A focused crawler is a crawler that aims at downloading web pages of a specific predefined topic. The aim is to harvest as much as possible of relevant
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information, maximizing the harvest rate and minimizing the total recall (see
section 4.3).
There are some clear similarities between focused crawl and an EMRIS,
namely to find a subset of nodes in a directed graph based on relevance.
However, in contrast to the EMRIS, it is of no interest for a focused crawler
to only find one node with relevant information as this would not maximize
the harvest rate nor minimize the loss rate [5, 21].
Content based focused crawler using query input
There are many different strategies used for focused crawling. Of these, the
content based crawlers have been shown most efficient [14].
Most focused crawlers use training data specifically designed for focused
crawling or user input. Unfortunately, this is not available in the directed
graph (see section 2.1).
[2] presented a content based focused crawler using query keywords as
input. The crawler basis itself around a queue of nodes prioritized according
to a satisfactory number. The satisfactory number for a node pj is calculated
as the number of relevant nodes with edges linking towards pj . A node is
relevant if the content has at least one word in common with the input query
q.
For this approach to work, there has to be knowledge of the nodes linking
to pj . This is not possible from the beginning of a crawl. Thus, the approach
assumes knowledge of the directed graph which is not available. This is even
acknowledged by [2] which assume that nodes have been downloaded prior to
the crawl.

3

The lost sheep algorithm (LS)

This section proposes a new innovative algorithm for the EMRIS, named the
lost sheep (LS) after story which it resembles. The LS is not a classifier, but
a classification framework for the EMRIS. It can be seen as a pre-classifier on
labels to decide if a node is candidate for further evaluation and should be
downloaded.
The algorithm works as following. A herder has a number of sheep which
runs out on a web site. The herder releases all sheep at the same time. Each
sheep runs a for while and then returns back to the herder. A sheep which
discovers something interesting will spend longer time than a sheep which did
not discover anything interesting. The last sheep to return to the herder,
the lost sheep, has discovered the most interesting information. The herder,
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which has perfect knowledge of which nodes the sheep found, can then choose
to either accept the node the lost sheep found as the most relevant node, or
move to the node the lost sheep found and repeat the process. The LS is
formally described in section 3.1.
Figure I.3 presents an example of the lost sheep algorithm. The figure
shows a shepherd releasing 5 sheep {x1 , . . . , x5 }. x2 ,x3 and x5 examines the
labels and choose not to pursue the node further. However, x1 and x4 choose
to following their corresponding edge further, which means that either x1 or
x4 finds the most interesting information and will be the lost sheep.
Note that the duration is typically not duration in time, as this could be
biased, but a number indicating the level of interesting information found.
This has the advantage that the algorithm does not spend resources on
classification of nodes which can, within a reasonable certainty, say is not
correct. Furthermore, the resources are spent on the parts of the directed
graph which has the potential to be the target node. By nature, the algorithm
spends resources on parts of the web site which has the potential to be correct.
Or, in other words, the parts of the web site closest to the correct solution.
The authors are of course aware of the “no free lunch” theorem which states
that classifiers cannot learn what is not available in the training data and that
there is no algorithm that works best for all cases [6]. This means that which
algorithm that will work best depends on the properties of the training data
and available features. Because of the “no free lunch” theorem, the LS can
be generalized to use any classification algorithm which can interact with web
sites. For practical reasons this paper only presents a specific version of the
lost sheep using a hidden Markov model classifier (described in section 2.3).
This description can be used directly as an implementation specification.

3.1

Lost sheep description

This section presented the specific LS using a hidden Markov model classifier.
(For details on the hidden Markov model classifier see section 2.3.) This works
on a single directed graph Si .
• Let the input query be a list of words: q.
• Let a threshold indicate when the algorithm should stop be set to:
threshold ∈ [0, 1].
• Let a max depth to prevent infinite loops be set to maxdepth > 0.
• Let f (xj ) = t at all times, and let t := 0 before LS starts.
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Labels/
Nodes /
Link texts Web Pages
X1

Label 1
X2
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X4

Label 4

X5

Label 5

Figure I.3: Lost sheep algorithm

3 The lost sheep algorithm (LS)
Lost sheep with a hidden Markov model classifier
1 Let ps be the start node with the edges
E = {es,0 . . . es,n } and corresponding labels L =
{ls,0 . . . ls,n } directly
observable, where n is the number of edges from
ps .
2 The herder releases n sheep X = {x0 , . . . , xn }.
3 for each xj ∈ X
3.1 Extract the edge label ls,j .
3.2 Apply stemming to ls,j .
3.3 Remove stop words from ls,j .
3.4 Split ls,j into a list of words: Ws,j
3.5 for each word ws,j,k ∈ Ws,j .
3.5.1 t := t + 1
3.5.2 if ws,j,k ∈ q, xj (t + 1) := xj (t) + 1,
otherwise xj (t + 1) := xj (t) − 1.
3.5.3 if xj (t) = Q, f (xj ) := t, return.
3.6 Extract the web page text pj .
3.7 Apply stemming to pj .
3.8 Remove stop words from pj .
3.9 Split pj into a list of words:: Wj
3.10 for each word wj,k ∈ Wj,k .
3.10.1 t := t + 1
3.10.2 if wj,k ∈ q, xj (t + 1) := xj (t) + 1,
otherwise xj (t + 1) := xj (t) − 1.
3.10.3 if xj (t) = Q, f (xj ) := t, return.
4 numruns := numruns +1
5 Find xbest ∈ X where f (xbest ) = arg maxxj f (xj )
f (xbest )
< threshold and numruns <
6 If P
n
0 f (xj )
maxdepth, then ps := xbest and goto 1.
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Performance metrics

No satisfactory metrics for EMRIS exists. This section defined metrics for
EMRIS based using both existing EMRIS metrics [11] and widely accepted
metrics from relevant fields, namely: web page classification, information retrieval and focused crawling.

4.1

Classification

Web classification algorithms aim at maximizing the number of pages classified
correctly (True Positives TP, and True Negative TN) as well as minimizing
the number of web pages wrongly classified (False Positives FP, and False
Negative FN).
Classification algorithms are typically evaluated according to macro-precision,
Pm (Si ) and macro-recall Rm (Si ) for the binary classification problems as following [16].
2

Pm (Si ) =

Rm (Si ) =


1 X
T Pi
2
(T Pi + F Pi )

(I.1)

1
2

(I.2)

i=1
2
X
i=1


T Pi
(T Pi + F Ni )

For Pm (Si ) and Rm (Si ) to be applicable, the EMRIS can written as a
binary classification problem
1 and R1 ).
1. Classify the target node pt as relevant (Pm
m

2. Classify all N −1 non-relevant nodes ({pj ∈ P : pj 6= pt }) as non-relevant
2 and R2 ).
(Pm
m
Note that i in equation I.1 and I.2 refers to the different classification
problems. For EMRIS, one of the classification problems is to classify the
1 , R1 T P ,T N ,F P and F N ) the
relevant node as relevant (Problem 1: Pm
1
1
1
1
m
2 , R2
other is to classify all not relevant nodes as not relevant (Problem 2: Pm
m
T P2 ,T N2 ,F P2 and F N2 ). To be able to simplify the algorithms, Pm (Si ) is
1 (S ),P 2 (S ) and R (S ) into R1 (S ), R2 (S ).
split into Pm
i
m i
m i
m i
m i
Pm (Si ) =
=


T P1
T P2
1
+
2 (T P1 + F P1 ) (T P2 + F P2 )

1 1
2
Pm (Si ) + Pm
(Si )
2

(I.3)
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1
T P1
T P2
+
2 (T P1 + F N1 ) (T P2 + F N2 )

1 1
2
Rm (Si ) + Rm
(Si )
2

(I.4)

Since the EMRIS is on finding only one node, there is, in contrast to most
other binary classification problems, only two possible scenarios for EMRIS;
The correct node has been found (section 4.1) or the correct node has not been
found (section 4.1). This means that even though both metrics Pm (Si ) and
Rm (Si ) are relevant for binary classification problems, it could be simplified
for EMRIS.
Section 4.1 and 4.1 presents all possible outcomes of Pm (Si ) and Rm (Si )
for EMRIS. Using all possible outcomes, section 4.1 presents simplified Pm (Si )
and Rm (Si ).
The correct node has been found
When a correct node has been found, it means that pt is correctly classified
as relevant. This gives T P1 = 1, F P1 = 0 and F N1 = 0.
Keeping in mind that there is only one relevant node in EMRIS, when the
correct node has been found it means that that all not relevant N − 1 nodes
have also been correctly classified as not relevant. This gives that T P2 = N −1,
F P2 = 0 and F N2 = 0.
Using equations I.3 and I.4 gives:
T P1
1
=
= 1,when T P1 = 1
(T P1 + F P1 )
(1 + 0)
1
T P1
1
=
= 1,when T P1 = 1
Rm
(Si ) =
(T P1 + F N1 )
(1 + 0)
1
Pm
(Si ) =

and
T P2
N −1
=
= 1,when T P1 = 1
(T P2 + F P2 )
(N − 1 + 0)
T P2
N −1
2
Rm
(Si ) =
=
= 1,when T P1 = 1
(T P2 + F N2 )
(N − 1 + 0)
2
Pm
(Si ) =

The correct node has not been found
When a correct node has not been found, it means that pt is wrongly classified
as not relevant, which gives T P1 = 0.
When pt is wrongly classified as not relevant it must be an FN. Still all
but one of the not relevant nodes are still correctly classified as not relevant.
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Similarly, another node must be wrongly classified as relevant which means
that the target node must be a FP. This gives T P2 = N − 2, F P2 = 1 and
F N2 = 1
Using equations I.3 and I.4, if the selected node is not pt , T P1 = 0. This
gives:
T P1
1
Pm
(Si ) =
= 0,when T P1 = 0
(T P1 + F P1 )
T P1
1
Rm
(Si ) =
= 0, ,when T P1 = 0
(T P1 + F N1 )
and:
N −2
T P2
=
,when T P1 = 0
(T P2 + F P2 )
(N − 2 + 1)
T P2
N −2
2
Rm
(Si ) =
=
,when T P1 = 0
(T P2 + F N2 )
(N − 2 + 1)
2
Pm
(Si ) =

Pm (Si ) and Rm (Si )
Following the logic in section 4.1 and 4.1 as well as equation I.3 and I.4, Pm (Si )
and Rm (Si ) must, if the algorithm correctly classifies pt as relevant, be:

1 1
2
Pm (Si ) =
Pm (si ) + Pm
(si )
2

1
=
1 + 1 = 1,when T P1 = 1
2

1 1
2
Rm (Si ) =
Rm (si ) + Rm
(si )
2

1
1 + 1 = 1,when T P1 = 1
=
2
Following the same logic if the algorithm wrongly classifies pt as not relevant. Pm (Si ) and Rm (Si ) must be:

1 1
2
Pm (Si ) =
Pm (si ) + Pm
(si )
2
1
N −2 
=
0+
2
(N − 2 + 1)
N −2
=
,when T P1 = 0
2N − 2

1 1
2
Rm (Si ) =
Rm (si ) + Rm
(si )
2
1
N −2 
0+
=
2
(N − 2 + 1)
= Pm (Si ),when T P1 = 0
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This shows, for EMRIS, Pm (Si ) and Rm (Si ) are always identical. Furthermore, Pm (Si ) and Rm (Si ) can be derived directly from only knowing if T P1
exists and the number of number nodes in the directed graph, N .
Thus, equation I.1 and I.2 can for the EMRIS be simplified as following.
−2)
If T P1 , then Rm (Si ) = T P , otherwise Rm (Si ) = (|T P −1|)(N
, or written as
2N −2
following:
(|T P − 1|)(N − 2)
Rm (Si ) = T Pm (Si ) = T P +
(I.5)
2N − 2
Usefulness of Pm (Si ) and Rm (Si ) for EMRIS
Despite the common usage in classification problems and used for EMRIS
in, [11] it is noteworthy that Rm (Si ) is not a good metric for the EMRIS. This
can be shown by defining an algorithm which deliberately wrongly classify pt
as not relevant. This is the worst algorithm possible as T P will always be
0. Even for such an algorithm Rm (Si ) will correctly classify N − 2 nodes as
non-relevant, which is highly rewarded Rm (Si ).
Thus, even for the worst possible algorithm large directed graphs will receive a score of 12 for Rm (Si ).

Rm (Si ) lim

N →∞

= TP +
=

(|T P − 1|)(N − 2)
2N − 2

1
,when T P = 0.
2

(I.6)

Also for small directed graphs, e.g. with a directed graph of 102 nodes,
Rm (Si ) ≈ 12 when T P = 0.
Accuracy
Another often used, but simpler, metric in the classification field is accuracy.
It is defined as the percentage of T P over the total number of tests applied.
Accuracy will for the EMRIS be defined as the average T P (Si ):
Accuracy =

i=T
X

T P (Si )/T

(I.7)

i=0

where T is the number of tests applied.
Note that this is for multiple directed graphs. In EMRIS, for one T P (Si ) ∈
{0, 1}, and, for all tests T , Accuracy ∈ [0, 1].
Keep in mind that Pm (Si ), Rm (Si ), or averages of these over number of
T , are considered more valuable metrics for classification problems as these
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also include F N, F P, and T N [16], but are not good metrics for EMRIS (see
section 4.1).

4.2

Information Retrieval

[11] presented evaluation metrics retrieved from various sources for the EMRIS:
i )Rm (Si )
[11] defines effectiveness as F1 (Si ) = P2Pmm(S(Si )+R
, but failed to notice
m (Si )
that Pm (Si ) and Rm (Si ) are identical for the EMRIS (see section 4.1) which
gives the following:
2Pm (Si )Rm (Si )
Pm (Si ) + Rm (Si )
2(Rm (Si ))2
=
2Rm (Si )
= Rm (Si ) = Pm (Si )

F1 (Si ) =

(I.8)

Thus for EMRIS F1 (Si ) = Rm (Si ) = Pm (Si )
Additionally, [11] defined efficiency as the path length (number of downloaded nodes) and duration time.

4.3

Focused crawling

There are two main metrics in focused crawling [25]:
Target Recall: The fraction of relevant pages on the web downloaded by the
crawler.
Harvest Rate: The fraction of crawled pages over those that are relevant.
Keeping in mind that the number of relevant nodes in a directed graph is
deliberately set to one for the EMRIS, the metrics can be simplified.
Let D(Si ) be the number of downloaded nodes and Rm (Si ) be the number
of relevant nodes from directed graph Si . This gives:

Harvest Rate =
Total Recall =

D(Si )
D(Si )
=
= D(Si )
R(Si )
1
R(Si )
1
=
D(Si )
D(Si )

(I.9)
(I.10)

Thus, from focused crawling, only the number of downloaded nodes (D(Si ))
is a relevant metric for the EMRIS.

5 Experiments
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Relevant metrics

As discussed in sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the relevant functions are T P (Si )
(the number of true positives, accuracy) and D(Si ) (the number of downloaded
nodes).
Based on these metrics and the directed graph presented in section 2.1, we
can formally define EMRIS as:
EMRIS: For directed graph Si , maximize T P (Si ) and minimize D(Si )

5

Experiments

This section presents the experimental set up and results. To give the best
possible picture, two different types of experiments were carried out.
Generated directed graphs: Each web site is modeled as a graph which
are automatically generated. The are applied in the simulated environment
and verified verified. This allows for many experiments with various setup.
Real web sites: Selected algorithms are applied to real web sites solving
actual problems. This shows to what extent the algorithms work in practice.

5.1

Generated directed graphs

This section presents the experimental setups and results using generated directed graphs. For each iteration of the experiment, a directed graph is generated as described in section 2.1. This graph represents a web site Si =
{Pi , Ei , Li } where Pi = {p0 . . . pN } and N is the number of nodes in the site.
The directed graphs are generated as random controlled directed graphs
using the evolving copy model [13] with the number of out-degrees (d-value)
and in-degrees following an inverse power law (Zipf) [1, 3]. [13] showed with
empirical evidence that the evolving copy model realistically represents the
actual web.
It should be noted that part of the work in [13] shows how the web evolves
over time. The EMRIS focuses on finding one node within a directed graph at
a given time instance. How results may change over time is not within scope
of this paper. Thus, the evolving part of the graphs in is not relevant and is
not implemented.
The content of the nodes are randomly generated using defined governmental keywords from the Norwegian LOS structure [20].
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The copy model is extended with edge labels representing link texts. The
edge labels are randomly chosen of words within the corresponding node text
with a probability α and words not within the node with probability 1−α. This
means that some labels are describing the corresponding node while others are
not. This resembles real web pages which contain links with texts intended to
describe the corresponding page, [12] but are often times are not [23].
Experimental setup
All algorithms described in section 2 and 3 are implemented and tested. For
each iteration, the algorithms are given a directed graphs . The starting node,
ps , is set to the start of the directed graph. The target node, pt , is randomly
picked from Pi . The input query, q, is a random selection of words within
pt with probability α and a words within Pi but outside pt with probability
1 − α. α is set to 0.75. N is chosen, in line with [11] as N ∈ {102 , 103 , 104 }. 1
All results are average of 150 iterations.
Algorithms
Many algorithms exist in the field of information retrieval, focused crawling
and classification. For practical reasons those that seemed most viable were
selected in these experiments. However, other algorithms from these fields
may yield different, and even better results. Nevertheless, the algorithms and
set up were chosen to give as fair and objective results as possible, and provide
a fair comparison with the LS.
The algorithms have been implemented with as described in section 2 and
3. As many of these have not been applied to EMRIS previously, some assumption on the implementation were required. This section presents the
implementation specific details. Additional algorithms are implemented to
show upper and lower bounds.
Further note that the LS is used with the exact same algorithms and input
parameters as HMM. Thus, the results can empirically show the impact in
accuracy and number of downloaded nodes (D(Si )) by introducing LS.
Random Walk (RW) The Random Walk (RW) is an algorithm which
randomly crawls the directed graph. Despite its simplicity it is an often
1
[11] also included experiments for graph sizes of N = 10. Experiments for N = 10 were
carried out for this paper, but have been deliberately been omitted. This was done to present
only the most relevant results and because it is not useful to apply any EMRIS algorithms
on a small graph of only 10 nodes since downloading all 10 nodes should be possible even
with the limited capacity.
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used crawling strategy which has many properties considered valuable when
it comes to web crawling [19].
The algorithm works as following. For each node pj the RW selects a
random edge ej,k available from pj . Subsequently, it follows ej,k to node pk
and continues selecting random edges.
Since it is unlikely that the RW reaches pt the performance can be seen as
a lower bound. To avoid infinite runs the maximum length of the RW is set
to 20% of the population size, as was done in [11].
Optimal The optimal algorithm finds the shortest path between ps and pt .
In a controlled experiment there is perfect knowledge of the entire directed
graph. The optimal algorithm knows every possible path. Using this knowledge, it measures which is the shortest path to reach pt from ps and crawls
these nodes. It will always reach the best possible result with the fewest
number of downloaded nodes and should be seen as an upper bound.
A* Many pathfinding algorithms exits. The aim of pathfinding algorithms
are to find the best, often the shortest, path between the starting node ps and
target node pt . This is done by inputting the ps and pt . I.e., in contrast to
the EMRIS, the algorithms always know when pt has been reached.
There are however similarities between pathfinding and the EMRIS. Pathfinding algorithm use path and edge information in order to decide which
link(s) to follow to get the most probable path to the pt .
A common example of pathfinding algorithms is the A* algorithm. To
find the most cost cost effective path from ps to pt a distance cost function is
calculated consisting of: (1) A path-cost function per path and (2) a heuristic
estimate to the goal.
Note that what is the most cost effective path according to A* is not by
itself important for EMRIS. The number of nodes to download to reach the
best and find the target page is important (see section 4).
To avoid giving the A* an unfair advantage, pt is not used as input. Instead
we let the heuristic estimate of the distance towards the target node be the
similarity metric of its neighbors [11].
Focused crawler The satisfactory factor in the content based focused crawler,
which is used as part of the stop criteria in the crawler, is set to the number
of relevant download nodes compared to the expected relevant nodes. Since
the number of relevant nodes in EMRIS is set to only one, the satisfactory
is set very small: P (C) = 1/N . Note that in the controlled experiment N
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is available. However, this cannot be assumed for real web sites where the
number of pages in the web site in most cases are not known.
The content based focused crawler assumes that nodes are available in the
directed graph before a crawl starts [2]. This is not available.
To make the algorithm work in practice, the following two assumptions
were implemented:(1) Let the crawler download all nodes from the ps as a
starting point. (2) When new nodes and edged are discovered, let the crawler
continuously update the knowledge of the directed graph.
HMM / HMM 2F Traditional classification algorithms are not created
to work in directed graphs and do not have functionality to prioritize which
nodes to visit. Because of this, in our experiments we let the classification
algorithms download every available node in the graph. This means that the
classification algorithms will not perform well with respect to the number of
downloaded nodes, but should have a fair chance when it comes to accuracy.
Threshold
The threshold in this experiments are set to {0.25, 0.75}. The algorithms OPTIMAL, RW and FOCUSED do not dependent on thresholds. A*, SIM, DEG
and SIMDEG originally do not depend on thresholds, but need a threshold
to work in this experimental set up. Except for OPTIMAL, RW and FOCUSED, all algorithms are run with the same thresholds. The thresholds are
set up with in an attempt to give fair results.In order to be brief, and because
because the thresholds {0.25, 0.75} were enough to communicate the findings,
additional thresholds were omitted. However, other thresholds which have not
been tested may yield different results.
Results from generated directed graphs
This section, including figure I.4 and I.5 shows only a selected subset of the
results. Additional results are available in appendix 8 table 8. The metrics
used for the results are presented in section 4.
Figure I.4 shows the accuracy of the selected algorithms with different
number of nodes in the directed graph (N ) in threshold=0.75. Figure I.5
shows the number of downloaded nodes in the same experimental runs.
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The results in figure I.4 and I.5, show that in some cases SIMDEG is
better than DEG. This is the expected behavior [11]. However, in many cases
SIMDEG is not better than SIM. This is in contrast to previous findings. This
behavior may be because the number of edges from a node will not always be
good indicators of where the target node is located. In fact, the results suggest
that occasionally the number of the edges is misleading.
The further results show that the LS2F with 100 states (LS2F S=100)
outperforms all other algorithms (not considering optimal) when it comes to
accuracy. The superiority is significantly more visible when N = 10000 compared to when N ∈ {100, 1000}. LS2F reaches an accuracy of 0.57. It even
outperforms the HMM2F S=100 which reaches an accuracy of 0.03. Keep in
mind that HMM2F and LS2F uses the the exact same classification algorithm,
and that HMM2F downloads the entire directed graph. This suggests that the
tested classifiers work better when less nodes are available to classify.
For the directed graph when N = 10000, the LS2F S=100 downloads in
average on 715.1 nodes. Several other algorithms download significantly less
nodes but are nowhere near when it comes to accuracy; SIM downloads 36.1
nodes and reach an accuracy of 0.04, while SIMDEG downloads 46.9 nodes
reaching an accuracy of ∼ 0.0.
Thus the LS2F S=100 can reach an accuracy of 0.57 in a directed graph
of 10000 by only downloading 715.1 nodes. In a directed graph of 1000 nodes
in reaches the accuracy of 0.72 by only downloading 58.2 nodes.
Thus, the LS significantly outperforms existing algorithms, and it performs
comparatively better as the size of the graph increases.

5.2

Results on real web site

To show how the algorithms work in practice, this section presents selected
algorithms applied on real web site.
The test is finding the mail record web page on Norwegian municipality
web sites. This is a page important for the transparency on local Norwegian
government. The target page pt , the page the algorithms should find, is therefor set to the web page presenting mail records. For the web sites which did
not have mail records, no target page is available.
The algorithms used in this experiment are the LS2F with 100 states (LS2F
S=100) and the Similarity Search (SIM), with the threshold for stopping set
to 0.75. LS2F and SIM were chosen since it is the setups which yielded the
best results in the simulated environment.
The query used is derived from the most common words, after removing
stop words, in a random selection of 10 mail record pages. To ensure that
no algorithm has an unfair advantage, the exact same query is used for both
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algorithms. Furthermore, all pages from which the query have been extracted,
have deliberately been removed from the experiment.
The web site size is estimated to consist of 26000 pages. This estimations
is based on a median value of number of results from Google per site.2
In total 420 municipality web sites where used for this experiment. Each
result is verified manually and categorized as either correct or incorrect. The
accuracy, Ac and number of downloaded pages, D are calculated as described
in section 4.
Algorithm
LS2F S=100
SIM

26000p (real web sites)
Ac. D
Threshold=0.75
0.84 25.35
0.28 84.03

Table I.2: Real results from evaluating 420 Norwegian municipal web sites.
Detecting mail records in municipal web sites.

The experiments show that both LS2F S=100 and SIM work better when
applied to real web sites than in the generated directed graphs. The difference
between the experiments in live web sites and generated graphs may be because
(1) The generated graphs made the experiment particularly hard problem,
(2) The setup of detecting mail records in public municipal web sites was
particularly easy. Or perhaps a combination of these. For example, the target
page pt in the generated graphs where randomly selected. However, we can
expect that the target page in the live web sites, the page with mail record, is
closer to the starting page than randomly generated. This would be an easier
problem.
In the results from real web site, the LS2F yields a significantly better
accuracy than SIM, as well as significantly fewer number of downloaded pages.

6

Conclusion

This paper addresses finding a single node in a directed graph of nodes with
directed edges and labels. It is a problem equivalent to finding a single page in
a web site. This problem, referred to as the exact match on rare item searches
(EMRIS), has not been addressed much in the literature. However, many
2

Note that the number of pages per site is not gaussion distributed, and have a arithmetric mean of ∼87000. There are a few huge web sites, while most are around the median
of 26000 pages.
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very closely related problems have been addresses in the fields of information
retrieval, web page classification and directed search.
This paper presents a formal description of the EMRIS, including a description of the environment from which the EMRIS interacts.
This paper also defines metrics valuable for evaluating the EMRIS. These
metrics are based on findings in related fields. The analysis shows that the
most viable metrics to use for EMRIS is the number of downloaded nodes and
accuracy.
As a solution to the EMRIS, this paper presents a new innovative algorithm called the lost sheep. It is specifically designed to work in a directed
graph consisting of edges, labels and nodes. The lost sheep can be seen as
a pre-classifier on node labels (link texts) and decide if a node (web page) is
candidate for further evaluation before downloading it.
State-of-the-art algorithms, both algorithms previously used for EMRIS
field, and the research fields closely related, have been implemented and empirically tested both on generated graphs and real web sites.
The results show that the lost sheep significantly outperforms the state-ofthe-art algorithms, both when it comes to accuracy and number of downloaded
nodes. That it outperforms the other algorithms in the number of downloaded
nodes is not surprising as the lost sheep is the only algorithm which utilises
the labels which describe the corresponding nodes. However, the results also
show that the lost sheep has a significant increased accuracy of the results.
The performance of the lost sheep drastically increases as the number of nodes
part of the directed graph increases.

7

Future work

In some cases the link texts in web pages are not descriptive, however the text
close to the link text may be valuable information [25]. An example is the
text “find the contact information here” where here is the link text. This not
considered in the directed graph model. By extending the edge labels with
text close to the link may increase the accuracy.
The lost sheep does not addresses that nodes may be of different sizes. In
the real web, as well as in the model presented in this paper, nodes may be of
different sizes which could influence the results. The performance of the lost
sheep may improve if the size of the nodes are considered.
This paper presents empirical results on the lost sheep algorithm for graph
sizes 102 , 103 and 104 and real web sites. The authors plan to run experiments
for more graph sizes. Additionally the authors plan to present analytically
results on how the lost sheep works and the complexity of the algorithms.

7 Future work
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Appendix I.1 — Results

Algorithm
OPTIMAL
RW
FOCUSED
SIM
DEG
SIMDEG
A*
HMM S=3
HMM S=100
HMM S=200
HMM S=400
LS S=3
LS S=100
LS S=200
LS S=400
HMM2F S=100
HMM2F S=200
HMM2F S=400
LS2F S=100
LS2F S=200
LS2F S=400

100p
1000p
Ac. D
Ac. D
No threshold
1.0
2.74
1.0
2.87
0.02 20
0.00 200
0.28 35.14 0.32 171.9
Threshold=0.25
0.02 8.00
0.01 15.8
0.0
8.50
0.0
15.1
0.01 7.38
0.0
14.1
0.04 11.94 0.04 40.8
0.80 100
0.41 1000
0.68 100
0.28 1000
0.58 100
0.22 1000
0.47 100
0.16 1000
0.78 20.84 0.68 106.4
0.49 27.10 0.31 77.0
0.40 24.13 0.18 57.2
0.14 14.67 0.18 146.1
0.75 100
0.49 1000
0.68 100
0.40 1000
0.75 100
0.47 1000
0.79 11.77 0.70 48.4
0.78 12.25 0.65 50.8
0.73 13.94 0.67 52.6

10000p
Ac. D
1.0
0.00
0.00

2.01
2000
771.7

0.03
0.0
0.0
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.14
0.09
0.52
0.14
0.25
0.13
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.47
0.67
0.51

23.6
29.7
24.5
537.4
10000
10000
10000
10000
429.3
826.0
1670.7
1736.0
10000
10000
10000
195.6
368.8
187.0

Table I.3: The average accuracy (Ac.) and average Number of downloads (D)
of algorithms for web sites with 100 , 1000 and 10000 pages (100p, 1000p and
10000p) without threshold and with threshold=0.25.
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Algorithm
SIM
DEG
SIMDEG
A*
HMM S=3
HMM S=100
HMM S=200
HMM S=400
LS S=3
LS S=100
LS S=200
LS S=400
HMM2F S=100
HMM2F S=200
HMM2F S=400
LS2F S=100
LS2F S=200
LS2F S=400

100p
1000p
Ac. D
Ac. D
Threshold=0.75
0.07 10.89 0.05 23.4
0.00 11.16 0.0
31.6
0.10 10.91 0.03 22.6
0.21 24.76 0.08 255.6
0.69 100
0.45 1000
0.71 100
0.30 1000
0.60 100
0.26 1000
0.47 100
0.20 1000
0.75 22.52 0.67 124.0
0.57 35.19 0.34 356.5
0.37 35.64 0.25 519.4
0.30 43.45 0.16 633.8
0.73 100
0.41 1000
0.75 100
0.45 1000
0.74 100
0.47 1000
0.76 12.52 0.72 58.2
0.80 12.64 0.66 75.8
0.78 11.72 0.64 75.2
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10000p
Ac. D
0.04
0.0
0.0
0.08
0.09
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.32
0.10
0.17
0.09
0.03
0.06
0.04
0.57
0.41
0.35

36.1
51.9
46.9
1853.4
10000
10000
10000
10000
1839.2
5088.0
5442.7
8278.1
10000
10000
10000
715.1
578.4
793.0

Table I.4: The average accuracy (Ac.) and average Number of downloads (D)
of algorithms for web sites with 100 , 1000 and 10000 pages (100p, 1000p and
10000p) with threshold=0.75.
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Abstract
This paper considers the task of locating services and information in government web sites. In large scale eGovernment surveys this is a manual and
resource intensive task.
To introduce automation in eGovernment assessment, this paper presents
the lost sheep, a classification based algorithm to automatically locate targeted
government material online. It is designed to work with minimum human
interaction and use available resources efficiently. It centers around classifying
link texts to determine if a web page should be downloaded for further analysis.
To show the functionality in practice, a reference implementation of the
lost sheep is used to assess online government transparency. The algorithm
provides information on whether transparency material exists online, and gives
an indication of whether the material could be found by real users.
The lost sheep is shown to outperform all related algorithm both by achieving higher accuracy and downloaded fewer web pages.
This paper is in submission for journal publication. International Journal of Information
Technology & Decision Making
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1

Introduction

The majority of surveys covering online government (eGovernment) are carried
out manually by assessing web sites from a citizen perspective. Much focus in
these surveys is on determining whether explicit services or information, useful
for the citizens, are available at national or local government web sites. Some
surveys go further and include tests carried out by experts on the quality of the
services, while others aim at measuring the user perspective by investigating
to what extent the online material is findable and usable by representative
users. A few surveys are accompanied by results from automatic validity
testing on for example link validity, web site performance or automatically
detectable accessibility barriers. However, little work exists on supporting
surveys with algorithms to automatically find information on web site level.
Such algorithms could provide results either to be used directly as survey
results, as results to be verified by experts or as input on how to prioritize
manual testing.
A common approach in eGovernment surveys is to use experts to check if
a specific service or information is available at national and local government
web sites. Manual expert testing rely on human judgement which makes it
resource intensive and costly. Further since the human judgement can be
influenced by many factors it is often times biased. Thus, tests are often for
verification purposes repeated several times. In practice such surveys depend
upon significant resources which constraints eGovernment surveys to focus on
a small set of sites. [32,39,44] Similarly, it limits who can carry out large scale
eGovernment measurements to big organisations, such as United Nations and
Capgemini. [3, 4, 20, 46]
To support eGovernment surveys, algorithms could be used to determine
whether sought after information exists online and provide the location of this
information. However, automatic information assessment in large dynamic
governmental web sites is particularly challenging as traditional crawler techniques fall short. Since it is not known in advance where on the web site the
potential material is located, a huge amount web pages need to be downloaded
and indexed. Doing this for many government web site is not feasible as it
would require a significant amount of capacity from the survey initiators. [35]
Further, government web sites are in practice a compound of services bought
from different vendors, often made available under different domain names.
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This absence of a formal web site scope makes crawling of the web site challenging, as there are no existing methods to target or limit the crawler.
In addition to assessing whether material exists online, many surveys focus
on to what extent the information can found by actual users. [44] This requires
controlled experiments with representative users who are for example asked to
carry out a task within a time frame. Experts can not act as representative
users because they typically have more knowledge on the topic than what
can be considered ideal. Further, the representativeness of any selected users
can be questioned as users quickly become familiar with the topic they are
assessing and can no longer be representative. This means that even users
that are specifically chosen the be representative will with some experience no
longer provide accurate results, and could for example find information too
quickly compared to real users.
Automatic algorithms can assist and sometimes substitute user testing.
This is done in web usage mining, but requires access either to a server side
web log or data collected by 3rd part applications installed on the web site.
[51] This means that web usage mining techniques cannot be applied without
administrative access to the server. However, some approaches exists that
focus on the usability of web sites by only observing the web site. For example,
when it comes to accessibility testing about 20% of the tests can be carried
out by automatically analysing the web sites. [14]
The above scenarios have the following common characteristics. They
could potentially be assisted by learning algorithms to assess web sites. Such
algorithms provide results either as it is, as input to be verified by experts or
as input on which tests should be prioritized in manual testing. This should
allow for more organisations to test, more accountability of the tasks and more
surveys carried out in larger scale. However, existing algorithms are neither
explored in the area of survey assessment nor developed with consideration
that the survey initiations have limited survey and download capacity compared to organisations that specialise in web crawling such as Google.

1.1

Shortcomings of existing methods.

Crawling and classification have been extensively studied. However, applying
automatic crawling and/or classification algorithms to assist benchmarking of
eGovernment is also relatively open. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no work explicitly trying to detect material in online governmental web site
to be used as input to surveys. Further, since benchmarking of eGovernment
often comes down to finding the web page where the sought after material
potentially exists, the approach can be defined as finding single pages in large
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web sites when there is not enough capacity to crawl and index the entire web
site. This is also an area which is relatively unexplored in real web sites.
In practice, a straight forward approach when carrying out a surveys assessing web sites is to use a third party search engine such as Google. Such
search engines have often crawled and indexed large part of the web sites to
be analysed, which means the testers can get access to the web site without
having resources available to download the entire web site. However, using a
third party search engine is not an automatic approach, and the testers still
need to spend extensive amount of time specifying queries and examining the
search results. Further, this approach relies upon using a tool which is out
of control of the testers, which is problematic for many organisation. For example, to minimize unintended dissemination of sensitive information, large
search engines are often restricted to crawl and index part of governmental
web sites. [43] This means that much material will not be found using a third
party search engine.
A more automatic approach could be to use a focused crawler. Focused
crawlers are resource aware and center around downloading as much as possible
of web pages in relevant topics and still minimizing the number of irrelevant
pages downloaded. However, the focused crawlers are not developed to find
one specific web page and therefore do not work well for finding targeted
eGovernment material. Moreover, the crawlers depend on formally scoped
web sites, and do not take into account the partly disjoint web sites which
exists in public governmental web sites.
Another automatic approach is using web page classification algorithms.
However, web page classification is often focused on classification of web pages
into categories, not locating targeted online information and is therefore not directly applicable either. Further, only a few web page classification approaches
consider the capacity constraint needed for crawling large web sites. [13, 25]
Similarly, web structure mining techniques which examines the web site graph
structure depend on close to perfect knowledge of the web site to be examined,
which requires a large downloaded section of the web site. [7]
Additionally, web usage mining techniques can be used to analyse how
web sites are used in practice, but requires access to web server log which is
not available for outsiders. This means that the standard web usage mining
techniques cannot be directly applied to be used to support eGovernment
surveys. [51]
Closest to our work are recent published solution to find single web pages
in large web sites. This includes search algorithms applied for large network
environments and the exact match on rare item searches. [13, 25] This is work
on finding an unobservable web page in large web sites, equivalent to checking
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if a web site has a web page with specific relevant material. Unfortunately, neither of these approaches have been sufficiently applied in real web site settings.
The [25] only used simulated web site environment, while the [13] only showed
a simple example from a real environment, but mostly focused on simulated
environments. In fact the authors applied the same algorithm in different simulated environments which yielded significantly different results. This suggest
that simulated environment is not sufficient to test the algorithms.

1.2

Objective.

The goal of this research is to facilitate surveys assessing eGovernment web
sites by introducing automation. To accomplish this an algorithm is developed
to automatically locate a single unobservable web page with specification information or a service in a large governmental web site. An unobservable web
page is a page not available to the algorithm prior to the search, and therefore the algorithm cannot without supervision know if it has found the correct
page.
The objective is to have let the testers use an algorithm in their assessment
of web sites. First, the tester wants assess many web sites to know which sites
has the information he/she seeks, and location of the web page if it exists.
The tester first manually classifies some training data and organize into the
different material intended to be targeted. Additionally, the tester provides
starting points to eGovernment sites, typically web site URLs.
At the testing phase, the algorithm crawls the web sites and, based on the
training data, automatically detects whether material is available online and
provides the URL. These results can either be used as is, or used as input for
a manually verification.
Subsequently, using the automatically detected web pages, the number of
clicks needed reach the information can be calculated. The results gives an
indication whether the information is findable for real users.
The algorithm must satisfy:
• Must be able to work in an label directed graph, such as a web sites.
• Must be able to yield a high degree of accuracy.
• Must minimize the number of downloaded pages so that it can be applied
even with limited resources.
Our contributions are as following. We present an algorithm to automatically detect web pages in governmental web sites which :
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• Uses labelled information such as link text/anchor text in target pages
as a pre-classifier, and in this way limits the number pages downloaded.
• Enables crawling of web sites even when the web sites are not formally
scoped.
• Base itself on only positive examples, which significantly reduces the
need to collecting training data.
• Can be used as survey results as it is, input to be verified by experts or
as input to which tests should be prioritized in manual testing.

1.3

Organization of the paper

This paper is organised as following. Section 2 presents related work on eGovernment surveys, web-mining, classification and crawling. Section 3 formally
defines the problem. Section 4 presents the proposed algorithm to assist survey assessment called the lost sheep, and presents application areas where
the algorithm is applicable. Section 5 presents an experimental evaluation
of the algorithm in the application areas. Section 6 presents the conclusion
and further work. Finally, 8 presents an analogy of metrics to evaluate the
algorithm.

2

Related work

This section presents related work on web-mining, with special focus on surveys and automatic methods that can potentially by used for eGovernment
surveys such as crawling and classification.

2.1

eGovernment Surveys

Many surveys exists on various aspects of public government web sites. Only
a few are large scale international surveys, of which the most well known
regularly repeated surveys are carried by Accenture, Brown University, the
United Nations and Capgemini. The complete methodologies for these surveys
are not publicly available, and it is not known whether automatic or semiautomatic algorithms have been presented to support any of these studies.
However, there is no indication in the literature that automation is part of the
assessment.
Even though Accenture takes the survey a step further and presents qualitative measurements based interviews [3,4], these surveys center around quantitative information based on observing if some predefined information exists
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online. Other eGovernment studies focus on if the information is findable by
real users. [44]
Some smaller scales one-off studies on eGovernment also exists. These
either focus on one specific area and/or analyse very few web sites. [39] Local
governments are only rarely part of such studies.
Accenture, Brown and the United Nations are international studies assessing national web sites, while Capgemini acknowledges that national eGovernment measurements have limited impact in Europe due to the advanced state
of European web sites. [4] Capgemini claims that the future of eGovernment
benchmarking should be focused on areas that have significant improvement
potential, which in Europe means local governments specially in non-urban
areas. [4]
If more surveys will be extended to assess local government web sites, it
introduces capacity problems as there are significantly more local governmental web sites compared to national. Manual assessment simply does not scale
to test all local government web sites even in large organisations such as the
United Nations. As a mitigation, a representative selection of local government web sites could be assessed, which was done in [39]. Another approach
could be to introduce automatic testing.
Note that several approaches exists on automatizing the processing of survey from a government perspective, i.e. what people input and submit to
governments. [6] These focus on the important area of making governments
more efficient, not on measuring government, and are therefore out of scope
of this paper.

2.2

Using link based information retrieval in web mining

Many approaches exists that use link information to improve the web mining
tasks. This is not surprising as it was shown in [8] that, except for a few
deviations, the link anchor texts are topically related the pages they links to.
This strongly implies that anchor texts could be useful for classification and
focused crawling.
Others show that not online the links but pages that link together are
topically related. Of the features available at parent pages (pages that link to
the page to be classified), most conclude that the classification result of the
parent pages itself is the most discriminatory feature. [5, 31]
However, using anchor texts as a pre-classifier in order to minimize the
number of downloaded pages when finding a single page is a nearly untouched
research area. However closely related approach have been shown to be useful
in focused crawling (see section 2.4) and in web page classification (see section
2.3).
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Web Page Classification

Web page classification has been extensively studied. This section presents
the most relevant approaches for eGovernment web site assessment.
Exact match on rare item searches (EMRIS)
The exact match on rare item searches (EMRIS) is a problem introduced in [25]
on finding a single node in large directed graphs, such as finding a web pages
in a large web site. The problem was proposed both because the objectivity
of existing classification approaches on large sets of web page were questioned
and because the problem is particularly challenging. The problem is further
defined in [13] as finding a target page pt in a directed graph S and named
EMRIS.
Typically, classifiers are tested using a known corpus, such as a manually
classified data set. By selecting some items to train the algorithms and other
for verification, the accuracy and precision of algorithms could automatically
be calculated. However, to verify a classifier working with large sets of web
pages, it is impractical to first manually classify all pages to perform controlled experiments. The commonly used approach is therefore to first let the
classifier run with a relatively small set of training data and then manually
verify the classification results. Unfortunately, certifying the results is not a
deterministic approach. People tend to, sometimes subconsciously, give an
unfair advantage to their own algorithms.
With EMRIS, there is only one relevant page and this can easily be defined
prior to conducting experiments. This eliminates the need for manual verification, and the objectivity of the defined algorithms can longer be questioned,
even when working with large sets of web pages.
Three algorithms to solve the EMRIS are introduced in [25]: similarity based search (SIM), degree based search (DEG) and Similarity*Degree
(SIMDEG).
Similarity based search (SIM) The Similarity Based Search (SIM) is
introduced in [25] for the EMRIS. The SIM is a greedy search algorithm to
find a target page pt from a starting page ps in a directed graph S. It compares
a provided input query q to the content of neighbouring pages, and follows the
page which is most similar to q. When visiting a page pi , the SIM downloads
and calculates a similarity score between q every page linked from pi , and
follows the page with the largest similarity score.
For SIM to work, the algorithm needs to be pulled towards the target pages
pt . This requires not only that pt has the highest similarity score, but pages
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between the starting page ps and target page pt have a higher similarity scores
than the remaining notes.
Literature shows that parent pages (pages linking to pt ) are similar to
pt and will therefore have a higher similarity score. However, literature also
shows that grandparent pages (pages linking to parent pages of pt ) are not
similar to pt and will therefore not have a high similarity score. [5, 31]
Following this reasoning, it could be questions if the SIM works for large
graphs. Until the SIM reaches one of the parent pages, the pages will not be
similar to pt and the similarity score will not help SIM towards pt . Therefore,
when SIM examines a page far away from pt , which is expected in the beginning
of a crawl, it will walk at random. This is a problem not addressed in [25].
Degree based search (DEG) The Degree Based Search (DEG) is introduced in [25] for the EMRIS. The DEG approach is similar to the SIM, but
instead of using the similarity score between q and the pages, the DEG pursues
the neighbouring page with the largest number of edges. Thus, the algorithm
relies upon that pt is more likely to be linked from a page with many edges
compared to a page with few.
Similarity*Degree Search (SIMDEG) The Similarity*Degree Search
(SIMDEG) combines SIM and DEG, and is introduced in [25] to solve EMRIS.
To utilize the advantages of both the SIM and the DEG they are combined
as the SIMDEG. For each neighbouring page, the SIMDEG calculates the
similarity score as well as a frequency of edges. The algorithm pursues the
page with the highest similarity score times frequency of edges.
Thus when SIMDEG is far away from pt the edge frequency will have a
larger impact on guiding the algorithm than the similarity score. However,
when the algorithm detects a page pi with an edge towards pt , the similarity
score of pi will be larger than the frequency of edges. In this situation the
SIMDEG will go to pi which is close to pt .
It is empirically shown in [25] that SIMDEG works better than both SIM
and DEG. However, [13] disproves this by showing that SIMDEG in most
cases does not perform better than SIM. This indicates that the degree based
search, which heavily influence the algorithm at the beginning of the crawl,
does not guide the algorithm well towards the target page pt . The discrepancies
in the results may be because in [25] the algorithms are applied in different
network structures, such as clustered, random and small world, which may
not represent the real web, while in [13] uses an empirically verified web site
model from [27].
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Lost Sheep (LS)
A colony inspired classification algorithm to solve the EMRIS called the lost
sheep (LS) is introduced in [13]1 . The algorithm works with a central control
called herder and multiple agents called sheep. In contrast to colony optimization, it is not the common trend, such as the most commonly chosen path,
which is the chosen solution. It is rather one sheep, the LS, that finds the
target page.
Each sheep is a fully functional classifier run as a separate agent using a
specific hidden Markov model based classifier called Learning Automata (LA).
To fuel the convergence, the state transitions in the LAs are non-linear.
Initially, the herder releases the sheep at a start web page ps , and the
sheep sequentially classifies anchor texts and the corresponding pages. Each
sheep works so that it uses the classification result from the anchor text to
determine if the corresponding page should be downloaded and classified. The
sheep return to the herder with the classification result and precision. Based
on these result, the herder releases the sheep at the page with best classification
result. This continues until one sheep has found what is believed to be the
target page pt .
This way algorithm has a built in priority mechanism so that it prioritizes
links to pages that is believed to lead to valuable results. This means that it
has two targets: Maximize the accuracy of the classification and at the same
time minimize the number of downloaded pages.
The LS does not take into account that there exists many different classifiers that have already been proven to work well for web page classification. [17]
Which classifier to use should depend on the data at hand. This is specifically
important for the LS at it is not itself a classifier but method for improving
classification. However, the LS only relies upon a specific HMM classifier.
In addition, the LS has a bias that the web page size influences the classification results in an unwanted way. Since the state movements are influenced
by the number of words detected, the LAs will reach a higher state if a web
page has many words, which directly influences the confidence.
Further, the LS is shown to improve classifications in a synthetic environment with only a simple example for real live web classification. It has not
been shown whether it work for live web sites.
Metrics for EMRIS
[13] shows that due the special properties in the EMRIS, commonly used
classification metrics are not applicable. Since the EMRIS problem is designed
1

The lost sheep is extended and presented in full detail in section 4
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so it is only one target page, precision and recall are identical and can be
expressed only by using the number of pages in the web site graph and if a true
positive classification result exists. The metrics that describe the performance
of an algorithm applied in EMRIS for one web site are:
• If the classification is a true positive (T P ).
• The number of pages downloaded (D).
• The size of the web site in number of pages (|P|).
To show evaluation metrics for multiple web sites simple arithmetic averages are sufficient. This analysis is cleaned up and presented in 8.

2.4

Focused crawling

A focused crawler aims at downloading web pages of a specific predefined topic.
The objective is to harvest as much as possible of relevant information avoiding
download of irrelevant pages, maximizing the harvest rate and minimizing the
total recall. There are some clear similarities between the objective of focused
crawlers and EMRIS, namely to find a subset of pages in a web site based on
relevance. Many focused crawlers exists, this section presents those that are
most relevant.
Fish and Shark search
The fish search is an early heuristic search on web sites utilizing that web
pages often link to related web pages. [9] The fish search is extended as the
more aggressive version shark search. [21]
The fish search uses a fish food representation to express how well a page
matches a query. The fish food is calculated using regular expressions to
categorize pages into three discrete categories: 1, 0.5, and 0. It also uses
pollution that kill the fish as a representation for low bandwidth and nonexisting pages. The crawler automatically prioritises relevant web pages, but
the discrete approach means that many pages receive the same priority in
short time which results in arbitrary pruning.
The shark search extends the fish search by introducing a similarity between a query q and page pi , sim(pi , q). The sim(pi , q) denotes a value between
0 and 1, where 1 means perfect conceptual match. It further introduces a fuzzy
inherited relevance score, so that the score of a page influences the score of
pages it links to, thus preferring children of pages with relevant score. It also
improves the fish search by introducing priority of a web pages to visit based
on available anchor texts and the text close to the link.
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Even though it clearly can be used for live search of a web sites, the
reference implementation of the shark search is an application for gathering
relevant information on a web site for a user to browse the site more easily.
Furthermore, the fish and shark search separates itself significantly from the
work in [25] and [13] as the shark search is not designed to stop when the
“most relevant information” has been found.
Ant focused crawling
The ant focused crawler is based on colony optimization and works without
central control. [11] The algorithm releases ants on a web site and where ant
follows the edges based on a balance of potential relevance and pheromone
trails. The ants release pheromone trails on edges it visits, which means the
ants will, as a colony, converge towards the pages with most pheromone trails.
The potential relevance is calculated as a combination of the inherited
relevance of a page, relevance of the content and relevance of the anchor text(s)
pointing to the page. This means there is no prioritising of which pages should
be downloaded based on the anchor text.
In contrast to most other crawlers, the ant based focused crawler takes
repetitions into account. This means that it becomes iteratively better when
run towards the same site multiple times, even without supervision. Another
innovative part is that it introduces indirect communication between ants,
which enables a crawling process by many ants without central control. The
authors claim that this saves memory and reduces hardware requirement.
It is shown in [11] that the ant based crawler is able to download larger
percentage of relevant pages than both shark search and the best fit focused
crawler.

3

Problem setting

This section presents a formal definition of the problem setting and the problem to be solved. It further presents straight forward solutions and why they
are not applicable.
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Problem definition

This section first presents the scenario and then define the problem.
Scenario
In eGovernment surveys, web sites are most often assessed by observation, so
that a tester in a systematic manner observes the web site to check whether
sought after material exists. This paper aims at introducing automation so
that a tester instead runs an algorithm towards the web sites scheduled for
evaluation. The algorithm informs both if the sought after information exists
and the location, thus significantly reducing the manual resources needed to
perform manual web site assessment.
The web site to be assess is defined as following. Let S is a directed labelled
hyper-graph S(P, E, L), where the vertices p ∈ P, edges e ∈ E and labels
l ∈ L, corresponding to the web pages, links and link/anchor texts in web site
S. An edge is a directed connection between two pages, from page pi to pj
noted as ei,j . Labels are associated with edges so that a label li,j on edge ei,j
is observable from pi without visiting pj . In contrast, neither ei,j nor li,j are
observable from pj . This corresponds to actual web sites.
Table J.1 summarizes the notations.

Notation
S
pi
pt
ei,j
li,j

Table J.1: List of notations
Real web sites
Web site graph model
Web Site S
Directed graph S
Web page i
Node i
Web page with target material Target node
Link page pi to pj
Edge from page pi to pj
Link/anchor text for link ei,j
Label connected to edge ei,j

Definition
The problem is finding the target page pt in S under the following constraints. Let pt be an unobservable fixed target page in a directed graph
S. Let tp(pi , pt ) denote 1 if pi = pt and 0 otherwise, and let visit(pi ) denote 1 if pi has been visited and 0 otherwise. Further, let Best(S) denote
the page among the observed pages that best fit the target page so that
Best(S) = arg max∀pi ∈P if visit(pi ) {E(tp(pi , pt ))}, where E(tp(pi , pt )) is the expected result of tp(pi , pt ).
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The problem becomes:
Maximize : tp(Best(S), pt )
X
Minimize :
visit(pi )
∀pi ∈P

I.e. select a page so that it is expected to be the target page while minimizing the number of downloaded pages.
Since pt is unobservable it means that it is not known if a page pi is pt , even
if pi is downloaded. This logically denotes that tp(pi , pt ) cannot be known, and
any algorithm to be applied need to rely on finding a function that estimates
whether pi is pt . Thus, for the problem to be solvable, there needs to be a
function to estimate the expected value of tp(pi , pt ): E(tp(pi , pt )). Further,
since pt is not observable, the training data q needs to accurately describe pt so
that tp0 (pi , q) is a comparison between pi and q, estimating tp(pi , pt ). tp0 (pi , q),
which only includes observable data, can be used for the classification. This
is similar to classification problems where the algorithm itself cannot know
if it has done a correct classification without supervision. Further in line
with classification, the algorithm need to rely on accurate and representative
training data q.
Keep in mind that S is a directed graph with labelled edges. This means
that an edge from a page to another, say from pi to pj , is observable from pi
as ei,j with the label li,j . By assuming that the labels describe the pages they
link to, it is possible to extract information of a page pj only by visiting pi
and collecting li,j . This gives the basis for our proposed algorithm.

3.2

Straightforward solutions

This section describes three straightforward solutions and why they are not
sufficient.
Random walk
The Random Walk (RW) randomly crawls a directed graph. This is done
by initially visiting a page pi . Further, the RW selects a random edge ei,j
available from pi and follows ei,j to page pj . From pj it continues selecting
random edges and repeats the step. Despite its simplicity it is an often used
crawling strategy with valuable properties. [33] However, the RW is without
learning and is not designed to prioritize pages which will lead to the target
page. Thus, since it is unlikely that the RW reaches the target page pt the
performance can be seen as a lower bound.
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Optimal
The optimal algorithm finds the shortest path between the starting page ps and
the target page pt . In a controlled experiment there is perfect knowledge of the
entire directed graph, and the Optimal algorithm can observe the otherwise
unobservable target page pt . Using a brute force approach, it determines which
pages to visit and walks only the shortest path from ps from pt . Since it will
always reach the best possible result with the fewest number of downloaded
pages and should be seen as an upper bound. Since the optimal algorithm
relies upon knowledge of the unobservable node pt , it cannot be applied in
actual scenarios.
A*
Many path finding algorithms exits with the aim to find the best, often the
shortest, path between the starting page ps and target page pt . This is done
by using ps and pt as input. I.e., in contrast to the EMRIS and classification
algorithms, the algorithms always know when pt has been reached. There
are however similarities between path finding and the EMRIS. Path finding
algorithms use path and edge information in order to decide which link(s) to
follow to get the most probable path to the pt .
A common example of path finding algorithms is A*. To find the most cost
effective path from ps to pt a distance cost function is calculated consisting
of: (1) A path-cost function per path and (2) A heuristic estimate to the goal
(e.g. air distance).
Since A* can observe the otherwise unobservable pt , it should, similar
to Optimal, be seen as upper bound. However, in contrast to Optimal, A*
typically visits more pages than what is part of the path it determines as most
cost effective. Thus, there is a more fair chance a proposed algorithms reach
accuracy level as A* compared to Optimal.

4

Proposed solution

This section presents the proposed solution based on the lost sheep. [13] It
extends the algorithm to make it applicable for eGovernment web site survey
assessment. It further generalizes the lost sheep to make it applicable to use
with any classifier.
Finally, this section presents application areas where the presented algorithm can be applied. The application areas are chosen to cover important
and often assessed areas of eGovernment surveys, and to give a broad view of
the possibilities of the algorithm.
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The lost sheep (LS)

The Lost Sheep (LS) was first introduces in [13] as an algorithm for solving
the EMRIS (see section 2.3).
The algorithm is based on the lost sheep metaphor: A herder has control
over a herd of sheep. At the start of the day, the herder releases all sheep to
walk around freely. Each sheep walks independently around for a while for
then to return back to the herder. The sheep are very afraid of the unknown
and prefer to stay as close to the herder as possible. However, the sheep have
one weakness, if a sheep finds green grass, it forgets all about its fears and
wanders to whatever location the green grass leads it. The sheep that do not
find any green grass, will move quickly back to the herder, while the sheep
that finds a lot of green grass will wander further.
The herder is also interested in finding areas with green grass for his herd
to graze. To acquire this knowledge, he uses his special ability to communicate
with the sheep. He is not interested in the sheep that quickly return because
he knows they have found little or no green grass. He is rather interested in
the sheep that wandered the furthest, the lost sheep, because he knows that
this sheep has found the most green grass.
The lost sheep communicates back to the herder about all the green grass
it has found and where it is located. Based on this information, the herder
has three options. (1) If the sheep discovered a lot of grass, the herder then
becomes so happy that he calls it a day and writes in his journal about the
newly discovered area. (2) The herder can also choose to take the entire herd
to the new area, release all sheep there and start the process over again. (3)
At the end of day, if no sheep has found any satisfactory areas of green grass,
the herder returns home sad and writes in his journal that no green areas were
found that day.
The herder represents a central control, each sheep represents individual
classifiers and the green grass represents positive classification results. The
amount of green grass communicated from the sheep to the herder is a confidence level of a positive classification results. The sheep visit anchor texts and
follow edges to web pages. The anchor texts are pre-classified for the sheep to
determine if a page should be downloaded and classified
The no free lunch theorem states that a classification algorithm cannot
learn what it has not seen in the training data. Thus, there is no over all
“best algorithm” for classification, but a “best algorithm” for the data to be
classified. Because of this, the algorithms to be used should depend on the
data at hand and what should be tested. [17] Algorithm 4.1 generalises the
lost sheep presented in [13] so that it can be applied with any classifier as
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long as the classifier is able to work with web pages and web sites. This is in
contrast to previous presentations of the LS.
Furthermore, in contrast to [13] the confidence in the LS is normalised
both on web page level in algorithm 4.3 and 4.4. This means that the number
of words in web page no longer has an undesired influence on the classification
results.
size f the web page does not influence the result.
Algorithm 4.1 Lost Sheep
1: depth ← 0
2: q ← training data
3: x0 .conf idence ← 0
4: pi ← ps
5: V isited ← empty set.
6: while x0 .conf idence < threshold and depth < maxdepth do
7:
Add pi to V isited.
8:
Let E = {ei,0 , . . . , ei,n } be the n edges from pi .
9:
Let L = {li,0 , . . . , li,n } be the labels connected to each edge in E.
10:
The herder releases n sheep X = {x0 , . . . , xn } where each sheep xj ∈ X
is connected to edge ei,j if pi ∈
/ V isited.
11:
for all xj ∈ X do
12:
Let li,j be the label connected to edge ei,j .
13:
Let pj be the not yet visited page available from ei,j .
14:
xj .conf idence ← 0
15:
xj .page ← pj
16:
tp0 (x, o, q) ← a classifier, e.g algorithm 4.2, 4.3 or 4.4
17:
xj ← tp0 (sheep x = xj , object o = li,j , training data q = q)
18:
if xj .shouldcontinue then
19:
Download pj
20:
xj ← tp0 (sheep x = xj , object o = pj , training data q = q)
21:
Add pj to V isited.
22:
depth ← depth + 1
23:
Find x00 ∈ X where x00 .conf idence ≥ xj .conf idence for all xj ∈ X
24:
if x00 .conf idence > x0 .normconf idence then
25:
x0 ← x00
26:
pi ← x0 .page
It should be clearly noted that many web page classification algorithm
exists, and that the purpose of this paper is not to introduce another classification algorithm. The purpose is rather to shows show that by using the
LS, classification can be improved independent of algorithm used. Because of
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this, different classification algorithms are presented intended to show different
properties of the LS: Algorithm 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
Cosine measurement
Algorithm 4.2 presents a simple cosine measurement between the training data
q and the object to be classified o. [7,10] This is a simple but popular measure
in information retrieval calculating the cosine between the vector of query
terms and vector of document terms. A high cosine measurement indicates
that there are similarities between q and o giving a positive classification result.
The LS is designed to classify the anchor text and web page sequentially,
but the cosine similarity does not consider the sequence of the words. Therefore a manually specified threshold is added to indicate whether a page should
be downloaded.
The cosine measurement is used in the LS to show that LS is independent
of algorithms, and works even with very simple classification approaches. Thus
postulating that if the LS works well with a simple cosine measurement, it is
likely to also work for more progressive classification algorithms.
Algorithm 4.2 Cosine between vector of query terms q and document o
(tp0 (o, q))
Require: sheep x, object to classify o, training data q
1: Let wq,i ∈ Wq be a vector of the training data terms.
2: Let wo,i ∈ Wq be a vector
of the terms in the object to be classified.
P
wq,i ∗wo,i
3: x.conf idence = P
1
P 2 1
2
(

wq,i ) 2 ∗(

wo,i ) 2

x.shouldcontinue ← (x.conf idence < threshold)
5: return x
4:

Note that the cosine measurement is the same approach used in the similarity search presented in section 2.3.
Simple Learning Automata
Algorithm 4.3 is a simple Learning Automata (LA) classifier which, in contrast
to algorithm 4.2, can work without a manually specified threshold. [50] This
was used as a classification algorithm in [13] for the LS. This simple LA has
been shown to work well in interactive unknown environments and will in an
attempt to find an unknown value λ come arbitrarily close to this value as long
as there is an environment which guides it. [36] λ is mapped as confidence in
algorithm 4.3. LAs have also been shown to work well in teams when limited
capacity available. [15, 16]
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Algorithm 4.3 Simple LA (tp0 (o, q))
Require: sheep x, object to classify o, training data q
1: Let W be a split of the content of o into words.
2: for all w ∈ W do
3:
if x.state < Q then
4:
w ← ApplyStemming(w).
5:
if w ∈
/ StopW ords then
6:
x.numwords ← x.numwords + 1
7:
if w ∈ q then
8:
x.state ← x.state − 1
9:
else
10:
x.state ← x.state + 1
x.state
11: x.conf idence = x.numwords
12: x.shouldcontinue ← (x.state < Q)
13: return x
Non-linear Learning Automata
Finally, algorithm 4.4 presents an extension of algorithm 4.3. In contrast to
algorithm 4.2 and 4.3, algorithm 4.4 is not an attempt to only show the proof
of concept of the LS, but also efficiently utilize the web page properties.
One improvement is done by adjusting the state movements in the LA.
This is done by letting the states in the LA move in a non-linear space, with
an aim that to increase the convergence speed without loss of accuracy. The
first word, part of the anchor text, can make the LA move Q/2 states, where
Q is the number of states in the LA. The second word, which could either be in
the anchor text or the web page, could make the LA move Q/4 states, and so
on. Because each sheep classifies sequentially and the anchor text is discovered
before the web page text, the anchor text will have more impact on the state
movement than the web page text. This utilizes that anchor text describes
the corresponding web page not only for choosing which pages to download
as done in algorithm 4.1, but also for classification [8]. Thus algorithm 4.4
prioritises the anchor text over the web page text even more than algorithm
4.3.
Furthermore, algorithm 4.4 is improved by taking the frequency of words
into account. Algorithm 4.3 only determines whether a discovered word in the
data to be classified also exists in the training data. This is sub-optimal as
word which occurs only once in the training data has an equal impact on the
classification as words which occur frequently. As a mitigation, algorithm 4.4
is adjusted so that the frequency of words also contribute. [50] This is done by
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letting the state movement be multiplied by the normalised by frequency of
the occurrences of words in the training data. This makes the frequent words
in the training data contribute more than the infrequent words.
To avoid letting the state movements become so small that it does not
contribute to the classification, the movements are adjusted to let the smallest
possible state movement be 1.
Algorithm 4.4 Non-linear LA (tp0 (o, q))
Require: sheep x, object to classify o, training data q
1: Let W be a split of the content of o into words.
2: if not x.movement then
3:
x.movement ← Q/2
4: for all w ∈ W do
5:
if x.state < Q then
6:
w ← ApplyStemming(w).
7:
if w ∈
/ StopW ords then
8:
x.numwords ← x.numwords + 1
9:
if w ∈ q then
10:
x.state ← x.state − (int(x.movement ∗ N ormF req(w ∈ q))or1)
11:
else
12:
x.state ← x.state + x.movement
13:
x.movement ← int(x.movement/2)or1
x.state
14: x.conf idence = x.numwords
15: x.shouldcontinue ← (x.state < Q)
16: return x

Using labelled information
The LS uses labelled information as a pre-classifier to determine if web pages
should be downloaded. The labels consists of anchor and title text in a
link: <a href=" . . . " title="LABEL">LABEL</a>. This works because anchor texts in most cases accurately describes the web page it links to. [8]
Others have shown that classification accuracy can be increased not only by
using the anchor text, but also by using the anchor text context. [21] A similar
approach could potentially increase the accuracy and reduce the number of
downloaded pages of the LS. The algorithm opens up for such extensions,
but it is not directly addressed. In fact, since the LS is not dependant on
one specific classifier, the applicable features are only limited by the classifier
used.
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Minimizing resources
Exhaustively crawling web sites is a resource intensive task. This is because
there exists many large public web sites. For example, the national government portal of Norway, http://regjeringen.no, has 7 250 000 web pages.
With a good download capacity and a fast speed of ten pages per second, the
exhaustive scan would take more than 8 days. Additionally, to automatically
asses the web pages, they need to be parsed and the results stored. This is
resource intensive and in practice limits who can do exhaustive crawls to a
few organisations. It is therefore important that any algorithm to be used for
eGovernment surveys use the available resources wisely and try to limit the
number of downloaded pages, so that it can be applied also in organisations
that do not have massive capacity available.
The LS is design to use as little as possible of the available resources
when crawling and classifying web pages. This is done my letting each sheep
evaluate the anchor text, and, only if the anchor texts seems relevant, the sheep
downloads the pages. This is under the assumption that the used resources
are directly related to the number of downloaded and parsed web pages. I.e.
an algorithm will use less resources if it downloads fewer pages.
Formal web site scoping
What is within or not within a web site is from a user perspective not clearly
defined. Sometimes a web site equivalent to the domain name. However, in
connected web sites, this is often not the case. A web site may link to any web
page, independent of domain name, in an attempt to provide useful material
to the user. In fact, in a connected government web site it is often so that
services are bought from third party vendors and are made available online
on separate domains. The citizens can find these services either by a search
engine or through links from the government web site.
A practical example of this is the mail record module in Norwegian local
government. The modules are bought from limited set of vendors and often
available on the domain of the vendor. Since many buy from the same vendor,
local governments will often have the same domain for their mail record module. For users this is not a problem as they will use the module independent of
whether it has the same domain as long as it is part of the local government.
However, for a crawler this causes challenges as that is within or outside of
the scope of the web site is not formally defined.
The common approach in existing crawlers and classifiers for automatic
evaluation has been to formally define the scope of the web site. [45] This is a
tedious manual process. In contrast, the LS does not require a formally scoped
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web site, only a web site entry point. The LS follows links without consideration of domain names. Thus, it does not matter if targeted information is
linked from but not present at the same domain, or if a governmental service
is part of a different domain than the governmental web site itself.
This approach works because web sites web sites tend only to link to content relevant for the user groups. For example, a municipal web site will link
to the public records from their own municipality, not others.
Classification using only positive examples
A common challenge in classification is collection of enough and good training
data. Often times collecting training data is a manual time consuming work,
requiring both positive and negative examples. In general, the more training
data available without over fitting, the better the classifier performs.
Therefore, it is a very desired property to reduce the amount of training
data needed in classification. [18] The LS achieved this by only requiring positive training examples. This uncommon property significantly reduces the
amount of needed training data.
The LS uses only positive training examples because the presented algorithms 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 rely only on positive examples. However other classifiers may rely on both positive and negative examples such as the Naı̈ve Bayes
classifier. For such an approach the negative training data could be directly
collected from the data outside of the target category, but the performance
and properties of using both negative and positive training data has not been
examined in this paper.
Feature selection
There exists many potential features which can be used for web page classification. What are useful features depend on the training data.
The general LS (algorithm 4.1) does not specifically define any features.
The only requirement is that the features are available from the anchor text
and the web page. However, each of the presented sheep algorithms (algorithm
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4) split the anchor text and the content into words. This means
that the presented algorithms are based on the bag of words for features.
Even though the current references only uses the available words as features, due to the interchangeability of classification algorithms in the LS, several other potential features could be applicable. This includes, but are not
limited to: text in the vicinity of the anchor text, the URL of the page to be
evaluated, the heading information close to the anchor text, web page title,
tag structure, meta tags, HTTP header information, and so on. [24, 41, 48]
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Such features may yield higher accuracy. However, the optimal set of features
is not within scope of this paper.
Bag of words approach
As is common in text classification and naı̈ve linguistic models, algorithm 4.2,
4.3 and 4.4 use a bag of words approach. It treats each instance of the word
independently. This is a common approach in classification as it yield good
accuracy without being complex. [23] A disadvantages is that opposite phrases
such as “Mail records are online, not only offline anymore” and “Mail records
are only offline, not online anymore” are treated identical.
Again, due to the interchangeability of the classifiers in the LS, any classifier could be used, even classifiers that use takes sequence of words into
account, using for example an n-gram classification approach. [34] With such
a classifier the sequence of the words “not online . . . but offline” would be
treated differently than “online . . . but not offline”.
In fact, algorithm 4.4 utilizes the sequence to fuel convergence. In contrast
to common bag of words approach, the first words detected, part of the anchor
texts, have more influence on the state movements and are more important
than the words detected later. However, relationships between words that
occur close to each other, are not utilized in any of the presented algorithms.
Another disadvantage with the bag of words approach is that it is language
dependant.
Language dependency
Language dependency is a common problem when applying web mining in
across countries and languages. Some approaches exists that use automatic
translation or multiple corpuses with different languages. [42] However, it is
generally considered that as long as words are used as part of the algorithm
it is language dependant.
Language independence are not considered in this paper. However, a mitigation could be to either have training data from multiple languages available,
or use features which are not language dependant such as number of links,
types of document, dates, and so on. [1]
Stemming
A common challenge when dealing with text classification is the different conjunctions are not directly comparable. An example is having training data
with the word plan. For accurate classification it is important that relevant
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words to be classified can be compared with plan, such as planning, planned,
plans all with the stem plan.
Stemming makes such comparisons possible, which is the process is extracting the core parts, or the stems, of words. It is commonly applied to
classification problems when conjugations of words are irrelevant and introduce noise. [12] The LS uses stemming both for the anchor texts and web page
content.
Similarly, in HTML certain characters can be written both with HTML
notation or as unicode characters. For example å can be written as &aring;.
To avoid noise, all HTML notations were translated to unicode characters.
Removal of stop words
Another common challenge in text classification are overly common language
dependant words which are independent of the content and typically introduce
noise to the classification. Example of stop words are in English are: and, to,
for, in . . . . 2
The LS removes all stop words are removed from training and classification
data. [12]
Organising of training data
The training data is organised into categories based on the material that is
sought after. For each category, the training data includes examples of target
web pages and anchors linking to the target pages. Both web pages and
anchors have been manually classified.
The anchor texts and web page are treated separately by the algorithm.
This means that the training data the anchor text is used only for the classification of the anchor text, and the training data for the web pages are used only
for the web page classification. However, since there is a strong correlation
between the anchor text and web page content, if few training data examples
are available, the training data from the anchor text and web page could be
merged.
Complexity
To analyse and evaluate the performance of the LS this section presents a
complexity analysis of the algorithm
2

In some classification problems the stop words do not introduce noise, but have discriminatory effects. An example of this is language detection.
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Considering a web site as a directed graph S, the number of pages available
can be determined by the depth of the graph d and a branching factor b. This
means that a simple complete breath first crawler, that downloads every page
once, will have the space and time complexity O(bd ). [47] In a crawler that
deliberately limits the depth to maxdepth, the space and time complexity will
be bmaxdepth .
In the LS, maxdepth is used to control the maximum depth the algorithm
reaches in the web site graph. The herder, that controls all downloaded pages
in the set V isited, will not release a sheep towards a page which has already
been visited. However, the herder could, and often does, release the herd at a
page which a sheep has communicated have good classification results.
This means that by letting the sheep work sequentially instead of parallel and by letting each sheep always download the page it encounters, the
sheep will be a breadth first crawler with complexity bmaxdepth . Additionally,
the herder will downloaded one page per depth. Thus, the time and space
complexity when downloading all pages must be: bmaxdepth + maxdepth.
Since the sheep only download web pages that potentially yield good classification results, the worst case scenario when it comes to time and space
complexity must be the sheep always downloads the page it encounters. Thus,
the complexity of the LS must be O(bmaxdepth + maxdepth)
This means that the LS has a higher complexity than a standard breadth
first crawler with a manually defined maxdepth. However, this absolute worst
case does not communicate well how the algorithm works in practice. The
performance can better be communicated by introducing a relevance factor
r ∈ [0, 1] representing the probability that a sheep pursues and downloads a
page. This gives the time and storage complexity: r ∗ bmaxdepth + maxdepth
where r and b defines the web site, and maxdepth is set in the LS. By letting
r = 1, it gives the worst case complexity (Big-O notation).
Since the objective of the LS is to detect the target page pt (see section
3), it needs to be downloaded. Thus, pt need to be within the potentially
r ∗ bmaxdepth + maxdepth downloaded pages. Therefore maxdepth need to be
set balancing the complexity and the data at hand: Considering both the
available resources and that pt should be within reach.
The complexity analysis in this section is based on graph traversal. It
does not consider the web page size nor the download capacity, which adds
to the complexity. This analysis further relies on that all URLs uniquely
identifies their corresponding web pages. This way, the crawler can know
by only comparing the URLs prior to downloading a page whether it has
been downloaded earlier. In practice there are situations where several URLs
represent the same web page. Since there is then a chance that a page is
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downloaded more then once, it adds to the complexity. [29] A solution for this
could be to use the HTTP header hash tag which could be retrieved without
downloading the web page. These limitation and solutions are not addresses
in this paper as they are not only applicable for the complexity analysis of
the LS, but applying any graph search analysis applied for crawling for web
sites. Thus, the exact same limitation and solutions applies to for example a
complete breadth first crawler.
See section 5 and [13] for empirical performance evidence.
Implementation
The algorithm has been implemented in Python both in a synthetic environment and an environment that crawler working with real web sites. The
application is controlled from a command line interface, and all results are
stored in a postgreSQL database.
The results are available in a simple web interface, and exportable to CSV
so that the results can be used for statistical analysis or for example in a
spread sheet application.
All HTTP requests are done using urllib2, and all HTML parsing implemented using Beautiful Soup. The stemming algorithm and stops words are a
Python port of the Java Snowball.
The implementation is deliberately not following the robots exclusion protocol (robots.txt). [26] The reason for this is that many governmental web sites
use the protocol to avoid unwanted dissemination. [28] Thus, by following the
robots.txt much material would not be found. However, following robots.txt
could be switched on by a parameter in the command line interface.
The synthetic environment includes additional algorithms than is presented
in this paper. The reason for this is that the synthetic environment is easily controllable and therefore much easier implement and use to get a first
overview how each algorithm performs. How the LS acts in the synthetic
environment is extensively studied in [13].
All source code is available at http://svn.egovmon.no/svn/eGovMon/ under the GPL license.

4.2

Application I: Existence: Locating public transparency
services and information in government web sites

The first case where the LS is applied is automatically assessing eGovernment transparency. Transparency is area which are often part of eGoverment
surveys and is therefore a fitting application area for the LS. [2] The eGovernment survey which includes the most detailed description of the methodology
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is presented in [39]. In short, the approach in [39] rewards the presence of
online information related to transparency. For example, a government web
site with contact information is more transparent then a web site lacking this
information. The LS could have been used to carry out this survey.
[39] includes five local government web sites (the web site of the capital
and the four subsequent largest cities) from 15 European countries. Smaller
municipalities are not included in the survey. Thus, [39] focus on only a small
set of web sites, and much more capacity is required if more web sites such as
web sites from local governments should have been part of the survey.
[39] examines as available information, while others have tried to examine
transparency from a citizen perspective. An example is [2] which saw transparency as presence of services, information and data which gives insights
to governmental processes on the web, such as for example local government
budgets, video of governmental meetings and zoning information.
Based on these distinct approaches, online transparency could be divided
into two unique categories with very different properties: transparency information and online transparency services. The LS is applicable for both
categories.
Transparency information is available governmental material which could,
to enhance transparency, be published online, such as an online budget or
contact information. It is typically uploaded as a spread sheet or PDF on the
local government CMS, and no special requirements or services are needed to
make it available. Furthermore, it is almost exclusively located in the main
domain local government web site.
Online transparency services are part of the web site providing functionality that could not be achieved at the same level without eGovernment. An
example of this is searchable and subtitled videos of local government meetings organized by cases.3 The services are typically provided by a third party
vendor more or less integrated into the local government web sites, but not
necessarily within the same domain. Thus, links to government services at
a different domains may be just as valuable for a citizen as links to services
within the same domain, whether a service is within or outside of a web site
is not clearly defined. When applying a crawling algorithm, formally defining
the web site scope is important to avoid excessive downloads of web pages.
However, a clear definition of what is within or outside the scope of a web
site is not important to the users as long as it does not affect the browsing
experience.
3

Note that a service on a web site is not the same as a web service. A service is a
governmental application which could be available on the web, while a web service is an web
application programming interface.
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Based on this we let the LS be applied to the web site to automatically
locate both information and services.

4.3

Application II: Findability: Determining whether government material can be found users

The second case where the LS is applied is suggesting whether online government material could be found by representative users.
Even if useful information is exists in public web sites, it is not necessarily
so that real users can locate it. Assessing if material exists or if it can be
found online are substantially different. Tests on existence (existence tests)
only assess whether information is present, typically carried out by experts. On
the other hand, tests on whether users can find information online (findability
tests) assess the usability of a web site, and are typically run in controlled
environments with representative users. Findability tests are therefore carried
out with a higher cost, but are nevertheless often assessed in eGovernment
surveys. [44]
Findability tests are related to web usage mining which requires either
access to web logs or installing a third party mining software such as Google
analytics. In either case, it requires some administrative access not publicly
available.
However, many have showed that navigable web sites are more user friendly
and therefore related to web structure mining. [37] A usability optimization
approach is presented in [22] fusing both weighted page ranks and the web
log mining the user behaviour. Among the presented findings, [22] show that
users could reach popular pages more easily than unpopular pages. This rather
obvious finding shows an important point: The reachability of a service and
information is important for the usability, even in modern complex dynamic
web sites.
It is therefore arguable that findability implies reachability, and that fewer
clicks needed for a user to reach a target page indicates both increased reachability and findability. From this we can define an approach which gives an
indication of the findability without access to the web log by measuring the
number of required clicks from the start page ps to the target page pt as
F indability(ps , pt ) as outlined in algorithm 4.6. It further means that testing
for existence versus findability can be set up as described in algorithm 4.7.
Since findability uses number of clicks as a metric, it implies that many
clicks yield bad findability, and visa versa. Thus, there exists a threshold that
separates if a material is findable or not, as indicated in algorithm 4.7. The
threshold should optimally be set to how many links users click to reach a task
before giving up. Some studies show that users tend to stop surfing he/she has
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Algorithm 4.6 Findable(pi ,pt )
1: if pi =pt then
2:
return 0
3: else
4:
return min∀pj linked from
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pi

and

visit(pj ) {Findable(pj , pt )

+ 1}

Algorithm 4.7 Existence versus Findability
1: pt = LostSheep(q, S) Existence test.
2: if pt 6= ∅ then
3:
t = F indable(pt , S)
4:
if t > threshold then
5:
pt exists and is findable.
6:
else
7:
pt exists, but is not findable.
8: else
9:
pt does not exists.
clicked links at least thee times. Such evidence is provided in [40], but stresses
that the number of clicks itself is not the important factor, but rather whether
users are able to find information. The number of clicks before quitting a task
depend significantly on the user. Some users even kept on clicking after 25
pages.
This suggests that the threshold should be set to three clicks. However, it
should be verified with user experiments.

4.4

Application III: Locating services and information live and
in web sites in the deep web

The third application is automatically finding government material in a live
environment.
Searching the web is a common and mature task and many users use
Internet almost exclusively through large search engines. Searching the huge
web is possible because the web sites have been crawled and indexed prior to
the actual search. In practice this means that users search an offline copy of
the web.
However, many web sites cannot be indexed by major search engines and
fall into the deep web. [19] Examples of this includes web sites which update
more frequently than the visiting interval of the search engine crawlers, web
sites which are password protected, behind forms or restrict crawlers to visit
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by using robots.txt. Further, government web sites are starting to fall into the
deep web as web sites become password protected and often with personalised
information.
To enable search in some of the deep web sites, algorithms can perform
live searches in an interactive environment with the tester. With an input
query the algorithms can crawl and with a high precision find the web page
that best matches the query. Additionally, the algorithm could prompt for
passwords, form content, and so on. For this to be possible, the algorithm
need to provide results quickly. This application requires that the algorithm
is able to find information in a short time period. Therefore, an algorithm
that finds the information quicker will score better.
Further, live search makes it possible to evaluate eGovernment web sites
on the fly. This could work similar to how W3C Markup Validation Service
works which gives validation results on a web page [49]. An eGoverment
checker would rather work on web site level to detect whether material exists
and if it is findable. However, for such a service to work in practice it needs
to be able to respond quickly.

5

Experimental evaluation

This section first presents the experimental setting including the data set.
Then the section presents empirical data and analyse of the algorithm performance.

5.1

Experimental setting

This section presents the set up of the experiments. This includes an overview
of the algorithms evaluated, the data set used, how the training data is collected, which tasks the classifiers carry out and metrics used for evaluating
the performance.
Selected transparency tasks
The experiments are designed to be as realistic as possible, but still show the
performance of the algorithms.
To comply with this, the algorithms are assigned with tasks in line with
section 4.2 and 4.3 on transparency services and information online and to
meet the following criteria.
• The tasks are chosen both based on metrics that have been used in
eGoverment surveys in the literature and based on communication with
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local government administrators and national survey initiators. A positive consequence of this is that the results are relevant for eGovernment
researchers and stake holders. [2, 39]
• The tasks should show how well the algorithms are able to locate different
types of eGovernment data. To meet this criteria the tasks are chosen
to locate both governmental information and services (see section 4.2 ).
• The tasks should show how well the algorithms perform in locating both
data that often and rarely exists. The tasks are therefore chosen with
this in mind. As an example, it is expected that contact information can
be located on many web sites, while videos of governmental meetings is
expected to seldomly be available.
Table J.2 presents a list of tasks the algorithms locate. These tasks are
similar to classification classes as a web page pi could be classified to be part
of each class. However, the tasks differer from classification classes as the
intention is to determine both if the material exists and the location. Therefore
the wording task is used rather then classes, in line with survey assessment
not classification.
Table J.2: List of transparency tasks.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Type
Information
Information
Information
Information
Information
Information
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service

Description
Contact information
Recent information section
Budget
Local government calendar
Local government plan
Zoning information and plans
Mail record
Search functionality (on a single page)
Online local government board meetings
Online local government executive council
Chat with administrative or political officials
Video of city or municipality board meetings
Online city or municipal plan meeting
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Summary of algorithms
Table J.3 presents an overview of algorithms used in the experiments. These
algorithms are chosen because they are shown to both solve similar problems
yield good results in synthetic environments.
Table J.3: Summary of algorithms
Abbr.
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA

Algorithm
Random Walk
Shark Search
Similarity Search
Lost Sheep with cosine similarity
Lost Sheep with simple LA
Lost Sheep with non-linear LA

Presented in
Section 3.2
Section 2.4
Section 2.3
Algorithm 4.1,4.2
Algorithm 4.1,4.3
Algorithm 4.1,4.4

The setups of the LS are in line with the findings in [13]. The threshold
in LS SIM that controls when a page should be downloaded is set to 0.1. The
confidence threshold in the LS algorithm, to decide when the LS should stop
crawling, is set to 0.75. I.e. the LS need to have a normalised confidence of
0.75 before stopping prior to the reaching maxdepth. The number of states in
LS LA and LS NLLA, Q, is set to 100. Additionally, maxdepth is set to 5.
Note that since neither the RW nor the SS has a stopping mechanism,
they are deliberately stopped after downloading 200 pages. This is a fair stop
criteria since the other algorithms in average downloaded 55 pages, and only
212 times out of 22170 exceeded downloading 200 pages.
Further, since the RW does not give information on what is the expected
target page pt , the page with the largest similarity score among the downloaded page is chosen (arg max∀pi ∈P if visit(pi ) {sim(pi , q}). Note that the RW
is without learning and should be seen as a lower bound. The RW shows if
it is possible to find the target page by simply randomly selecting 200 web
pages. High accuracy for the RW indicates that the problem is relatively easy,
while low accuracy indicates that it is difficult.
Data set
This paper focuses on real web sites. The data set used to test the algorithms
are web sites from all Norwegian local governments. The set consists of 430
web sites of which 3 where unavailable during the experiments.
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Even though these are complex web sites often consisting of several domains, none of the web sites were formally scoped. The only input for the
algorithms are the home page of the web site.
The size of the web sites are estimated by randomly selecting 89 (20.84%
of the entire data set) web sites and checking the number of crawled pages by
Google, postulating that Google has crawled and indexed the entire web sites.
The web sites have a median size of 26 000 pages. Note that the size of the
sites are not Gaussian distributed and have arithmetic mean of 87 000. Some
sites are huge, typically from large municipalities, while others are small.
To avoid discrepancies in the data due to updates of the web sites, the data
set is organised into tuples consisting of a web site and a task. When running
the experiments, a random tuple is selected for evaluation. The web site and
task is extracted from the tuple and all algorithms run towards the site and
task before the experiments continued to the next tuple. This minimizes the
chance of a web site being updated between running two algorithms. Since
there are 13 tasks and 427 web sites, this gives a data set of 5551 tuples, and
in total 33306 experiments.
Synthetic environment
The advantages of applying the algorithms is a synthetic environment is that
it allows many experiments without manual verification and therefore with
minimum human interaction. The main disadvantage is that a synthetic environment may not be representative for real web sites.
This paper focuses on applying the algorithms in real web site environments. However, experiments and analysis in synthetic environment is available in [13]. This includes how all evaluated algorithms work in different web
site sizes and how the number of states influence the accuracy and convergence.
[13] also includes comparisons between the LS and several other algorithm
available in the literature, including algorithms which require perfect knowledge of the web site graph, such as Optimal and A*. Because of the time
consuming manual verification process which is required when applying the
algorithms to real live web sites, and because the comparativeness has already
been extensively shown in [13] it is omitted from this paper.
However, the findings in [13] provide the basis for what has been implemented in a real environment part of this paper.
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Training data
The training data where selected from the 427 municipal web sites. Since the
experiments are organised into different tasks, the training data is grouped
the same way.
For each task, the web sites were ordered randomly. The training data
is collected by locating the target page if it exists, and corresponding anchor
text in the first site. Subsequently, training data is collected from the next
site on the list. The collection is stopped when a simple diversity analysis of
the words in the data yields good results. The number of web pages collected
for the training data ranges from 13 down to 5 pages. Note that all algorithms
have the exact same training data.
To avoid classifying and training towards the same data, the web sites part
of the training data are removed in the analysis, unless it is explicitly mentioned. The training is only kept in counting the number of locale government
web sites where a material is located. The reason for this is that this data
does not show the algorithms performance, but rather examples of interesting
eGovernment results on existence and findability.
Metrics
Based on the analogy in 8, the algorithms are analysed according to the following performance metrics.
• Whether the classification is a true positives (T P ). Note that a true
positive is either that the correct target page has been located or that
the algorithm correctly reports that no target page exists. (see 8)
• The number of pages downloaded (D). (see 8)
• Live Search: Duration (see section 4.4)
Additionally, the following data is collected and presented.
• Existence Tests: The number of local government web sites where the
material is present. (see section 4.2)
• Findability Tests: If the target page is within 3 clicks starting page. (see
section 4.3)
Note that the latter two are not evaluations of the algorithm, but rather
show examples of results on if targeted eGovernment material exists and an
indication of whether it can be found by real users.
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Server
All experiments are run on Linux Debian 2.6.24-6 etchnhalf.8etch1 on a Fujitsu PRIMERGY RX200 Intel D5000 machine with two Xeon DP E5405 2x
Quadcore CPUs and 8GB RAM.

5.2

Experimental results

This section presents empirical evidence and analysis on the performance of
the algorithms as well as data on existence and findability.
All experiments were carried between February and April 2011.
Verification
The performance of the algorithms are verified partly automatically and manually. In most cases the results are calculated automatically based on the
execution of the algorithm, such as the number of downloaded pages and execution duration.
In contrast, since it is not possible to automatically calculate whether an
algorithm has reached a true positive, this is manually verified. Two tasks
are fully verified: (1) Whether contact information is available at the web site
and (7) whether mail record services are available online. For the remaining
tests, a randomly selected sample of 43 web sites (10%) are analysed. The
same random sample is used for all algorithms and tasks.

5.3

Overview of experimental results

Table J.4 and J.5 present an overview of the results. The table shows data
on the performance of the algorithms on accuracy (average TP), number of
pages downloaded and duration in seconds. For these data the best result is
presented in bold. The performance results are further analysed in section 5.6,
5.7 and 5.8.
Additionally, the table presents results on existence testing and findability
testing.

5.4

Existence testing

Table J.4(D) and J.5(D) shows the results for existence testing on the 427
local government web sites. Since task 1 (contact information) and task 7
(mail records) have been fully manually verified, it is possible to compare
the existence testing between the correct results and the reported results by
the algorithms. This comparison is available in table J.6. Note that this
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Table J.4: (Task 1-7) Detected transparency material with the different applied algorithms: (A) Manually verified accuracy (Average TP), (B) Average
number of pages downloaded, (C) Average duration in seconds, (D) Exstance
testing: Number of municipalities where the service of information exists and
(E) Findability Testing: Percentage of target pages within reach of 3 clicks,
for the algorithms Lost Sheep with Cosine Similarity (LS SIM), Lost Sheep
with LA and Q=100 (LS LA), Lost Sheep With Non Linear LA and Q=100
(LS NLLA), Random Walk (RW), Shark Search (SS), Similarity Based Search
(SIM).
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
E
E
E
E
E
E

Task ID
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM

1
0.82
0.84
0.85
0.36
0.46
0.30
5.89
5.99
5.93
200
200
138.0
23.9
24.29
10.67
50.55
58.29
139.96
414
416
416
351
405
394
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.32
0.29
0.0

2
0.60
0.58
0.57
0.15
0.28
0.15
18.64
17.53
18.81
200
200
133.28
50.43
46.01
31.34
61.2
102.94
126.69
340
350
338
156
212
226
0.48
0.47
0.47
0.28
0.36
0.0

3
0.80
0.80
0.85
0.66
0.65
0.66
34.5
33.42
34.1
200
200
135.18
72.17
70.58
54.01
72.6
70.5
107.41
186
199
190
86
106
107
0.30
0.28
0.28
0.33
0.27
0.0

4
0.92
0.93
0.86
0.63
0.77
0.68
27.98
28.34
28.82
200
200
136.31
61.91
68.04
49.03
62.59
149.52
103.43
239
238
230
42
121
90
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.24
0.25
0.0

5
0.85
0.86
0.91
0.65
0.64
0.64
32.4
30.59
30.66
200
200
137.26
58.87
66.9
50.22
99.62
101.29
128.69
209
216
218
57
97
77
0.3
0.34
0.33
0.3
0.32
0.0

6
0.82
0.78
0.80
0.64
0.67
0.66
35.46
36.36
36.6
200
200
136.15
75.67
81.81
63.95
77.09
67.2
114.27
166
155
154
60
78
77
0.21
0.21
0.2
0.25
0.28
0.0

7
0.88
0.87
0.87
0.32
0.56
0.34
9.81
9.87
9.96
200
200
136.55
20.93
22.55
21.26
83.09
71.44
111.27
381
379
378
118
307
169
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.25
0.32
0.01

comparison does not take the accuracy of the results into account, which is
shown in J.4(A) and J.5(A) and section 5.6.
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Table J.5: (Task 8-13) Detected transparency material with the different applied algorithms: (A) Manually verified accuracy (Average TP), (B) Average
number of pages downloaded, (C) Average duration in seconds, (D) Exstance
testing: Number of municipalities where the service of information exists and
(E) Findability Testing: Percentage of target pages within reach of 3 clicks,
for the algorithms Lost Sheep with Cosine Similarity (LS SIM), Lost Sheep
with LA and Q=100 (LS LA), Lost Sheep With Non Linear LA and Q=100
(LS NLLA), Random Walk (RW), Shark Search (SS), Similarity Based Search
(SIM).
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
E
E
E
E
E
E

Task ID
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM

8
0.69
0.69
0.68
0.47
0.65
0.53
15.66
15.84
15.6
200
200
135.51
33.77
50.84
37.84
153.45
75.37
164.17
362
364
368
196
266
299
0.49
0.49
0.48
0.26
0.32
0.0

9
0.78
0.77
0.79
0.25
0.38
0.30
18.41
18.79
19.18
200
200
135.96
44.74
44.82
33.49
72.3
97.18
120.35
339
332
336
179
242
222
0.43
0.46
0.43
0.3
0.35
0.0

10
0.75
0.64
0.79
0.24
0.29
0.27
23.04
23.04
22.97
200
200
136.28
51.18
63.13
38.68
58.98
109.79
118.17
303
292
299
107
156
153
0.35
0.36
0.36
0.3
0.38
0.0

11
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.93
0.93
0.94
49.16
49.11
49.46
200
200
136.97
109.59
102.72
146.59
64.18
88.01
132.68
25
20
23
23
28
19
0.44
0.55
0.3
0.3
0.25
0.0

12
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.94
0.95
0.94
48.98
48.69
48.53
200
200
138.81
103.06
96.52
84.51
90.75
60.38
109.49
22
27
30
21
24
21
0.5
0.44
0.4
0.33
0.29
0.0

13
0.96
0.96
0.98
0.94
0.92
0.93
47.18
46.96
47.33
200
200
137.38
92.59
94.45
69.25
59.49
77.0
117.03
38
39
41
24
28
32
0.32
0.28
0.24
0.54
0.5
0.0

Table J.6 clearly indicates that there are differences between the algorithms. All LS algorithms are able to reach a number close to the true value,
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with a difference with only 12-10 for task 1 and 27-30 on task 7. In contrast
the similarity search differs with 32 and 239.
Table J.6: Comparison on the existence testing between the algorithms. The
data show the number of web sites where the target reported that a target page
has been found. The difference from the correct result is shown in parenthesis.
Algorithm
Task 1
Task 7
Correct results 426
408
LS SIM
414 (12)
381 (27)
LS LS
416 (10)
379 (29)
LS NLLA
416 (10)
378 (30)
RW
315 (111) 118 (290)
SS
405 (21)
307 (101)
SIM
394 (32)
169 (239)

5.5

Findability testing

Table J.4(E) and J.5(E) shows that results for findability testing on the 427
local government web sites. As with existence testing, there are differences
between the algorithms.
Unfortunately, the correct result is not known in this case. To give an
indication of how the different algorithm perform, a comparison between the
result for each algorithm to the algorithm which reached the highest percentage
of target pages reachable within 3 clicks is done in table J.8.
Table J.7: (Task 1-7) Comparison on the findability testing between the algorithms. The data is compared with the results retrieved from the algorithm
that reached the highest percentage of target pages reachable within 3.
Algorithm 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Best result
0.83 0.48 0.33 0.44 0.34 0.28 0.83
LS SIM
LS LA
LS NLLA
RW
SS
SIM

0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.51
-0.03
-0.29

0.00
-0.00
0.00
-0.19
0.08
-0.36

-0.03
-0.02
0.00
0.05
-0.06
-0.27

0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.20
0.01
-0.25

-0.04
0.04
-0.01
-0.03
0.02
-0.32

-0.07
0.00
-0.00
0.05
0.03
-0.28

0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.58
0.07
-0.31
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Table J.8: (Task 8-13) Comparison on the findability testing between the
algorithms. The data is compared with the results retrieved from the algorithm
that reached the highest percentage of target pages reachable within 3.
Algorithm 8
9
10
11
12
13
Best result
0.49 0.46 0.38 0.55 0.50 0.54
LS SIM
0.00 -0.03 -0.03 -0.11 0.00 -0.22
LS LA
0.00 0.03 0.00 0.11 -0.06 -0.04
LS NLLA
-0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.25 -0.04 -0.04
RW
-0.22 -0.13 -0.06 0.00 -0.07 0.30
SS
0.06 0.05 0.08 -0.05 -0.04 -0.04
SIM
-0.32 -0.35 -0.38 -0.25 -0.29 -0.50
Again there are significant difference on how the algorithms perform. It
is clear the LS algorithm are able to locate much more web pages within the
three clicks than the remaining algorithms.
Perhaps most noticeably, the SIM in almost all cases is not able to locate
the page within three clicks. This suggests that the SIM takes unnecessary
long paths to reach the target page.

5.6

Accuracy of the algorithms

To use classifiers in practice it is important that they can be trusted to yield
accurate results.
Figure J.1 presents box plot of the accuracy of the evaluated algorithms
summarising the 13 tasks presented in table J.2. The black line depicts the
median value, the box is drawn between the quartiles (from the 75th percentile
to the 25th percentile). The dashed line extend to the minimum and maximum
values except outliers.
The plot shows that there is a significant difference between the achieved
accuracy of the algorithms. It further shows that all LS algorithms have a
much better performance than RW, SIM or SS. This is despite the fact that
RW, SIM and SS download more web pages per web site as shown in section
5.7.
LS LA, LS NLLA and LS SIM reached a median accuracy of 0.84, 0.85
and 0.82. In contrast SIM and SS reached a median accuracy of 0.64 and 0.65.
RW, which should be seen as a lower bound, yields an average accuracy of
0.63.
A conclusion based on this empirical data is that the LS in most cases reach
a higher accuracy than comparable algorithms. Further, since there are only
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Figure J.1: The accuracy of the algorithms (13 tasks per algorithm).
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small differences between LS LA, LS NLLA and LS SIM which classification
algorithm is used with the LS have little influence.
Even thought LS SIM and SIM both use the same cosine similarity algorithm, LS SIM reaches a significant better accuracy than SIM. These empirical
results strongly indicate that using LS when to locate and classify web pages
increases the accuracy.

5.7

Number of downloaded pages per algorithm

Since crawling and downloading web sites is a resource intensive task, it is
important that the algorithms utilize the available resources as best possible
and therefore minimise the number of pages.
Figure J.2 presents box plot of the number of downloaded pages for all 427
local government web sites. Note that RW and SS have been omitted since
they have a fixed downloaded rate.
The median number of downloaded pages for LS LA is ∼ 27, LS SIM and
LS NLLA have a median download of ∼ 28. In contrast, SIM has a median
download of ∼ 135.
It is evident from figure J.2 and the median numbers that all LS algorithms downloaded less web pages than SIM. Thus, it is arguably so that
pre-classifying anchor texts in order to determine if a page should be downloaded considerably reduces the number of pages to downloaded.

5.8

Duration of algorithms

To apply automatic algorithms for live eGovernment measurements, it is important that the duration to carry out the tasks is so low that it is practical
to be applied by the testers.
Intuition dictates that there should be a correlation between the duration
of the algorithms and number of downloaded pages. However, the results
show that this is not strong as the Pearson correlation is only 0.67. Figure
J.3 presents a plot between the number of downloaded pages versus duration
for all 427 web sites, independent of algorithms including a best fit regression.
The blue dashed line shows the mean response estimate with a 95% confidence
interval. The red dashed line shows the prediction response distribution with
95% confidence interval. 95% of the items fall within these red dashed lines.
Figure J.4 shows a box plot of duration per site per algorithm without
outliers. The figure shows that there are considerable differences between the
algorithms.
The box plot shows that the LS NLLA is the fastest algorithm with a
median duration 8.95 seconds. Close by comes LS LA and LS SIM with an
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Figure J.2: The number of downloaded page per algorithm (427 web sites per
algorithm).
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Figure J.3: Number of downloaded pages versus duration (427 web sites per
algorithm).
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Figure J.4: The duration of the algorithms (427 web sites per algorithm).
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average duration 11.24 and 12.09 seconds respectfully. The RW
both are limited to 200 pages, have a close median duration of
Finally, SIM has a median duration of 59.09 seconds. Thus,
average a lot faster.
It is therefore arguably so that of the evaluated algorithms,
plicable in live searches.
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and SS, who
30.20, 28.39.
the LS is in
LS most ap-

Number of pages downloaded versus size of web site

To show an indication the performance of the algorithms in practice, this section presents empirical data on how the algorithms work on web sites with
different number of pages (|P|). This could be used to indicate how |P| influences the performance and if the empirical data indicate a complexity.4
Figure J.5 presents a plot of the number of downloaded pages versus the
number of pages available in the web site for the algorithms LS SIM, LS NLLA
and similarity search including a best fit regression for each algorithm. Note
that due to the logarithmic y-scale, the best fit regressions appear curved, but
they are in fact linear.
The plot shows that in almost all cases the LS algorithms downloads fewer
web pages than the SIM. Further, the regression for LS NLLA increases faster
than LS SIM. LS NLLA and LS SIM intersect at web sites with ∼ 59000 pages.
This indicates that, with respect to number of downloaded pages, LS NLLA
performs better if |P| < 59000, LS SIM otherwise.
An explanation could be that the LS NLLA gives a higher priority to the
anchor texts than LS SIM, which indicates that the anchor text have a more
discriminatory effect on web sites with |P| < 59000, and therefore represents
the corresponding web pages better.
However, LS LA always performs better than all other algorithms and
intersects only at the end of the data set at at |P| =∼ 475000.
This suggests that LS LA scales better than all other algorithms when it
comes to number of downloads versus the size of the site. Thus using a simple
LA classifier has the best scalability properties in the LS.

5.10

Number of pages downloaded versus number of links
analysis

This sections presents how the LS performs in respect to available links. Similar to the analysis in section 5.9, this can be used to indicate the complexity
of the algorithm.
4

Examples of complexities include growing linearly, exponentially, and so on.
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60

Figure J.6 shows a plot between the number of links analysed versus the
number of pages downloaded for the LS NLLA where the LS reports that the
target page has been found. For a just comparison the outliers have been
remove. The outliers are evaluation results of web sites with more than 6000
anchor texts evaluated, but still very few pages downloaded.
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Figure J.6: Number of links discovered by the LS versus number of downloaded
pages (427 web sites).
The solid black line shows a best fit regression.5 The Pearson correlation
between the data sets is 0.83.
The formula for the best fit regression is: y = 7.834322 ∗ 10−01 + 1.699117 ∗ 10−02 ∗
x − 1.820809 ∗ 10−06 ∗ x2 , where x is the number of evaluated links and y is the number of
downloaded pages. This regression has a p-value: < 2.2 ∗ 10−16 .
5
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Not surprisingly, there is a correlation between the number analysed links
and downloaded pages. Despite intuition, correlation is better then linear.
This indicates that the LS performs better in terms of number of downloaded
pages when the number of available links increase.

6

Conclusion

This paper presents and analyses the use of the lost sheep algorithm with
special focus on locating targeted information and services in government web
sites. Finding government material online is a time consuming manual task
part of most eGovernment surveys. Introducing the lost sheep algorithm reduces the human resources needed to carry out eGovernment surveys, which
enables both more organisation to carry out surveys and larger sample of web
sites to be part of existing surveys.
The lost sheep is a flexible classification based algorithm that uses a preclassifier on link anchor texts to determine whether web pages should be
downloaded and classified. This way the algorithm can locate services based
on manually collected training data by only downloading a small number of
pages. The lost sheep is classifier independent and can utilize the classifier
that best fit the problem area.
The results in this paper show that the lost sheep outperforms all comparable algorithms. In the realistic task of locating information and services
related to transparency in local government web sites, the lost sheep was able
to reach an accuracy of 85% by only downloading in average 27 pages per site.
In contrast, the best comparable algorithm reached an accuracy of 64% when
downloading 135 pages.

7

Further work

In the further work additional properties of the lost sheep should be explored.
This includes investigating other potential features than words in the anchor
text and web page, such as text in the vicinity of the anchor text and URLs.
Additionally further work should include exploring the potential language
independent features so that the lost sheep could be applied in eGovernment
surveys that covers more languages. Such features could include available
documents formats, telephone numbers, document IDs, size of the page, and
so on.
Furthermore, how the algorithm performs with other classifiers and in
other environments than what is presented in this paper should be explored.

7 Further work
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Appendix J.1 — Metrics

This section is cleaned up version of the analogy presented in [13]. It defines
metrics for the exact match on rare item searches(EMRIS) based on widely
accepted metrics from relevant fields, namely: web page classification, information retrieval and focused crawling.

8.1

Classification

Note that T P could be written as T P (S), but is for presentation reasons
simplified.
The EMRIS can written as a binary classification problem:
• Group 1: Classify the target page pt as relevant.
• Group 2: Classify all N − 1 non-relevant pages ({pi ∈ P : pi 6= pt }) as
non-relevant.
The aim for web page classification is to maximize the number of web
pages classified correctly (true positives TP, and true negatives TN), and minimize the number of web pages wrongly classified (false positives FP, and false
negatives FN).
With this aim, classification algorithms are typically evaluated according
to macro-precision, Pm (S) and macro-recall Rm (S) which for the binary clas1 and R1 refer to
sification problems can be written as following [30] where Pm
m
2 and R2 refer to Group 2.
Group 1, and Pm
m
2

Pm (S) =
=
=
Rm (S) =
=
=


1 X
T Pi
2
(T Pi + F Pi )
i=1


1
T P1
T P2
+
2 (T P1 + F P1 ) (T P2 + F P2 )

1 1
2
Pm (S) + Pm
(S)
2
2

1 X
T Pi
2

i=1

(J.1)

(T Pi + F Ni )


T P2
T P1
+
2 (T P1 + F N1 ) (T P2 + F N2 )

1 1
2
Rm (S) + Rm
(S)
2
1

(J.2)
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Since EMRIS deliberately limits the pages to be classified as relevant to
one, it separates itself from other classification problems as there are only two
possible scenarios:
• Scenario 1, section 8.1: The correct target page is found and pt is correctly classified as relevant.
• Scenario 2, section 8.1: The correct target page is not found, and pt
is wrongly classified as not relevant. With these limited possibilities,
Pm (S) and Rm (S) can be simplified.
Scenario 1: The correct target page is found
Group 1: When a correct page has been found, it means that pt is correctly
classified as relevant. This gives T P1 = 1, F P1 = 0 and F N1 = 0.
Using equations J.2 and J.2 gives:
T P1
= 1,when T P1 = 1
(T P1 + F P1 )
T P1
1
= 1, ,when T P1 = 1
Rm
(S) =
(T P1 + F N1 )
1
Pm
(S) =

Group 2: Keeping in mind that there is only one relevant page in EMRIS,
when the correct page has been found it means that all not relevant N −1 pages
have also been correctly classified as not relevant. This gives that T P2 = N −1,
F P2 = 0 and F N2 = 0.
Using equations J.2 and J.2 gives:
T P2
N −1
=
= 1,when T P1 = 1
(T P2 + F P2 )
(N − 1 + 0)
T P2
N −1
2
Rm
(S) =
=
= 1,when T P1 = 1
(T P2 + F N2 )
(N − 1 + 0)
2
Pm
(S) =

Scenario 2: The correct target page is not found
Group 1: When a correct page has not been found, it means that pt is
wrongly classified as not relevant, which gives T P1 = 0 and F P1 = 1.
Using equations J.2 and J.2, if the selected page is not pt , T P1 = 0 this
gives:
T P1
= 0,when T P1 = 0
(T P1 + F P1 )
T P1
1
Rm
(S) =
= 0, ,when T P1 = 0
(T P1 + F N1 )
1
Pm
(S) =
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Group 2: When pt is wrongly classified as not relevant it must be an FN.
Still all but one of the not relevant pages are still correctly classified as not
relevant. Similarly, another page must be wrongly classified as relevant which
means that the target page must be a FP. This gives T P2 = N − 2, F P2 = 1
and F N2 = 1.
Using equations J.2 and J.2, if the selected page is not pt , T P1 = 0 this
gives:
T P2
N −2
=
,when T P1 = 0
(T P2 + F P2 )
(N − 2 + 1)
T P2
N −2
2
Rm
(S) =
=
,when T P1 = 0
(T P2 + F N2 )
(N − 2 + 1)
2
Pm
(S) =

Pm (S) and Rm (S)
Following the logic in section 8.1 and 8.1 as well as equation J.2 and J.2, Pm (S)
and Rm (S) must, if the algorithm correctly classifies pt as relevant, be:

1 1
2
Pm (S) =
Pm (S) + Pm
(S)
2

1
1 + 1 = 1,when T P1 = 1
=
2

1 1
2
Rm (S) + Rm
(S)
Rm (S) =
2

1
=
1 + 1 = 1,when T P1 = 1
2
If the algorithm wrongly classifies pt as not relevant Pm (S) and Rm (S)
must be:

1 1
2
P (S) + Pm (S)
Pm (S) =
2 m

1
N −2 
=
0+
2
(N − 2 + 1)
N −2
=
,when T P1 = 0
2N − 2

1 1
2
Rm (S) =
Rm (S) + Rm
(S)
2
1
N −2 
=
0+
2
(N − 2 + 1)
= Pm (S),when T P1 = 0
This shows, for EMRIS, Pm (S) and Rm (S) are always identical. Furthermore, Pm (S) and Rm (S) can be derived directly from only knowing if T P1
exists and the number of number pages in the directed graph, N .
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Thus, equation J.1 and J.2 can for the EMRIS be simplified as following.
−2)
If T P1 , then Rm (S) = T P , otherwise Rm (S) = (|T P −1|)(N
, or written as
2N −2
following:
(|T P − 1|)(N − 2)
Rm (S) = Pm (S) = T P +
(J.3)
2N − 2
Usefulness of Pm (S) and Rm (S) for EMRIS
In addition to being simplified, despite the common usage in classification
problems and used for EMRIS in, [25] it is noteworthy that Rm (S) is not a
good metric for the EMRIS. This can be shown by defining an algorithm which
deliberately wrongly classify pt as not relevant. This is the worst algorithm
possible as T P1 will always be 0 and it will always ”guess wrong”. Even for
such an algorithm Rm (S) will correctly classify N − 2 pages as non-relevant,
which is highly rewarded Rm (S).
Thus, even for the worst possible algorithm large directed graphs will receive a score of 12 for Rm (S).
Rm (S) lim

N →∞

= TP +
=

(|T P − 1|)(N − 2)
2N − 2

1
,when T P = 0.
2

(J.4)

Accuracy
Another often used, but simpler, metric in the classification field is accuracy.
It is defined as the percentage of T P over the total number of tests applied.
In EMRIS, there can at most be only one TP per site.
This further means that for more than one site
Accuracy will for the EMRIS be defined as the average T P over multiple
sites. :
Accuracy =

i=T
X

T P (Si )/N

(J.5)

i=0

where Si is one testes web site and N is the number of sites tested.
Note that this is for multiple web sites. In EMRIS, for one T P (S) ∈ {0, 1},
and, for all tests T , Accuracy ∈ [0, 1].
Keep in mind that Pm (S), Rm (S), or averages of these over number of
N , are considered more valuable metrics for classification problems as these
also include F N, F P, and T N [30], but are not good metrics for EMRIS (see
section 8.1).
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Information Retrieval

[25] presented evaluation metrics retrieved from various sources for the EMRIS:
(S)Rm (S)
[25] defines effectiveness as F1 (S) = P2Pmm(S)+R
, but failed to notice that
m (S)
Pm (S) and Rm (S) are identical for the EMRIS (see section 8.1) which gives
the following:
2Pm (S)Rm (S)
Pm (S) + Rm (S)
2(Rm (S))2
=
2Rm (S)
= Rm (S) = Pm (S)

F1 (S) =

(J.6)

Thus for EMRIS F1 (S) = Rm (S) = Pm (S)
Additionally, [25] defined efficiency as the path length (number of downloaded pages) and duration time.

8.3

Focused crawling

There are two main metrics in focused crawling [38]:
Target Recall: The fraction of relevant pages on the web downloaded by the
crawler.
Harvest Rate: The fraction of crawled pages over those that are relevant.
Recall: Ratio of total number of relevant retrieved documents to the total
number of existing relevant documents.
Precision: Ratio of total number of relevant retrieved documents to the total
number of retrieved documents.
Keeping in mind that the number of relevant pages in a directed graph is
deliberately set to
Pone for the EMRIS, the metrics can be simplified.
Let D(S) = (∀pi ∈P) visit(pi ) be the number of downloaded pages and
Rm (S) be the number of relevant pages from directed graph S. This gives:

Harvest Rate =
Total Recall =

D(S)
D(S)
=
= D(S)
Rm (S)
1
Rm (S)
1
=
D(S)
D(S)

(J.7)
(J.8)
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P Thus, from focused crawling, only the number of downloaded pages
( (∀pi ∈S) visit(pi )) is a relevant metric for the EMRIS.

8.4

Relevant metrics

As discussed in sections 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3, theP
relevant functions are T P (S)
(the number of true positives, accuracy) and (∀pi ∈S) visit(pi ) (the number
of downloaded pages).
This is not surprising as it is in line with the definition of the problem.
However, this section shows that the results are denoted directly from the
existing metrics in related fields. It is in contrast to papers in the literature,
e.g. [25], which use Pm (S), Rm (S) and F1 (S).
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Appendix A

eGovMon project description.

1

eGovMon — eGovernment Monitor

A massive digitalization of public services is underway. The main challenge in
this development is to ensure that the new online services effectively address
the real needs of the citizens, businesses and governmental agencies. A system
to monitor this development can give a better understanding of how to build
good online service for citizens and enterprises.
The eGovMon project is developing methodology and software for quality
evaluation of web services, in particular eGovernment services, concerning four
areas:
• Accessibility
• Transparency
• Efficiency
• Impact
Additionally eGovMon will provide a policy design tool based on simulation
models.
A set of well defined indicators are to be identified for each area, using a
coherent assessment methodology. Evaluation results will be gathered through
This project description is available at http://www.egovmon.no
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automated tools when possible, and supplemented by surveys, manual assessments and other sources as needed.
eGovMon will deliver demonstrators for:
• Tools for testing and improving selected parts of websites. The first release of the eAccessibility Checker can be found at http://accessibility.
egovmon.no.
• A large scale, online demonstrator for benchmarking eGovernment services. An inital version for accessibility evaluation is in experimental
deployment.
• An online simulation model to investigate the estimated impact of planned
eGovernment initiatives, and to see how the particular indicators impact
the eGovernment status and progress.
The demonstrators will be designed for the Norwegian context in a close
collaboration with a group of 22 selected Norwegian pilot municipalities.
To draw on international results and to easily share project outcomes,
eGovMon is built on an open policy with open licensing for documents and for
software; this way, the project can re-use the results from other open projects
and focus the overall resources more efficiently on the scientific issues. All
software is open source and the project results are released under an open
license.
This openness can also foster synergy among related initiatives; in particular, interaction with the eGovMoNet project is very useful for eGovMon
methodology development.
eGovMon is a user-driven innovation project co-funded by the Research
Council of Norway, under the VERDIKT program focusing on innovation in
the public sector (Project no.: Verdikt 183392/S10.) The project started in
2008 and will last for 3 years.
More information is available at http://www.egovmon.no.

